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EDITORIAL PREFACE 

THB purpose of this series of small volumes on the 
leading forms which religious life has taken in India is to 
produce really reliable information for the use of all who 
are seeking the welfare of India. Editors and writers alike 
desire to work in the spirit of the best modem science, 
looking only for the truth. But, wbile doing so and seeking 
to bring to the interpretation of the systems under review 
such imagination and sympathy as characterize the best 
study in the domain of religion today, they believe they are 
able to shed on their work fresh light drawn from the close 
religious intercourse which they have each had with the 
people who live by the faith herein described; and their 
study of the relevant literature. has in every instance been 
largely supplemented by persistent questiorting of those 
likely to be able to give infonnation. In each case the 
religion describt'<l is brought into relation with Christianity. 
It is belieYed that all readera, in India at least, will rerogrtise 
the value of this pra~'tical method of bringing out the salient 
fatures of Indian religious life. 
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE 
Years have elapsed since Dr. J. N. Farquhar did me the 

honour of asking me to write an account of the Mahars. At 
that time my work in the Poona district bad led me into 
many villagea, and I had met people of all classes; and I 
thought that I knew the Mahan and their mind. But the. 
demand for a written word about them showed me that 
much special study and ree.earch were required to fulfil 
Dr. Farquhar's desire. I regret that I Wll8 never able to 
submit any of my work on this subject to him. 

From time to time the staff of the Soottish Church in 
Poona was called on to help at other stations; and so there 
Clime to rne the privilege of serving in Kolaba, Ahmednagar 
and Nagpur. That made possible wide research among the 
lllahur people; and the more one searched the more there 
remained to investil"'tc. And so the writing out in full of the 
knowledge thus gained Wllfl long delayed; and many of my 
Mahar friends must have lost hope of ever seeing in print 
what they had helped me to glean of folklore. I had myself 
lost hope of publishing my study when five yean in a drawer 
began to make 601lle of the facta mouldy. But the Rev. J. z. 
H~d~>e of the National Christian Council showed a most 
helpful interest in the publication; and by his effort11 my 
studios are now set up in type. I am most grateful to 
Mr. Hod~. 

1\ly indebtedness to books for information about the 
1\!ahars is a<knowledf?"d throughout i'l footnotes. For the 
understanding of the folk poetry and for the discovery of old 
chortera I am specially under obligation to Mr. 1\lanobar 
tTzgara and to the Rev. Sumitra Tborat of Poona. Much 
help Wlls given generously by Mr. Kamble of Poona and 
lllal'tllndrso Master of Saswad. The late Rev. Vinayakrao 
{;z~'Ura hdped me in the Abmedllllgv district. My gratitude 
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to these and many other helpers bas not faded with the 
years. 

Questions regarding customs, legends and cult have often 
remained unanswered; and I feel that much of scientific 
interest has yet to be gleaned. If any readers can supple
ment or correct my information I shall be glad to receive 
fuller knowledge. It has to be remembered, however, that 
the far spread fragments of this people cannot be easily 
cemented together for the formulation of uniform tribal 
custom and belief. 

It is impossible to study a people so mishandled by fate 
as the Mabars have been without feeling pity for them, and 
indignation towards the system which oppressed them. Such 
emotion often warps scientific judgment. But moral indig
nation is one of the facts which science must explain. If I 
do seem to advocate warmly the claim of the Mahar for 
justice, it is because the facts have shown that the claim is 
reasonable. If I seem very ·hard on llralunapism in its 
treatment of the outcaste, I am· not just airing an individual 
opinion or even repeating the opinions of anti-Brahmanic
classes. Many of my .closest friends have been Brahmans, 
and they have helped me to understand that the best in their 
life and their literatore condemns the absurdities of the 
caste system. . . 

Some matters are necessarily dealt with in a general way 
and the lack of particular treatment may cause obscurity. 
For example, I have found that words like 'outcaste' and 
'untouchable' perplex many people in Britain. Why should 
any person be born outcaste and why should the touch of a 
clean, decent man bring defilement 1 Why indeed 1 "It's gey 
an easy spairin." If one were dealing with the whole 
Hindu social system one might go into detail; but that 
would demand extensive treatment. 1 am just seeking to 
show what kind of people constitute the chief outcaste class 
in the Maratha country. This may help to throw light on the 
whole social order which is dominated by Brahmanic belief 
and cuatom; and I hope it may help to put matters right 
that are wrong. 

In a similar way there may be obscurity in my references 
to the religion whose centre is Pandharpur. If one were 
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dealing specially with India's doctrine of salvation by God's 
sovereign grace it would be necessary to treat historically, 
and with much attention to an extensive vernacular literature, 
the whole Bhagavata Dharma which flourished at Pandharpur 
as in other centres in India. In the present essay I must just 
take for granted that there has been a great revelation of 
God's grace at Pandharpur; and I have sought to interpret 
to those who do not understand the Marathi language the 
nature of the contribution made by Mahara to the praise of 
the Name. 

My hope is tl1at this essay may contribute something in 
its incompleteness to an understanding of the social order in 
India and of the soul of that great land. 

TM Manse of Ki/11Ulllie, ALEXANDER ROBERTSON. 
Corpach 

by Fort William, 
September, 1938. 



PREFACE 
THB Depressed Classes of India, or the • Ha~ans '-to give 

them the new name bestowed on them by Mahatma Gandhi
have in recent yeara acquired an importance which thirty yeara 
ago one would not have believed to be possible. People have 
known about untouchability for as long as they have known 
about Hinduism, and many have regarded it as a diaeaae like 
plague or cholera for the fighting of which all true lovers of 
men should use every means at their command. But the 
average man or woman had linle detailed knowledge of the 
life of the Untouchables, and what they had related very 
largely to the more striking disabilities and injustices to 
which they were subjected. The Untouchables themselves 
were inarticultate. They had neither education, nor wealth, 
nor social or political influence. In any movement which 
affected them the initiative had to come from without. 

In recent years a great change has taken place. These 
outcaste people have come into poasess.ion of considerable. 
political power. As a clasa and as co!XIQ)unitiea their 
self-ronscmusne!l8 is growing. They are reaenting their 
disabilities and claiming for themselves the right to a fuller 
and freer life. They are organizing themselvea, and there 
are appearing among tltern leaders, some of whom are men 
of outlltaodmg ability. The attention of the people nf 
India has bec:n directed to them in a new way, and there 
has bec:n a real a,wakening of ronscience in regard to them. 
It is impossible to forecast what the outcome of all this will 
be. In these dllya almost everything in India ill changing, and 
the future of these unf.,rtunate people will «rtainny be ~ 
different in lllllny way11 from their past. 

The !\lahars are one of the most important of these 
communities in Western India. They have received special 
prominence recently through the resolution which a Con-
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ference of members of the community,led by Dr. Ambedkar, 
passed at Yeola, pledging themselves to leave Hinduism. 
People have been led to ask what manner of people .these 
are. Mr. Robertson in this very important little book answers 
the question, He bas special qualifications for this task. He 
bas just retired from India after having lived for thirty-five 
years in Maharastra. He worked first as a missionary in 
Poona District, and later as Professor of Philosophy in 
Hislop College, Nagpur. In. both these districts, as well as 
in other parts of Western India, he came into intimate 
contact with large groups of Mahars. He came to know 
them as a friend. It is this fact that gives to his study its 
peculiar value, for he bas brought to bear on Ills task not 
only that capacity for observation of which only a trained 
mind is capable, but a deej> sympathy with and love for the 
people. He presents the Mahar to us not as a mere object of 
scientific interest, but as a man; and as a man possessing all 
the worth and dignity, and ·all the capacity for practical, 
intellectual and spiritual attainment, that are found in other 
members of God's great family. May this book lead to a 
greater understanding of this remarkable community, and to 
a greater sympathy with them and with other under-privileged 
communities in their aspiratioDB. 

JoHN McKENziE. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

0 WuEREVEII there is a town there is a Mahar quarter. '.'l So 
. rollS in litcrnl trsnslation a common Maratbi saying. 'This 
proverb is used idiomatically to convey a meaning very differ-

• ent from the literdl one: it is used where in English one 
' w~uld SO)', 'There is a black sheep in every Bock.' From thi1 

idiom it appears thnt the, ordinarv speaker of the l'v\l!ratbi 
tongue puts into the name'' Mahar1 a tone of contemptl and 
even many of the Mahar people themselves bet:ay diffidence 
and sham~ when they confess that they are members of this 
more than outcaste race. And when people of Mahar 
extrnction establish themselvee as honourable members of the 
Christian wciety they arc often reluctant to put any emphasis 
on their origin. In other words the name Mahar has retained 
for them its abusive tone. 

In former days a' Mahar meeting a man of higher caste 
w.mld use tl1e form of greeting peculiar to his people
Jollar, "''~)·abapa, J~nd it would be unnecessary to 
enquire who he w11s.1 But one has noticed of late years a 
tendency on tl1e part of men of this caste to use the greeting 
atkct<u by the 1\Iarathas in opposition to the J.lamic 'aa.laam.' 
and wh~n one enquim; teg"drding their wte, as one may do 
quite politely, thty try to put one off with the statement that 
tbty are 'Hind us.' The use ofthat word marks an interesting 
sta~oe in their sense of self respect. Forgetting utterly, as 
most people do forget:the original introduc-tion of the 'I<Ord 
,Hindu' by the l\I!>ghal .:Onquerurs of the Detun, they have 
I 
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been claiming by its ·use their right to be included in that 
social and religious system which ill championed by the 
Hindu Mahasabha. But events have been moving with great 
rapidity of late; and many of those who a few years back 
were anxious for entry into Brahmanical temples have been 
thinking of severing their connexion with the 'Hindu' fold. 

Into the mental turmoil caused· by the claim on the part 
of the so-called untouchables to the privileges of Brahmanism, 
Mahatma Gandhi has thrown a bone of further contention 
by gathering all the untouchables under one kindly name, 
the Harijan. The word Harijan carries much of the meaning 
of the almost technical word, Haridas,.the slave of God./ The 
Harijan or Haridas is the man, or woman even, who attains 
salvation by the free grace of God appropriated by faith.\ AU 
kinds and conditions of people have been saved by ·grace, 

f robbers like Nama and harlots like Kanhopatra, unbusiness
Iike merchants like . Tuktjram and gifted Brahmans like 
Ekanath and Ramdas.! This salvation by the free 'grace of· 
Hari is justJ'arallel to the Christianity in which Augustine 
of Hippo an Martin Luther and John Newton found peace 
and power. And we remember how thil! now beautiful naC"• 
of Christian was first applied half in scorn by the people of 
Antioch, and how later it 'was used in pity or in fear of the 
devil of those poor, unde\'eloped people in Alpine valleys 
whose endocrine glands were shamelessly neglected by a 
stepmotherly Nature. 'Cretin' is the word formed from the 
French Chretien used in pity of those Alpine mental defec· 
tives. No one likes the word .~Cretin,' however sincere the 
pity which first applied it. 'L The Mahar's instinct is trust
worthy when he objects to the word Harijan. And his 
instinct is stimulated by his amou, prop,e. Why should he 
be classed with castes from which Brahmanism taught his 
forefathers to keep apart? It is justice that the Mahar is now 
claiming and not pity. And he is determined to get jU$tice 
for himself even if all the world tties to deny it to him. 

When one remembers the depth of poverty and the ill
fame to which Mahars as a people have been condemned, one 

· does not wonder at any attempt on their part to suppress the 
name. The Marathi language represents the 1\Iahar quarter 
of a town as untidy and reeking of the carcases of dead 
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animals: 1 proverbs represent it also as a place of loud and 
unseemly oquabbling.• 7 The indh·idual Mahar is often 
unjustly thought of as uflclean in his person and clothing and 
therefore naturally untouchable. And when he is manifestly 
immaculate in his person and in his garments, as he has to be 
alwayo when he is scl"l'ing food in the house of a European, 
yet no Maratha farmer, begrimed at the end of a day nf toil 
in dusty field•, is willing to accept a drink of pure ll'11ter 
from a vessel handed to him hy a manifestly clean Mahar, 
for the 'untouchability' of the caste is enjoined by the 
precepts of a religion which makes a mixture of races a 
mortal sin. (Joe Brahman village clerk who enrolled the 
Mahar as a 'Hindu' in the census returns will not 
admit him into the sacred precincts of a Brohmanic 
temple: The village clerk may comment on the unreason· 
nbleness of a <:eremonial order which contradicts what 
his most sacred book considers the spirit of wisdom. But 
there it is. The caste order is admittedly irrational in its 
essrnce, as that appears to a Brahman endowed with know· 
ledge. • The Mahar is dead,' runs another proverb, 'the dirt 
is !(one.' •, Why should we worry about such matters of no 
moment? If we were saying a thing like that in idiomatic 
1\!aMhi we should be vulgar and word it thus, • Let the 
leather-worker take the Maliar's mother.'' ·The concerns of 
pl'<>plc so depraved and SQ abandoned by Fate are not for 
gentle folk to consider. ' • Hens and goats are not wealth, 
1\bhars and II! an~ are not castes.'' ' 

It is doubtful· whether the 1\larathi language can afford 
any longer to be di$rt:spectful of the l\I;iliar and those 
sections of the population without the pale of which he ia 
the Rtealer p•rt. But is it any concern of the spirit which 

' ~iT'ill or ~r;!t litorolly - • pia"' ar bon"' but ia uo..t far 
th-.. in:lm land aiven to 1\-tahan in 'ftt\lro for tht:ir .services to the 
\'11Ift~. 

' l!llr 'f<'ff.l • Mahor squabbling. . - -~fl'~llQfl • 
• llwRT '3il( ~!t itit. 
'41~~ ~Ji~:'l' ~ <ll~f! 1!1!1' llilt "~P.I ~·h. 
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inspires the English tongue to attend to those who have been 
lower than slaves 1 

The answer to questions of that sort is nvt difficult to give. 
If any Maratha despises the name Mahar he is forgetful of 
Maratha history and ignorant of 1\Luathi literature and of 
the essence of the faith which is. the highest ornament of 
Maharastra. Nor ought the British people to forget the 
history in the making of which the Mahars and the other 
outcastes which they represent have played a heroic part.· 

When British women needed help to run their households 
in the land of the Marathas they found the despised Mahar 
an efficient house servant and hjs wife an equally skilful and 
trustworthy children's nurse. iThe administrator found the 
Mahar a mine of reliable .information on the affairs of the 
villages. He was found to have a capacity for the skilful 
handling of horses. The merchant adventurer who in days 
now far off had to keep th~ peace in the interests .of his 
trade, got from outcastes like the Mahar a police and_ a 
military service which was worthy of chivalrous comradesbii') 
There is a grey monwnental obelisk at Koregaon, fourteen 
miles from Poona on the Ahmednagar road, which keeps 
fresh the memory of that C<?mtadeship; and a tablet affixed 
to a wall on Waudby Rnad, Bombay, tells a similar story to 
the wayfarer who understands Marathi nanies.J There are 
many, however, of the present generation of British folk in 
Maharastra who have never learned to think of the founda· 
tions on which their comforts are established. It is always 
the thing most common and most essential in experience 
which is least attended to. Most of the ayahs in European 
homes in a city like Poona are of the Mahar caste, and most 
uf the waiters and butlers in the best clubs and homes are of 
this same caste. The masters and the mistresses may not 
know, because they have never enquired j and in some cases 
they have not enquired, because they would not understand 
the intricacies of caste. 

The student of Marathi literature finds the Mahar 
enjoying amid the poet saints of Pandharpur a respe•• which 
proverbs and social degradation cannot dim. Faithfulness 
and heroism and religious devotion are not exceUences that 
appear accidentally in a people; and the tracing of their rise 
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and growth is demanded by the kindred excellence of justice. 
The Mahar needs sn advocate for the establishment of his 
own self-respect and for the interpretation even to his own 
countrymen of his claims to justice at least. That advocacy 
may well take form in a language which understands freedom 
and friendlinesa as kindred words, and at the hand of one 
·who is himself as much an outsider to the Brahman as the 
Mohar is. The unfailing friend of the lowly is Pandurang. 
He is the advocate of the lordless, and in His Name one of 
his Mahars may well espouse the cause of the outcaste. . 

There lives a quaint tnle from the dsys when Moghal 
ad1•enturers ruled the whole Deccan.· The governor of a 
province enquired of his Brahman secretary which of the 
rnony castes in the land was commonly counted the lowest. 
The clerk, answering that he would make enquiries and then 
let his master know, proceeded stealthily to the Mahar 
quarter and informed the elders that the governor was 
thinking of making them into Mosleiilll. Thereupon aU the 
Mahal'll went in a body to the governor's gate, and raised 
their voi<'t'B in lamentation, saying,' Punish us in any way you 
please,l\laharaj; but do n()t_ force us to become Moslems.' 

That wise and honoured administrator, Major· General Sir 
John Malcolm, records a stniilar story in connexion with the 
objection which Brahman clerks used to have to the employ
ment of Mahar sepoya in close proximity to the water-supply 
which they used. 'These cowardly fellows of Brahmans,' said 
an ublc and old Konkanese subheda;!I was conversing with 
on this point,l'who would not look at'me, and would degrade 
a brave man oiiny caste (a Pui'Wllree) by refusing to let him 
stal>d sentry over the tl'C'llSury, if in a cutcherry would cringe 
and help the coUector to his shoe if it fell off, and would 
consider themseh•es the more honoured the nearer he sat to 
them, and yet I believe,' said the old man laughing, 'you 
Feringeesare, according to their belief, as unclean and impure 
as we Punvarees. ~ 1 l 

But the night o1' prejudice is passing. There are many 
Bnlhm,ms of the true order who are anxious to give the 
1\ldh.r anJ other oute2stes that place in the esteem of India 

t l'l!alrolm, c..-1 of Jrodi4, p. 235. 
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for which individuals may fit themselves. There have always 
been from of old among the saints of Pandurang some 
Brahmans of the true order, and their voice calls for attention 
across the centuries. Besides, the outcastes themselves 
throughout India are now clamouring in no uncertain voice 
for opporttmity for social advancement and for recognition 
as citizens of a free state. In this battle for rights a position 
of advantage which the past never offered has been given to 
the outcastes in the political attempt to frame a constituti9n 
for the New India. Dr. Arnhedkar, a fully educated gentle-

; man who belonga to the class of ceremonially untouchables, 
, has represented them at the Round Table Conference in 
: London, and he has been playing a leading part in negotia
, tion with Mahatma Gandhi on the questions of admitting 
; untouchables into temples· and of giving them an adequate 
, enfranchisement in the new constitution. The recent trend 
of political forces bas placed Mahatma Gandhi at the focus 
of public attention, and he has concentrated all the rays of 
light which liherul minded men have been turning on the 
evils of untouchability, and in response to his advocacy some 
temple doors are being opened to the outcastes. Their 
political status, with their religious status is among the most 
pressing questions of the d~y. It is surely worthwhile to 
attempt to understand these questions in the light .of history 
and of all the factS. This st'udy, though concentrated on a 
fraction of the outcaste millions, may shed some light on the 
general question of caste and untouchability and on tl1e 
morul and religious issues involved in those questions. 
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THE MAHAR IN THE VILLAGE ECONOMY 

· WaEN a traveller approaches a walled. village in the Deccan 
he linda groups of huts outside the gate./ And if there be no 
walls, these groups of mean houses are set well apart from the 
villa,ge proper. On enquiry he finds that these are the dwell~ 
ings ·of untouchable people, the Mahara being the chief group• 
In the Deccan the Mahar wada is found almost invariably on 
th• East of the village proper. If in any place it be found on 
anoth~r direction point, as at lndapur in the Poona district 
w.hcre it is on the south, an explanation may be found in the 
line of the natural drainage of the land. The Mahar wada is 
always on the lower side of the town. If the flow of the 
prevailing wind be considered as well as the flow of the 
w»ter, the east side of the village ia usually the lower aide in 
the Deccan.: 

But the flow of air and water cannot be the whole 
explanation of the orientation of the Mahar wada in the 
Deet'an; for the rule of its eastern orientlltion does not hold 
in villn~es of the Central Provinces where Mahan are more 
nutneroll$ than they are in the Deccan and where their occupa• 
tion is more varird.: Indeed in some old places in the Central 
Pr<winces,as at Dhapewada in the Soaner talulr.a of the Nagpur 
District, the St'parateness of the untouchables is not so marked 
as to strike a •tran~oer. In the cities .. ·bich draw people from 
mJny d istri<'tS for industry and administration, this separatioa 
cunnot be maintained, In the city of Poona there are from 
ancient timt'S three groups of !\lahars li,·ing at ditforent parta 
of the city: and Europeans are there the dwellers of the East 
cn.l. In the city of l'\"~rur Europatns are found as West 
End,·rs. In th~ cities immi~rant l\lahan are oow found on 
all siJes wh~re,'l!r they can find COO\-.er.ient room. 
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The Mahar of every class and of every occupation is 
untouchable, that is to say, none of the twice-born classes of 
Hindus can touch him or he touched by him without 
contracting ceremonial uncleanness; and there is no entry 
for him into the shrines of the gods which are worshipped by 
those Hindus. A Mahar cannot enter the house of a 
twice-born man without carrying defilement into it. In the 
neighbourhood of Nagpur a well which has been dug by 
Mahar labour will not be used by the higher castes, if the 
Mahar labourers worked down to the water level. There 
does not seem to be a parallel objection to the use of houses 
which have been built by Mahar ma.sons and labourers. 
When a visitor enters a village school he may see a group of 
boys squatting on the verandah though their class may be at 
work inside a room. And' even in the classes of some high 
schools a visitor ·may find a couple of boys sitting on a bench 
apart from the general arrangement of benches. The visitor 
may observe the teacher passing a book or a cane to one of 
those boys by throwing the article on the ground before the 
boy may grasp it.'. The visitor to village schools in the earlier 
days of the last cehtucy sometimes found a heap of clods of 
earth in a comer of the schoolroom. These were used by the 
teacher wh£'n he w-ished to administer punishment .to a low 
caste child:. :a clod was flung at the boy. · 

Untouchable and nameless though he be the Mahar is an 
indispensable part of the village organization in so fur as he 
ia employed in the execution of village duties. And there are 
certain duties which by village law and custom throughout 
Maharastra can only be performed by men of this caste. 
There are rights and privileges connected with the perfor· 
mance of these duties of a social and religious nature whose 
roots are deep in the unknown past. 

The position of the Mahar in the village community can 
be understood fully only if the matter be regarded from the 
historical point of view; for his standing has varied from 
time to time; and at the present day his legal status is 
undergoing change. 

In all matters that concern the social and religious standing 
of any adhe1ent of the BrJhmanical system it is necesoary to 
start with the Vedic literature if one is to trace their genesis. 
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But it is very doubtful whether any appeal by a Mahar to the 
Vedic practice of using a :rudra in ceremonies such aa the 
Mahavrata, or to the Upanisada story of how Satyakama, the 
son of a slave girl, Jabala, attained the highest knowledge; or 
to the epic generosity which permits J:l:onour to be given to 
a learned :rudra, avails any; for the! Mahar is considered 
atitudra (infra slave), he is atJtyaja (ille last born), he is 
anamika (nameless). There is no trace in the present Mahar 
position of any organic functional relation to Brahmanism, 
ancient or medireval, as there is in the need of the Mang, the 
naturnl enemy of the Mahar, in certain Brabmanical rites:: 
If, indeed, the burning of the dead or the kindling of the 
Holy Fire be essentially Brahmanical ceremonies, then the 
!\lahar may have some ancient relation to Brnhmanism. · 

If the question be rnised . why the Mahar is classed as 
utist~<lra, the answer depends on pure hypothesis. It is, 
perhaps, aufficient to answer that the Marnthas, even the 
1\Iarntha kin1:9 of Sivaji's line, and certainly the Kunbis, 
'i\-.;re counted sudra. That this was the customary view of 
thoee <11stes at the beginning of British rule in India is 
revealed in the writinga of impartial Englishmen such aa Sir 
John 1\lalcolm. It is well authenticated that the great founder 
of the 1\!aratba Empire, Sivaji Bhonsle, was invested with the 
sacred thread only after his assumption of regal power, and 
that the investiture was carried out on the ground of hill 
mother's descent from Rajput princes. And to this day the 
leaders of orthodox Br~hmanical thought and practice in 
1\laharastra do not admit the right of scions of Sivaji's house 
to the sym&l of the twice-born. If the Marathaa and the 
Kunbis were considered S11dra, it is natural enough that those 
f.~r below them in standing and to them unclean, should be 
ati ... Jra. And thus the term is applied to 1\Iahars, Manga 
and Chambhars; and it presenlll a reproof to all who claim 
L'Onsidcration from Brahmanism on the plea that the ancient 
sudra pt>SS<'ssetl certain righlll. 1 
:_Se<!mg that the Mahar is found almost e:a:cluaively where, 

the !\lamthi languai,>e is sP..•I.en ami that he is "·ithout San-, 
skrit cultur<; the study of the history of his place jn the 
viii.~ L~>mmunity must be c:unfined to the limits of 1\larathi 
litenture. 
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Ancient and medireval historians in India, even more than 
in the lands of Europe, seem to have been lamentably un· 
aware of the importance to human life of the ordinary man. 
Thus the historians deal mostly with kings and their courtiers. 
But here and there in Marathi litemture, as in other litera· 
tures, one comes upon allusions and metaphors and allegories 
wherein the life of the common man is reflected fitfully. It 
is by the study of such passages that one is able to construct 
a genetic picture of the Mahar's standing and function in the 
village economy. . 

Earliest and perhaps foremost in the litersry evidence for 
the standing of the Mahar in the village community are the 
poems attributed by tradition to C~okhamela and his family, 
a group of poets of this caste who-flourished at the beginning 
of the fourteenth century .. Their poems show the Mahar as 
engaged in menial occupations, as receiving the leavings of 
food in answer to their begging or as the.ir perquisite, as 
being persecuted by those in authority in the temples, as 
beinl! kept at a distance by all, and as defiling food by their 
touch:/ And yet Chokluunela and his group are initiated into 
a great religious fellowship by teachers whose succession 
they name. Their confession of ignorance of sacred litera
ture does not nullify the fa<;t that their own litersry com· 
positions have been preserved. Were they able to use the art 
of writing not only in the co"mpositioo of their hymns but 
also in the msstery of: village records and of the debts due to 
the village rulers I \ J,V!ahipati1 preserves the tradition that 
Anantabhatta, a Bral:iman, used to do the writing of Chokha· 
mela. Village debts and records, even at the present day, 
can be carried in a practised and retentive memory; 
- Among the short poems attributed to Dnyaneshwar there 
is one metaphorical piece representing a Mahar as speaking 
of his own experience and duties. If the piece wat1 composed 
by the author of the ·Dnyaneshwari it reflects village life at 
the end of the thirteenth century. It runs as follows: 

'Greeting (juhma) 0 my parents, greeting. I am pamk· 
wara of Master Krishna's house. All the business of his 
house is on my head, so please yc, 0 my parents. An officer 

t. Bhaktit'ijaya, ui. 209. 
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(named) Squire Desire oppressed the tenants by robbing 
th"m. Mr. Anger became a revenue collector, and the king's 
business was entrusted to him. Thus Passion was troubled. 
Squire Mind fomented treachery, and anarchy began. The 
whole town fell into a state of ruin, so please you, 0 my 
parents.' Master Will was headman of Bodytown under 
l\listress Kindness. Mr. Self had there a pleasant time, so 
please you, 0 my p•rents. The thought of those two domi· 
noted the place; therefore I became angry, and I besought 
Jl.l.aster Will to keep in check his youngsters, 0 my parents. 
To Nivritti I make obeisance. To Deva the world bore fruit, 
so please you, 0 my parents.' 

The authorahip of this pe>em is not a matter of much 
moment. It would be useful to know the date of its compo· 
sition, but in this motter all we can certainly say is tba: it 
must belong to a period when the Moghals bad established 
their influence in North India if not in the Deccan; for some 
of the words in the poem are Persian in origin. It was 
necessary in those generations as in the present for the 
pilgrim to Northern shrines to use the Hindi language. 
Through that language Persian and Arabic words may have 
filtered into litcrory use in l\Iarathi even before the l\loghals 
established their rule in the D<"<:Can. The ,·ocabularv of 
this poem is laden with information regarding the standing 
of the pandewara. This otlicer, though bumble, is yet in a 
position of responsibility: he is factor in charge of all his 
nlll•ter's alfa irs. And he .speaks boldly to the face of the 
htJ<hn•n of Bodytown. 'The name, pandewara, is now used 
of the village l\lahar1and rf must have been so used at the time 
of the poem's composition if the greetmg 'Joluu' was then 
used only by !\lahars. The word is old; and one sees in 
it a conncxion of the phrase, pmrJllarica(ia/a, the eye of the 
vill••ge conununity. The word is used again by the poet, 
Tukarom, in a phr:1$e which refers to the legend of how the 
g•'d \'itthala l>ea~me manager of the affairs of DamaJi; and 
it is used !.ncr still by l\lahipati in the sense of a me...,nger.l 

This roem. wit!1 its li;:ure of the human individual as a 
town is typit:lll of a number of poems written by one who ie 

• 
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counted a reincarnation of Dnyaneshwar, by Ekanath who 
flourished in the last quarter of the sixteenth century. At 
that time the Moghals were established in power at Devagiri, 
the modern Daulatabad. (!:kanatli)though a Brabmana, and 
a learned one at that, was riot ashamed to apply to himself 
the nar,e• Mahujn tb(: service of Vitthala, the Lord of the 
lowly .. His johar poems) as they may be ~esignated because 
of the :£,1rrase which operis each one of them+johara Mayabapa 
johara-throw a flood of light on the pli!Ce of the 1\[ahar 
in the' Village of that date, if we may believe that the meta
phoricallanguage would have no force unless it corresponded. 
to an actual situation known to the hearers of the verses.' 
These johar poems are too many to be quoted at length; 
but certain lines must be reproduced as affording contem
porary evidences which one seeks in vain in the chronicles 
of the kings. 

• I am the Mahar of the Eternal City. I do obeisance. 0 
Sit Patil, your wife bas committed an overweening act in this 
your domain. All the tenants are in revolt, and the officers are 
of uncertain mind.' 

'I am the Ma!lar in the town Formless. 'Tis I that 
manage the affairs ofthe assembly of the saints. I am be
loved of the Master: be trus!JI me. I am come in the service 
of my Master. I sweep up the four Vedas. I collect the 
sweepings of the six sciences. · I gather all d1e ancient chroni
cles (purana) and bring them to the quarter of the saints.' 

• I am there a servant, attending to his affairs, high and 
low. When I awake in the morning I ask Sitabai for my 
rations. I sweep the hall of audience, and throw out the 
sweepings. As Ramji is coming to the town I go into his 
presence and give him the news.' 

• I am the bastard Mahar, son of Sadguru Saheb. 'Tis I 
who do the work of sweeping the hall of audience and paying 
the bills. I get up early. I receive the news of all the tenants 
and come to tell it to my lord. Listen so please you, 0 my 
parents. All the rents and taxes have been paid. All are 
talking of the lord. The village prospers under the rule of 
the lord.' 

'I am the Mahar of Vithu Patil. As his subordinate I 
render an account of the expended cash, so please you, 0 my 
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parents. Returning from the transplanting of rice I beg balf 
a bannock and eat it. All the night I keep awake beside a 
cowdung fire. I make proclamation, so please you, 0 my 
parents. The farmer's plough, the merchant's weight, the 
women's bangles-all my faculties are employed in this busi· 
ness. Here. Put the town clerk into my custody: we need a 
true account., 

These poems contain a few more references of interest, 
such as the names, Atmanaka and Vitthunaka, showing the 
tormination-nok as then in use to mark the Mabar. Men· 
l!.m is maJe of the deshpande and of the deshmukb and of 
the kulkarni, titles which persist to the present day as 
•urnames. The inferences which seem legitimate deductions 
from Ekanath'a 6gurea of speech are:'-(1) Though there 
are officers such' as Desbpande and Desbmukh, yet the 
v,Uage seems to be more or less autonomous under the patil 
in whose service the Mahar holds a position of honour and 
trust. (2) Then as now women were sources of trouble, 
and jealousies, and rapacity and pride caused division and 
~narchy; and dishonest accounting was common. (3) This 
condition of affairs gave the Mahar heaps of work, Some of 
his duties are lowly-the sweeping of the courthouse, the 
sitting all night on watch by a fire of glowing cowdung; and 
the reward for these lowly duties was an allowance of grain 
or mO>!tly dry bread ldt owr from the master's meal. But 
th<'re are also duties which demand high inteUigence and 
moral ch:~rncter-the accounra kept by the town clerk must 
be scrutinised, the taxes must be levied justly; and a correct 
news n·pon must be laid each morning before the patil. 
1\I..har women ns well as men bad community work to do, 
and they sometimes bore iUegitimate children to men of the 
rullng class. The 1\l•har was a nect'SSIIty and useful servant; 
but tor all tltat be waa out,'allte. Though Ekanath himself 
l>dricnJeJ men of this caste to tlte extent of dining with 
them, there are poems in which he linda it necessary to be 
at p11ins to $how that the outcaste is often an intimate friend 
of God. Thia is specmlly his concern in the poems dealing 
"ith the memory of Chokhamela. The implication is that 
the grace of God is magnified in His love fur those whom no 
<1ther·Mlu!J touch, muclll<'SS befriend. 
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In the poems quoted so far the foreign ••• oslem power 
forms a background; and one wonders how far Islam 
brought the spirit of freedom and fair play into the viii•&• 
administration. We note that there were boys in the Mahar 
wada whose fathers were Moslem gentlemen. It is surely 
significant that the Mahar enters the courthouse to sweep as 
floor. Was that because the judge was a Moslem? Chokhoba 
in his day was not allowed to cross tl>e threshold of the 
temple at Pandharpur; and the Mahar does not enter right 
into the patil's house at the present day. In this connexion 
there is, surely, significance in the tradition current among the 
Mahars of the Deccan that they owe many of their privilcgt·s 
to Akbar. By the name, Akbar, they seem to mean Moghal 
emperors; for some of th.e records of their rights are dat<·d 
earlier than the reigfl of the Great Moghal. Further signifi
cance attaches to the fact that Mahars in the Deccan not only . , 
refuse to eat the flesh of the pig, but they even refrain from 
uttering the name of that arijmal, whereas some sec'lions of 
the caste in the Central Provinces, where Moghal rule was nQt 
much felt, use the flesh of the pig as food just as the Kunbis 
do. . . 

Among the johar poems of Eksnath there is one which 
reveals the Mahar as at feud with the Brahman. It is 
impossible to say whether this feud was purely rdir:ious and 
social or whether it was based on economic considerations. 
Eksnath's poem reminds us of the priestly persecution of 
Chokhamela which was probably due to religious jealou•y 
and pride as it was later in the case of Tukaram. But if the 
Mahar in Moghal times had often to accuse the town clerk of 
keeping inaccurate accounts, it is no wonder that the 
Brahman sought to keep the Mahar in his place. And 
besides, the !\'lahar was then as he is now the one man in the 
village whose brain capacity the Brahman had cause to fear. 
On the other hand it may have come upon the priest as guard
ian of the social order to give expression to thoughts which 
all classes in the village shared with him, It is difficult to 
imagine peace in a village between the guardians of 
Brahmanism and those who use the sacred cow as food. 
: The poem in which Ekanath represents a quarrel between 

a Brahman and a Mahar runs as follows: 
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• Get out, thou arrogant Mahar.' • · 
'What, bo, Sir Brahman, what a word! 
'Who feare the wrath of thy poor sire l' 
'Thy parents and mine own are one.' 
'Takt!l thou good care and speak not thus! 
'From out the Formleas all have come.' 
jHow knoweltt thou the Formle&l one?' 
'For Him make searcb within the heart! 
'We may not know that essence pure., 
'Then ~o and ask the saints for help.' 
'What help among the saints ia found?' 
'The million binhs through them are passed.' 
'By whom was tauJ(ht to thee euch lore?' 
'By favour of J amndhana.: ~:\ 

This ia more than a squabble between two \'illage characten. 
Ekanath intends it to reveal a feud between two faiths. 
Why should the Mahar defend the faith of Pandurahg, unless, 
being the lastborn, the antyaja, he best magnifies in himself. 
the grace that saves 1 But may there not IJ~. in the poem also 
an echo of a feud between two cultures 1[ t\mong the poems 
attributed to Chokhamela there are &Orne which voic~ his 
complaint that being low of caste he is shunned by all j and 
there is one whkh makes special mention of persecution by 
the priests of Vithoba's temple at Pandbarpur. That poem 
runs 118 follows: t ~lake haste ~itthu, do not stay thy feet. 

· The prie~Jts on any pretcQ beat me aoro. 
'How round thy neck 1s hung the rotary 
Of Goo ? ' they uy. Thus heaping on my h .. d 
\Vords of abuse. thry cry that God by me 
HRth beoen dd\led, I l><inll 1 Mahor. 
0 Thou" ho hoiJ'at the dtscu•, do not c::ast 
Afar thy watchdotf. Thou an He who giv'at 
Double the p:ift that ia the rneed of 61-.n. 
Clupint.r my ha.ndt 1, Chokha. pray to God. 

' Let not Thy w .. th remain bean...., I Opake. ".J 
That is not metaphorical poetry: it ia a cry wrung out of a 
EMml greatly Y,TUO~ed, where wrong is most poignantly felt. 
The contlict betw.en Brahmanism and the religion of 
PllnJharpur y,·hicll Eklmath represents as the refuge of L~e 
1\bhar i• fwth~r indi<'llted in a phrase which recurs again 
aoJ a~'3in in his johar poen>s-'this is a truth not under
stood by Brahmll and the higher god:~.' The truth referred to 
is suh'lltion by f~tith. 
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The next glimpse of the village Mahar in Marathi litera
ture is in a verse of Tukaram where one sees the gatekeeper 
just for a moment and the true Brahman who is not angered 
at th'i touch of the outcaste. A oomewhat fuller view is had 
in thqBhaktivijaya of Mahipati who flourished at the middle 
of tht!"i!ighteenth century. He tells the legend of bow the 
god Vithoba assumed the guise of a Mahar in order to assist 
Damajipant when he got into trouble over the distribution 
of grain. The clothing of the Mahar is described. His 
head-dress consists of rags. There is a black cord round his 
neck. In his ear he wears a ring called pagar. His loin-doth 
is the very scanty langoti. 1Ie carries a staff in his hand. He 
is shod with torn sandals. When he greets another he bows 
his head, saying 'Zohara.' His duty as a village servant seems 
to be the carrying of Government letters and money.' This 
picture is amplified by tn~dition. 'Under the Anhilwada 
ltings, 109+-1143, the Dhedas used to wear a stag's horn tied 
to their waist.'• ·There wa~ a time when from the Wack cord. 
round the neck was suspended in front a black earthen pot 
for use as a spittoon and from behind there trailed on ·the 

f ground a branch of the wild plurn to obliterate the imprint 
of the Mahar's feet on the dust. Tradition affirms that this 
condition of dress was imposed on the .JUi!han! in Poona by 
a Peshwa who suspected a watchman of c!andestwe relations 
with one of his zenana. The Scottish missionaries who first 
settled in Poona in the thirties of last century record that 
Maham and other untouchables were not permitted to enter 
the Brahman quarters of that town before nine o'clock in 
the morning or after three o'clock in the afternoon lest their 
shadow fell on a Brahman. The writer on the Mahar caste 
in the Bomhay Gazetteer, published in 188+-5, says: 8 'Their 
touch, even the touch of their shadow, is thought to defile, 
and in some outlying villages, in the early morning the 
1\labar, as he passes the village well, may be se.ncrouching, 
that his shadow may not fall on the water drawers.' 

There is no sign in history or in tradition that the Mahar 

' Chapter xi, pp. 108 ff. 
• Bombay Ga;;etteer, Vol. IX, i, p. 378. 
• Vol. VII, p. 174; Vol. V, 333; Part I, I'· 441. 
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was at feud with the Kunbi or the Maratha. On the other 
hand there is the indirect evidence of the literature already 
surveyed that the Mahar was a trusted servant of the 
Maratbas. They often bear the same surnames as Maratha 
families, and there is a popular belief that they assumed 
those names because they were hereditary servants of such 
familit'S. f ft is not uncommon in Berar to find Mahars who 
are addressed as 'brother' by men of the Kunbi and Maratha 
castes: and there is evidence that sueb brotherhood is often 
a blood relation through a common father. But there is a 
notorious feud between the 1\Iahars and the Mangs, the latter 
being lower in the scale and in certain parts oL~e country 
competitors for village services, civil and religious.JThere is a 

· traJ1tinn maintained by some' 1\1ahar religious lcnaers (gos<l't~) 
that Brahmans and 1\!angs are ·of the same race~ In the 
Hyderabad Stute and in the Ahmednagar district The opposi
tion between these untouchable classes seems to rest mainly 
on their competing claims to village emoluments. But there 
may also be an element of sectarian jealousy and of political 
parti$.mship in their feud. The Mangs in the Deccan are 
nmkers of ropes and it is said that the Mang never enjoyed 
the labour of rope-making eo much as when he knew that his 
hendiwork would he used for hanging a Mahar. 

1, The public service in a village is usually hereditary; and 
tltc p.:nn•ncnt right to render this service and to enjoy the 
tm<,lunwnts attached thereto is known as a walail.J This 
word, like manv others used in connexion with Liw and 
administration, ·though now regarded as pure Maratbi, is 
rmlly Arubic and continues from the time of Moghal rule. 
'The essential conditions of an hereditary office are these, (I) 
thatit must be hereditary, and (2) that it must be connected 
with' the aJministsution or collection of the pubJic ""'enue or 
with the vilbge polit-e or with the §ettlement of boundaries 
or other matters of civil administration] If either of these 
conditions is wantin!t the otlice would <not be an hereditary 
otlice, and the rm~rty attJched to sueb office would not be 
matnn prnr<rty.'l The villa,.., headman or patil, the village 
dcrk 0r kulkami are wotandar; and so it the village !\lahar. 

2 
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The families which originally obtained the right of public 
service have grown and branched, so that there are many men 
in each village eligible for the duties of village Mahar. And 
they all guard their right in this matter though they may 
never be called upon to exercise it, for the watandar Mahars 
have the right to live rent free in the Maharwads. But it is 
only a few of those eligible whO are needed for public service. 
Nevertheless all eligible know themselves as watandar Mahars. 

i L The duties of the Mahars as village servants are those of 
i watchmen, of gatekeepers, of messengers, of porters, of 

I boundary referees, of guides, and it is because_they have the 
duty of removing the carcases of dead animalsjhat they are 

.nowadays counted untouchable. It must be remembered 
/however, as a fact of gr~at ethnological significance that th.e 
11\Iahar does not remove the carcase of a dog or of a pig. 
"The number of men required by the village for such dutieS 
varies according to the size of the village and according aa it' · 
is the seat of judicial and 'administrative offices. i'ls a rule · 
the number required oo dut}r is much larger than is necessary 
for ordinary business. Now and again there is a rush· of 
work when a superior gfficer of Government visits the village, 
and then the need of Mahars seems justified. But one some·· 
times finds ten Mahars kept on the leash when there seems 
to be hardly enough of work for two. 

In the days of the Peshwai, as in the days of Moghal rule 
reflected in the poetry of Ekanath, the patil was responsible 
for the administration of his village. He might call on all the 
villagers to assist, if the occasion demanded so much help ; 
but as a rule his deputy, the Chaugula and the Kotwal 
!\lahars were sufficient. 1' The most important revenue guty of 
the Mahar is to watch" over the boundaries both of the 
viUage lands and of each individual's field;. to see that they 
are not encroached upon, to give evidence in cases where 
they are disputed; he watched over crops whether cut or 
growing as long as they are in the fields. He is also the public 
messenger and guide and a most important actor in the 
police. When a theft or robbery hap~ens, the watchman 
commences his enquiries and research. )t is very common 
for him to track a thief by his footsteps: and if he does this to 
another village, so as to satisfy the watchman there, or if he 
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otherwise traces the property to an adjoining village, his 
responsibility ends, and it is the duty of the watchman of the 
new village to take up the pursuit. The last village to which 
the thief has been clearly traced becomes answerable for the 
property stolen which would otherwise fall on the village 
where the robbery was committed. The watchman is obliged 
to make up this amount as far as his means go, and the 
remainder is levied on the whole village.'! 

There was provision for only one watchman, but then as 
now the duties were shared in tum. These 'duties were to 
keep watch at night, to find out all arrivals and departures, to 
observe all strangers and to report any suspicious persons to 
the patil. The watchman was also bound to know the 
cbarscter of each man in the village; and in the event of a 
theft committed within the village bounds it was his duty to. 
detect the thief. He was enabled to do this by his early 
habits of inquisitiveness and observation as well as by the 
nature of his allowance which being l;'artly a small abare of 
the pain and similar property belongu\g to each house, he 
was always kept on the watch to ascertain his fees and always 
in motion to collect them.' 

From the time of King Sivaji, and right up to the end of 
the Peshwai, Ramoshis Vlll'l'e employed as police and watch
men-;'\ as they are to the present day in the Poona and 
Ahmcdnagur districts. No one confuses them now with the 
vil111ge l\Iahar watchman. It is said that the Ramoshi IVBS and 
is made a wnt<:bman on the principle of setting a thief to 
catch a thief.\ But of the tweln •ubordinate village servanta 
the !\lahar is S..id to have been the most useful and the moat 
honrsf .'His voice carried greatrst weight in CliSe& of disputed 
propt•rty, i'!!s,.wu consiJered the moat trustworthy man in 
the villa!!": and though bis caste was low, he held a highly 
r•s~teJ rosition among the village servanta."' 

\\'hen British rulers became responsible for the adminis
tration, the existing SY'Jtem of l'l!nnue and of police was in 
suh-<tance r<'ntinued, but it be..-ame developed and changed u 
need for change 11.nse. The duties and the emoluments of 

' ('fficia/ IT'riti•,•• of M""""n.cm Elplmu,_. Edit«l bv G. W. 
F<>rr.st, rP· 't1J, 3<'1. 0 i'""'l>.o· G<Urttltft', \"ol. XVII, p. 4.18. 
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the Mahar as of the patil were changed, but the rights of 
the watandar were protected. The Watan Act enjoins that 
'whel'l all or any of the property of a village watan of 
lower degree than that of patil or kulkami consists of a right 

•to levy in money or in kind directly from individuals, it shall 
be lawful for the collector, on the application of any person 
interested, to cause the nature and the extent of such right 
and of the duties to be performed and the persons, families or 
classes liable to make payment and to perfonn the duties, to 
be defined in writing by a panchayat of five persons, whereof 
two shall be appointed by the villagers and one who shall be 
sarpanch, by the Collector.'1 Certain changes made by the 
Inam Commission resulted in advantage to the inferior 
village servants. 'The amount raised by the levy of assess
ment on holdings of obsolete village servants has been partly 
applied to the payment in some cases of increased remunera
tion to this class of village servants.'• 

The Kotwal Mahars are under the command oi the patil 
for carrying messab.-es connecied with the administration, and 
when superior oflicers visit the village the duties of the 
Mahar are multipliefl. One has found the village Mahar 
providing the firewood· needed by tbe malllkltdar's cook and . 
the grass needed by that officer's ho!lle, and that in a part of 
the Deccan where firewood . is hard to procure nnd where 
grass at certain seasons of the year is a luxury. This kind of 
service is given with a grudge, for it often amounts in 
modem days to slavery. In the old days this was a recog
nised duty of the village 1\Iahar in return for his baluta; 
and the high officer considered this service part of his own 
perquisite; but nowadays higher ollicers are expected to pay 
for all tbcy get from village!ll. 

The Mahar takes a pride in the duties required of him as 
Government messenger; for he is often entrusted with the 
transport of large sums of money remitted to the district 
treasury, and he has inherited from his fathers a tradition of 
faithfulness in the discharge of such duties. When the 
administration offirers need accurate information regarding 

• Bombay Watan Act, Section 18. 
• H. S. Phadnis, Tho Watan Act, p. nxvii. 
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the boundariea of holdings within the village, the Mahar 
is called on to produce this information. He defines the 
boundaries of any holding by walking solemnly along them. 
It is a Mahar who is employed to aummon fanners to attend 
th~-~evcnue officer for the payment of the rents and taxes due .. 
I As guardians of the gate the Mahars are named vesiUJr," 

afia- their duty is to scrutinise all visitors and wayfarerii;Jto 
enquire their name and business and report if necessary to 
the patil the information thus gathered. "The veskar require • 
all gipsy tribes such as the Gopala and· the Nandiwale to 
ehow their performances in the Mahar wada and to pay a 
small fee before a licence is given for their performing within 
the villagiq If this did not amount to a censorship of shows, 
it provided at least an opportunity to scrutinise and count 
those visitors who are most likely to be light fingered. 

If a traveller did not know his way from village to village 
he could call on the patil for the services of a Mahar to act 
as guide into the next village on the route. There the 
service could be e~tentled through another Mahar, and the 
trncllcr thus enjoyed not only guidance but a certain amount 
of protection. This service is not often required in these 
days of good roads and maps, but one has known a benighted 
traveller finding it very V'Jluable, When a traveller stayed 
for a time in a village his wants were supplied through the 
lllubar who also arranged for the payment for these· wants; 
and it was the Mahar who arranged for the transport of the 
traveller's buggagc to the next village. These porter duties 
are now ntore or loss obsolete. 

The removal of the carcases of dead animals from the 
village to the hado/4 or place of bones, though distasteful to · 
the sensitive l\lahar, ia often a source of profit; for in some 
districts he US<'S the ilc-sh of cattle as food and in all districts 
he sells the hides and bones. The dead tattle of even the 
1\langs belong to the !\lahars as their perquisite. As we have 
already noted the Mahar does not remove the carcase of a 
d<>g or of a pig. These an: 1:100o to him; and the Mang has 
the l'riv'l<ge of dealing with such remains. In certain 
villa):<'S of the Nagrur district the Kunbi has to remove the 
l'afC'~Ilt' of a d<•g if there be no 1\Iaog. While tl1e !ll'ahar will 
not remuve tht carotsrs of pi~'S and of dogs his attitude to the 
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dog is very different from his attitude to the pig. I have not 
met a Mahar who would not kill a pig that destroys his crops. 
He will not kill a dog though it be a danger to his children. 
No Mahar would keep a pig for profit or as a pet. Many 
Mahars keep dogs as pets and some swear their most solemn 
oath while holding a dojl'&-tail. 

Famine years recur wtth fatal frequency in certain parts of 
the Deccan. In such years one has known the Mahars enjoying 
great profit from the calamity which impoverished their 
neighbours; for they made great trade in bides. Indeed the 
frequency of famine years may be one explanation of the 
survival of the Mahar on an income which is normally very 
lean. There is a saying to the effect that 'the Kanarese is a 
cheat, the Telugu is a thief, and the Mahar is an eater of 
forbidden food.' (<oi'!Gl 'WJ, 1rmrf ;itt, 3flfOr ~ ~.) 
This saying may well have been coined when the British 
armies under General Abercrombie and Lord Cornwallis were 
retiring from before the walls of Seringapatam in 1791.. • The 
season of the year was unfavourable to the cattle. . . . The 
llcarcity of grain was such that the lower class of follower& 
were reduced to the necessity of subsisting chiefly on the 
putrid flesh of the c:tead bullocks, and the public store of 
rice was nearly exhausted, a loss having taken place from the 
negligence or embezzlement of the bullock drivers on the 
march.' In a situation such iis that the l'vlahar is one of the 
fittest to survive. 

Some of the public duties o{.the Mahars are of a religious 
nature. In certain villages the !children of the .chief 1\laratha 
families, when they are five days' old, are carried to the home 
of a Mahar and there dedicated to the goddess Satwai whose. 
mediators or guardians the Mahars are ssid to be by right. 
When a marriage takes place, a torarui,a string of leaves, is 
·hung across the entrance to the temporary place of ceremony. 
It is the duty of a Mahar to hang this torana. • In Bhandara 
certain castes employ a Mahar "'ohoturya to fii the date of 
their weddings and the Panwar Rajputs make the first offering 
of the feast in honour of Naravanadevi to a Mahar.'· In the 
Deccan when a Kunbi sets fo;tb on his wedding juumey to 

• Castet and Tribes of the Cent•al l'rOfJinces, Vol. IV, p. 131. 
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the village of his bride, a cocoanut is broken at the village 
gate and is given to the Mahar who guards the gate. The 
i gat~keeper stands in front of the bridegroom as if to hinder 
bis progress,and receives a white turban and a cotton shoulder 
cloth. 1 At the temple of the bride's village the Mahar of tl.lat 
village "brings a horse for the bridegroom to ride upoq'. · 
When the home of the bride ia reached .r Mahar woman 

1 

waves an iron lamp around hid head and chants the prayer, 
• May all your pains and troubles vanish, and the ri<;hes of , 
Bali be poured on you.' She receives a cheap bodice.~·/ When 
a human being dies thei Mahars carry fuel to the 'cremation 
ground, and they receiv~ as r~ward the shroud, in which a.' 
small sum of money is knotted.-1 This custom explains the 
answer which al Mahar is represented as giving in a proverb . 
to an abusive Brahman. 'Get out, you Mahar,' aays the. 
Brahman. •One day,' replies the Mahar, •I shall bring your 
cowdung cakes.'j 

The Holi is a Spring festival, the chief part of which 
consists in worshipping fecundity in connexion with a bon· 
fuc. There is a Holi fire kindled in every village s~uate and 
in every house, even in the houses of Brshrnans. 1,.1n many 

, villages the Mahars are the first to light the Hob fire and : 
from their fire the Kunbis steal firebrands wherewith to 
kindle the large heap of fuel prepared in the village sqllllrC. 
The other villages !:Qrry the kindling for their private tires 
from the public oiiej _ _ 

The l\luhars are guardians of the !goddess Mariai}whose 
shrine is found in every Mahar wadCiil the Deccan and 
ds~where in India. This goddess is 'rlten named Laxmi by 
the Maharii: : She it is who ~oru.es in the form of cholera; 
and "·hen 111i epidemic of that disease breaks out abe is 
propitiated by public sacrifice in which the !\lahars take a 
lead info! part. There is no image of l\lariai in human shape . 

.. She is represented by a row of S!Jillq stonea, usually seven in 
number and daubed with red lead.jln c;ertain pcrts of the 
N•~pur district tl1is image on the· east of the village is knowu 
as !\lata or Grsmdevi, that isl\!other or \'illage G<.ddess. 

In many villag.s there rernain from time immemorial wide 

' Ca.ttn mod TriM qf Booobo)•, Vol. II, p. m. 
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circles of unhewn stones forming the temples of the g~d 
Vetala. Where these are still in use the village :\lahar 
smears them with whitewash and tips them with red lead, 
twice a month, on the no-moon night and on the full-moon 
night. \ Vetala is the king of ghosts or bhuta. His chief 
festival '<fays are Mahasivaratra, Holi and Dasera. In many 
parts of the Konkan Mahars enjoy marked prominence in 
connexion with primitive deities.] Mahars and Mangs are 
said to be of the race of the demons which swallow the moon 
at the time of eclipse, and numbers of these castes go about 
the streets on such oct'll.Sions asking for alms on the ground 
that charity will remove the eclipse. They shout 'de dana 
suta girana.' A sacrificial cock offered in conne~ion with 
the Holi fire at Vijayadurg falls to the lot of the Mahars, and 

_th!s perquisite is considered an honour. At certain places in 
the Ratnagiri district. Mahars play a considerable part in the 
ceremonies performed for the exorcism of disease spirits, 
whether those spirits have entered human beings or aJ)imals. · 
And there are shrines in that district whose ministrants are 
!\lahars. The evil-eye of a tiger sometimes afflicts an o~. 
A Mahar removes that influence by waving round the animal· 
an oil lamp 'burned. in the eye of a dead tiger.' 1Jn the 
Konkan also a !\lahar may be_ a,n auspicious sight to a man 
starting out on any enterprise;· but that is for the Mahar 
quite a doubtful honour because he shares it with Brahmans 
and Jackals and others.l 

The Mahar is thus revealed as occupying a very important 
place in the rfligious as well as the political life of the village 
community. \A niter in the Bombay Gazetteer,• describing 
the Mahars <if' the Ahmednagar district, affirms 'that they 
also held an important part in all village religious rites. 
Attached to every village temple is the shrine of the :\lahar 
dcva wbo·is regularly worshipped by villagers of all classes 
including Brahmans, at the same time as the god of the chief 
temple.' l It would be instructive in other connexions ii it 
were'f'Ossible to determine whether this worship by higher 
castes of the 1\lahar deva is a result c~ a facile eclecticism 

:t. Vide Jackson, Folklore of the Konka:n, pn~irn. 
'Vol. XVII, p. li2. 
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and a fear of the devil or a continuation in the race of an 
ancient worship which Brahmanism as an imported culture 
has not been able or willing to displace. · 

The greater part of th~ payment for public service in the 
village has been in kind.L J:he patil holds some of the village1 lands as his perquisite; and the watandar Mahars hold not 
only ground suitable for dwelling sites, but also a piece of 
arable land. This land is known as maharki and it is often · 
land of good qualicy. The mahatki wa8 usually held free of: 
all rent· and tax, but in the Peshwai it »'as assessed; and it 
could not be sold absolutely or alienated: J If this land did' 
happen to fJI! into the hands of a user; not a watandat, as 
might easily happen in vili.Iges which became railway centres 
where an imported population required building sites, the land 
might be retain•d by him only if he paid an adequate rent 
which should go to tl1e watandar Mahata. In this connexion 
the following case and ruling is of interest and of value: 
'When the mahalkari framed the Mahar watan register, he 
found tl1at certain Mahar watan lands had long been in the 
possession of S, and therefore ordered that the lands, being 
service innm lands, should be restored to the. Mal1ars. The 
Olse mny be taken to fall under S. 9. Under that section the 
Collectur can either resume the land or impose a full rent .. 
Looking to the f•cts that this case did not atise out of any 
et>mplaint by tl1e !\lahars themselves and that S. bas long 
been paying a rent, the question arises whether the interests 
of the watandars would not be sufficiently met by raising the 
present rent to a fuU one if it is below that now. The 
1\lahars might in this WBY actually get more profit from the 
holdings than if tl1ey were delivered into their own thriftlesa 
hands. I reconunend that the land be restored to the 
petitioner S, and that payment nf full rent should be made 
to the 1\!ahan.' I 

Dcsid<'t! the mahatki land the WBtandat Mahan enjoy 
other rights and privilegtS which have belonged to them for 
centuri<'S under conditions which have changed more or less 
fn>m age to age. The l\l•hars of the Deccan cherish certain 
d<><:Utuentll which set forth their duties and the rewards 

1 Sancri,>nod No. 5598, June S, 19\JS. 
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attached to them. The oldest of theseL cbarter;J of which 
I have seen only a copy {was given within the temple at 
Mungipaithan on the Godaveri on Sunday, the 13th day 
of the bright fortnight of Sravana in the Shake year 1051 
(A.D. 1129). It is attested by patils and kulkarnis of Nasik, 
Junuar, Khed, Poona, Pandbarpur, Bedar, Paithan. It sets 
forth first the animals on which bridegrooms of various 
castes and rank may ride. There follow lists of the dues 
which the Mahars may claim from people of various castes 
for the duties performed by them in connexion with msrri· 
ages and deaths and dinners. At that time they got three and 
a half rupees in connexion with deaths and a similar amount 
in connexion with a marriage. Most of .their dues amounted 
to one anna only. At times the money was supplemented 
with bread. At the house of the deshmukh and the kulkarni 
the rabata Mahar (that is tlie one designated for Government 
duties) got bread, and his wife received bread at the house of 
the patil. While the Mahar, and he alone, might carry cattle 
to the place of bones, it waa. the Mang who carried· away 
dead pigs. When a Mahar wedding was being perfonneq 
the Mang got a turban and a lugtuk (a woman's dress); but 
be had to supply five days' fuel as service. When the Mahar 
needed a broom for officii! use it was the Mang who made 
and supplied it. To all the twelve village servants (balut,edar) 
the 1\Iahars had to provide . the pelts of animals as they 
needed them; but for the pelts supplied a return was made 
in fruits of the earth, for each pelt a mana of ghata. The 
'Wtlni or grocer had to supply the Mahar with tobacco and 
rupari daily; and the seller of cigarette leaves provided leaves 
wherein to roll the tobacco for smoking. The barber gave 
the Mahar a shave once a month. The oilman provided oil 
daily: Travelling players had to pay one paisa for each per
formance staged by them. From each kilnful of new pots the 
potter had to give five to the Mahar. The blacksmith repaired 
his weeding tool and his axe; and the shoemaker cleaned 
(repaired) his shoes. The Bhat performed his weddings and 
got ten paisa for his services. It was a Mahar and not a 
!\lang who prepared the place in the fields for the eating of 
parched grain (hurada) at the Sankranta festival. At the. 
Divali (feast of lamps) the Mabar collected the tax of four 
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rupees payable to Government at the lamp waving (owalne). 
The village community (gamva pandho.n') gave .the gatekeeper 
(Vesk.ar) two rupees at this festival. The offerings made at 
the town Holi and those mad$:: 't Pola (worship) of draught 
animals belonged to the Mahar. 

'. Another samui given at Paitlian in .. ~he temple of SVIllrni 
Ekaoatha, manifestly at much later datel as the language of 
the document and the name of the temple indicate, shows 
some changes in the conditions of the Mahar's services and 
remuneration. I For example, the strolling players now must 
give the Mahar' six paisa for each performance. The garden 
fruits mentioned in the earlier document as affording the 
Mahar a claim on the gardener, are the mango, the guava, 
the cocoanut, the plantain, the sweet lime, the malue: in 
this later docwnent tl1e Mahar gets daily fifteen sugar-canes 
and a seer of gula; but at the sugar-cane harvest the Mahar 
must give his labour. The !\lahar designated for Government 
service must give a toruna for the village gate and for the 
entrances to the ho·.:.ses of the inamdars (mokasa). There are 
pe~quisitea for him also in the money put into the water 
sprinkled on bridegrooms at their weddings and in the rice 
thrown on the bride and bridegroom during the reremony. 
He gets a lu!,'llde and a pagou and five days' food at wed
dings; and if the ceren1ony be at a common man's house his 
fee is six and a half rupees. He is not allowed to appro
priate the pelts of animals; but instead he gets other things 
such as wounded animals, soiled lugaden and broken pots. 
The gmlucss Dhauivi is mentioned as an object of worship by 
the village t"Ommunity. At the time of this worship the 
Mahar recei,·es two rupees. This document forbida the Mang 
to share in the service of !\lariai or of Laxmi: l 

If all th..., rights and privilt'!!t'S and emoluments be 
counted SCI\ar•tely it may be pos:!ible to make up the nwnber 
to nfty-two which ill the number named in the earlier sanad 
and retJ.ined by trudition in the mind of the folk. It is prob
abl~ th~t the name\' ~qqa' or fifty-tvm rigbUI is just 
an iJoomatic w11y bf expressing the multiplicity of' these 
ri~hts taken in their tot;olity. A l\!•ratha villager uses the 
expre$$ion 'parn:h pannu' (th'e fifty) if he wishes to give an 
'-"!tirnate, of say, the number of animals in a large herd. There 
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is an interesting rparallel to the expression, 'bawanahaqqa ', in 
the term, bar;;ana il•mvala. About the year 1346 a Koli chief 
nomed Papera gained a large measure of independence 
through the support of the early Bahmani kings. At that 
time 'Western Ahmednagar and Poona were divided into 
fifty-two valleys or Bawana Mawala, each under an hereditary 
Koli Chief or Naik with the rank of a Sardar or Noble in 
the Bahamani kingdom. The head of the fifty-two valleys 
with the title of Sarnaik or Chief Captain wa~ a l\1usalman 
whose headquarters were at Junnar in Poona.'1 ) 

There is another possible explanation of the name,' bawana
haqq.' A considerable section of thd Mahar people now 
found in the Nagpur and Bhandara distriCts chiefly is named 
Bawne. The bawanahaqq may be an adaptation of the 
phrase,' Bawane haqq ',that is the rights and privileges of the 
Bawane folli::\ No clear inference can he made from names, 
for the name may point in either of two directions. But this 
much may be set forth as. indisputable that the phrase 
bawanahaqq must have formed under Musalman influence. 
But the rights so named in Musalman times must have 
existed from time immemorial; for the sanad given at Mungi 
Paithan must have bee'n just a confirmation or a codification of 
privileges that had existed long before the sanad was given. 

At the present day the so-called fifty-two rights of the 
Mahars have dwindled in ni.lmber to twenty odd, among 
which the chief are still the charges levied in connexion with 
weddings and funerals, to which may be added the gleanings 
of grain and other offerings at the gate, on the threshing floor 
and on the altars of ancient village deities. They have a ri!(ht 
to the carcases of animals that die a natural death or by 
disease. But the Government of the Central Pro,·inces has 
abolished in Berar this primitive method of paying for public 
service; and the village Mahar gets a monthly wa~e in cash 
through the vill•ge authorities. !\!any farmers are now seeing 
the injustice of ha\·ing to mulct themselves in field produce 
for services which they do not need. The more enlightened 
among the Mahars then>selves reco~nise that their watandar 
privileges though precious in the light of sentiment, are yet 

1 Bombay Gaoelltl'l', Vol. XVII, pp. 353, 354. 
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' occaJ:~i.ons d bondage as all privilc~es are, and that ecol.\omi.-

cally •' . .vould be well for them tf the example set b.( ~he 
Central ProvinCes were extended to all public servan.:,s 
everywhere. · 

Besides the rights and inams enjoyed by Mahars as a class 
because of their position in the village community there are 
others pertaining to certain families and confirmed by charter 
on account of special services rendered to rulel'!l who had in 
their power the disposal of public lands. The story of the 
service rendered by Vitthunak to the pious Damajipant in a 
time of severe famine has been flooded with religious light, 
and Vitthunak has been identified with the god of Pandhari. 
The story has now merged into the body of literary and 
religious legend of the 1\laratha mind. And as the story is 
used by the devout to magnifY the grace of Pandurang it is 
used by !\lahar tradition to eJ<plain the granting to them as a 
class by a 1\loghal ruler of their fifty-two rights. 

There are still in existence, and jealously guarded, copper
plate sanads which confirm inams either to particular !\lahar 
families or to village groups. One sud copper-plate is owned 
by tlte 1\lahal'!l of the village of Koya in the 1\loghalai near 
Ahmednagar. It was lent by them to me that I might 
dcdpher it. The language is beyond all my friends. I have 
preS<rved a photogi"Jph of the plat~., 

The most intercsting)<·upper-plate «>f which I have heard is 
i['o3Sessed by a family tlea~ Purandfuir, in the Poona district.) 
'The plate is said to exist: but it is so jealously guarded that 
only fav<llll'<'ti !\lahars may cast their eyes upon it. A friend 
so ftwoureJ prncureJ for me a Copy of its terms and of its 
•~<•ry.}lt w:ts gi\'cn in the year Shake 1109 (the year must be 
u:Jceuhtcly tmnscribt'<l) by a king of Iledar to a Mahar of 
l'uran,lhar named llaharnak Bangale. The story runs that 
the Ling W.JS lcuilJin~ a hastion of the fort of Punmdhar and 
the ma••m wmk would not stnnd, presumably because the 
f.>Urhlatwns were slipping. There was a goddess of the 
''''"lity who demaoJed in a d""'m the sacritice of an eld.st 
oon and all chlest daughter-in-law, to be buried in the found
•tions •n~>rJin~ to \'cry ancient and world-wide CUStom. 
ll.•harnak pronded the Mfering; the foundations were con
S<lliJ•tt'\1; and the b1Stil'lt I'C!Iched completion. The King, 
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beinl!> pleased with Babarnak, granted to him and :~ his heirs 
·in perpetuity in Purandhar, Saawad, Supe and other illages. 
This Mabar was evidently a mighty man of .valour who 

/could command fighters as well as builders, and he seema to 
have been a fearless hunter. Along with his companion, Jeaji 
Naik, he took a hand in assisting the king to subdue a revolt 
by Subbaokban at Pratapgad and by Abdulshah at Bedar. He 
carried out very expeditiously and to the kin11's satisfaction 
building work at Rajgad, and on another occas1on he and his 
companion brought a Bengal tiger in a cage to the king. For 
these deeds of daring he was given the Sarnaiki of eight parts 
and certain rights of precedence in social standing and the 
leadership of the eighteen lakhs of Sorriaranshi.' 

This story is not solitary. _A Mahar boy and a girl were 
buried thus under the gates of the Satara fort in 1109. A 
Mang was buried under the Peshwa's Shanwar Palace in 
Poona in 1750. A Maratha earned the headship of Lohogad 
ford for the buryin!( of a newly married couple beneath its 
main entrance in 1790. A paCil at Sholapur and a deshmukh 
of the same town bold rights granted for similar sacrificial 
gifl8.1 The Mahars of the fort of Panhala in the Southern 
Maratha country, though nowadays poor in estate, have a 
memory of rights in villages ~ound about. It is said that they 
were originally brought to P~nhala by Aurangzebe aa guarda 
to his daughter who abode in that fortress. A recurring 
tradition among Mahars concerns their faithfulness in 
guarding the zena!llls of Moslem rulen and righ\8 gained in 
recognition of such services. 

The Mahar it would seem was not only the gatekeeper of 
the village, but even at times the keeper of the forts which 
were as the gates of the land. · 

- 1 
1 Bombay Ga%eltm•, Vol. XX, p. 527. 



CHAPTER III 

THE MAHAR IN HIS HOME 

THB boUlle in which the typical Mahar livet is often 
described as mean and not at all tidy. That is a misleading 
generalisation. Their homes vary according to their worldly 
estate and according to the permanence of their abode in a 
town. The wntandar Mahar cannot grow rich on the emolu
ments of hie village office, and therefore he cannot own a 
large house; but many of their families have been farming 
good land for generations, and their homes are similar in 
solidity and in accommodation to those of many of their 
Maratha neighbours. In many of the Deccan villages aome 
of the watundar ]I lahars own houses which are aoiid enough 
even if they be not spacious; and in districts such as Nagpur 
and Bhandara, where they have been spinners and weavers 
for generations, they live in houses which are sometimes 
commodious and which are always neat and clean: 1 When 
men go to a centre of industry and commerce 1111 casual 
lahouren they have little opportunity and less inducement to 
erect pem~anent houses, sinc'>C they have no guarantee of 
const:lnt employm~nt, and their wage doea not easily stretch 
beyond their daily needs of food and clothing. In such 
«ntffil, too, they are more liable to be intemperate in their 
habits than the men in remote and amall villagea. Thus in 
centres like N11gpur one come-s across cases of men living in 
tiny huts <"Onstructed out of flattened kerosene oil tins, while 
they have quite good houses in their native villages. When 
1\Iahara work as building contractors, or, money lenders or 
rumruiS~<ion agenta they often live in well constructed houses 
of th•ir own. 

\\'hat is true of their houses ia true also ·of the clothing 
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which the Mahars wear. The days are past when they must 
affect an appearance of abject poverty such as the poet 
Mahipati describes. When a man is engaged in work which 
soils clothing one must expect him to be clad in his oldest 
garments. But on festive occasions the well-to-do Mahar is 
dressed nowadays pretty much as his Maratha neighbour is. 
This holds good of their women also. A patched garment 
may be seen on them when they are engaged in housework or 
on the fields; but on a pilgrimage or at a wedding the Maharin 
shows the same taste as her neighbours do, though, if she be 
pggr, she may not possess rich gold or silver ornaments. 
L The Mahar women wear their robe usually as their 
IVfaratha sisters do, wound round the body from the waist 
with the lower edge drawn back b~tween the legs and tucked 
in at the waist behind, the other end being draped over the 
head and shoulders, leaving the face exposed. This mode of 
draping the sari or lugade is suited to working conditions: 
It is known as kasta.) The robe is sometimes used by Mahar 
women to resemble""ll skirt. ·In the Maratha country Brahman 
ladies always affect the kasta mode and they never drape the 
sari over their heads. Most Mahar women in the Deccan 
nowadays wear tMI'}/w/i or bodice:\ but in the Central 
Provinces they sometimes. follow the ~ld rule of having the 

· chest covered only by a fold of the robe. When a Mahar 
woman carries a load such as a pot of water or a bundle of 
grass or of cotton she puts it on her head, as all, save 
Brahmans, do. Like her non-Brahman neighbours she may 
carry to the fields her husband's bread or her tiny baby in a 
shallow basket poised on her head. Larger children are 
carried astride on the hip and sometimes slung on the back 

,in a cloth secured in front after passing over the shoulders. 
,Mahar women haye tattoo marks on their foreheads and on 
'their arms and legs.\ Many of them get these marks at the 
time of their marriage.~. When a woman works in a mill or on 
the fields she pulls the end of her sari close over her right 
shoulder and tucks it in at her waist, so that it cannot fly 
loose in the wind. l 

It is in their food that the Mahars are unique among the 
people who acknowlege the Brahman~ as earth g<Jds (blmdr1Ja), 
for they eat t.he flesh of the ox or the cow as well as of sheep 
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and of goats, of fowls and of fish. But they wiU not touch 
the flesh of the pig, not even that of the wild boar which is· 
considered a delicacy by many Kunbi people. The !'.tangs 
who are counted inferior to the Mahars wiU not eat beef, but 
they eat pigs, sometimes roasting them alive, as their 
ant"<sto111 usually did. Some of the Maratha Kunbi eat the 
flesh of the sheep, othe111 of them prefer the flesh of the goat. 
Most Kunbis will eat the flesh of antelope and of wild pig; 
but the ox is sacred to them.' In all cases the flesh eaten by 
the Maratha must be lia/al, .that is to eay the animal must be 
slaughtered in the Moslem way, which is akin to that of the 
Jews. The Mahar on the other hand has been used to eating 
the flesh of oxen, sheep, goats that die by accident or of old 
age. This practice makes them abhorrent to the other classes 
of Hindus. But many Mahal'l! arc departing from this 
custom out of a sense of self-respect and in obedience to the. 
rules of such religious seets as the Warkari and the Minbhau.· 
Their attllchment to these sects and to reform in diet is often 
ocrusioncd by the desire to Stllnd well in the opinion of their 
neighbours. In the Nagpur district the use of the flesh of 
animals that have died of natural causes has become more or 
less of a memory. • 

l\!ahan endure contumely not only on the ground that 
tlwy eat braxy, but there is a belief that they arc sometimes 
J!Uilty of poi$0nin_g cattle in order to provide themselves with 
, .. ,ml and pelts. -I have learned in the Poona District that 
the method of poi&ming consists in pricking a vein of a cow 
or bullock with a beckthom smcan.d with a paste made from 
a common St.'ed whose substanL-e though more or less 
innocuous when swallowed, sa\-e in the case of pregnant 
women, yet acts like cobra poison when introduced into the 
blood stream.: The use of this seed for cattle poisoning 
S<'CillS to be unknown in the N agpur district, and there Wst
worthy Mahan declare that their people never poison cattle, 
though they admit that when a few cattle die mysteriously at 
ot·e tune in a vill~e the !\!shan arc 110metim1>1 had into court 
on a chaf¥e of destroying the cattle for the sake of their hid<:<~. 

It is dtlli,·ult to be lin-e that the flesh of animals "hich die 
of poi>JOning ..-~n be s.tfe as bllllllln food. Many will be found 
sl:!o "ho c<ny 'nth horror the sug:gestion that any clasa of 

3 
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bein~ pleased with Baharnak, granted to him and :n his heirs 
in perpetuity in Purandhar, Saswad, Supe and other 'llages. 
l!!_is Mahar was evidently a mighty man of .valour who 
could command fighters as well as builders, and he seems to 
have been a fearless hunter. Along with his companion, Jeaji 
Naik, he took a hand in assisting the king to subdue a revolt 
by Subhankhan at Pratapgad and by Abdulshah at Bedar. He 
carried out very expeditiously and to tbe king's satisfaction 
building work at Rajgad, and on another occasion he and his 
companion brought a Bengal tiger in a cage to the king. For 
these deeds of daring l)e was given the Sarnaiki of eight parts 
and certsin rights of precedence in social standing and the 
leadership of the eighteen lakhs of Sorriaranshl. · 

This story is not solitary .• A Mahar boy and a girl were 
buried thus under the gates of the Satara fort in 1109. A 
Mang was buried under the Peshwa's Shanwar Palace in 
Poona in 1750. A Maratha earned the headship of Lohogad 
ford for the burying of a newly married couple beneath ita 
main entrance in 1790. A patil at Sholapur and a deshmukb 
of the same town hold rights granted for similar sacrificial 
gifts.1 The Mahars of the fort of Panhala in the Southern 
Maratha country, though nowadays poor in estate, have a 
memory of rights in villages round about. It is said that they 
were originally brought to Panhala by Aurangzebe as guards 
to his daughter who abode 'in that fortress. A recurring 
tradition among Mahars concerns their faithfulness in 
guarding the zenanas of Moslem rulers and rights gained in 
recognition of such services. 

The Mahar it would seem was not only the gatekeeper of 
the village, but even at times the keeper of the forts which 
were as the gates of the land • 

. ' Bombay Ga:tette~tr, Vol. XX, p. 527. 



CHAPTER III 

THE MAHAR IN HIS HOME 

THB house in which the typical Mahar lives is often 
described as mean and not at all tidy. That is a misleading 
generalisation. Their homes vary according to their worldly 
estate and according to the permanence of their abode in a 
town. The watandar Mahar cannot grow rich on the emolu
ments of his village office, and therefore he cannot own a 
large house; but many of their families have been farming 
good land for generations, and their homes are similar in 
suliillty and in accommodation to those of many of their 
Murntha neig-hbours. In many of the Deccan villages some ' 
of the watandar.!\1ahara own houses which are solid enough 
even if they be not spacious; and in districts such as Nagpur 
and Bhandam, where they have been spinnem and weavers 
for generations, they live in houses which are sometimes 
C\~mmodious and which are always neat and clean·. I When 
men go to a centre of industry and commerce •• casual 
labourers they have little opportunity and less inducement to 
erect permanent houses, since they have no guarantee of 
constant employment, and their wage does not easily stretch 
beyond their daily needs of food and clothing. In such 
centres, too, tl1ey are more liable to be intemperste in their 
habits thnn the men in remote and small villa~ Thus in 
centn>a like Na!:Pur one comes ICI'l>S$ cases of men living in 
tiny huts constructed out of flattened kerosene oil tins, while 
tht•y have quite good houses in their native villages. When 
!\lahars work as buililing contractors, or. money leaders or 
rornmission agents they often live in \\'ell constructed houaes 
of thoir own. 

\\'hat is true of their houses is true also ·of the clothing 
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which the Mahars wear. The Jays are past when they must 
affect an appearance of abject poverty such as the poet 
Mahipati describes. When a man is engaged in work which 
soils clothing one must expect him to be clad in his o!Jest 
garments. But on festive occasions the weU-to-do Mahar is 
dressed nowadays pretty much as his Maratha neighbour is. 
This holds good of their women also. A patched garment 
may be seen on them when they are engaged in housework or 
on the fields; but on a pilgrimage or at a wedding the Maharin 
shows the same taste as her neighbours do, though, if she be 
JlQQr, she may not possess rich gold or silver ornaments. 
LThe Mahar women wear their robe usually as their 
Maratha sisters do, wound round the body from the waist 
with the lower edge drawn back b~tween the legs and tucked 
in at the waist behind, the other end being draped over the 
head and shoulden, leaving the face exposed. This mode of 
draping the sari or lugade is suited to working conditions: 
It is known as kasta'":) The robe is sometimes used by Mahar 
women to resemble1l skirt. ·In the Maratha country Brahman 
ladies always affect the kasta mode and they never dmpe the 
sari over their heads. Most Mahar women in the Decc-an 
nowadays wear thertholi or bodice::\ but in the CentraL 
Provinces they sometimes. follow the old rule of having the 

··chest covered only by a fold of the robe. When a Mahar 
woman carries a load such as a pot of water or a bundle of 
grass or of cotton she puts it on her hffid, as all, save 
Brahmans, do. Like hex non-Brahman neighbours she may 
carry to the fields her husband's bread or her tiny baby in a 
shallow basket poised on her head. Larger children are 
carried astride on the hip and sometimes slung on the back 
in a cloth secured in front after passing over the shoulders. 
~Mahar women haye tattoo marks on their foreheads and on 
their arms and legs.\ Many of them get these marks at the 
time of their marriage.~.When a woman works in a mill or on 
the fields she pulls the end of her sari close over her right 
shoulder and tu~ks it in at her waist, so that it cannot fly 
loose in the wind .. l 

It is in their food that the Mahars are unique among the 
people who acknowlege the Brahmans as earth g,.xJs (bhudt'!la), 
for they eat t,he flesh of the ox or the cow as well as of sheep 
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and of goats, of fowls and of fish. But they will not touch 
the flesh of the pig, not even that of the wild boar which is· 
considered a delicacy by many Kunbi people. The Mangs 
who are counted inferior to the Mahars will not eat beef, but 
they eat pigs, sometimes roasting them alive, as their 
ancestors usually did. Some of the Maratha Kunbi eat the 
flesh of the sheep, others of them prefer the flesh of the goat. 
Most Kunbis will eat the .flesh of antelope and of wild pig; 
but the ox is sacred to them.' In all cases the flesh eaten by 
the Maratha must be ha/af,.that is to say the animal must be 
slaughtered in the Moslem way, which is akin to that of the 
Jews. The Mahar on the other hand has been used to eating 
the flesh of oxen, sheep, goats that die by accident or of old 
age. This practice makes them abhorrent to the other classes 
of Hindua. But many Mahara are departing from this 
custom out of a sense of aelf-respect and in obedience to the. 
rules of such religious sects as the Warksri and the Minbhau.· 
Their attachment to these sects and to reform in diet is often 
ol'cusioncd by the desire to stand well in the opinion of their 
neigb.bours. In the Nagpur district the use of the flesh of 
animals that have died of natural causes bas become more or 
less of a memory. 

!\lahars endure contumely not only on the ground that 
tht·y eat braxy, but there is a belief that they are sometimes 
~ilty of poisoning cattle in order to provide themselves with 
l<wd and pelts. J have l<>~rned in the Poona District that 
the method of potsoning consists in pricking a vein of a cow 
or bullock with a bco:kthom smeared with a paste made from 
a common seed whose substance though more or less 
innocuous when swallowed, save in the case of pregnant 
W<)lllen, yet acts like cobra poison when introduced into the 
blood stream. The use of this seed for cattle poisoning 
seClll$ to be unlmown in the Nagpur district, and there trust
worthy !\lahars declare that their people never poison cattle, 
though they admit that when a few cattle die my:steriously at 
ore tune in a Yillu~e thel\lahars are sometimes had into court 
on a char~e of destroying the cattle fur the sake of their hidt::s. 

It is dttlicult to believe that the flesh of animals which die 
of poisoning can be s.tfe as human food. l\lany will be found 
also who deny with horror the suggestion that any class of 

3 
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Hindus can be found guilty of so heinous a sin as the 
deliberate k.illing of an ox or of a cow even for the sake of its 
hide. Readers of George Borrow will remember that various 
opinions may be held regarding the value of the flesh of a 
poisoned animal and that a practice which falls into desuetude 
in times of prosperity may well have been practised in times 
of famine and stress. Since the Gypsies of whom Borrow 
knew and wrote so much, are believed to be in origin an Indian 
tribe, it may be of some value and interest to recall here two 
short passages on the poisoning of domestic animals or the 
'drabbing of the baulor.' 'The accusation of producing 
disease and death amongst the cattle was far from groundless. 
Indeed, however strange and incredible it may sound in the 
present day to those who are unacquainted with this caste, 
and the peculiar habits of the Rommanees, the practice is still 
occasionally pursued in England and many other countries 
where they are found. From this practice, when they are not , 
detected, they derive considerable advantage. PoiS<mi<~g cattle 
is exercised by them in two ways: by one they merely cause 
disease in the animals with the view of receiving money for 
curing them upon offering their services; the poison is gener
ally administered by ·powders cast at night into the mangers 
of the animals: this way is only practised upon the !urger 
cattle such as horses and co\w. But by the other, which they 
practise chiefly upon swine,speedy death is almost invariably 
produced, the drug administered being of a highly intoxicat
ing nature and affecting the brain. They then apply at the 
house or farm where the disaster has occurred, for the 
carcase of the animal, which is generally given to them 
without suspicion, and then they feast on the flesh, which is 
not injured by the poison which only affects the head.' 
(Zincale, Introduction). • Had you tasted that pork, brother, 
you would have found that it was sweet and tasty, which 
balluva \Vhich is drabbed can hardly be expected to be. We 
have no reason to drab baulor at present for we have money 
and credit; but necessity has no law. · Our forefathers 
occasionally drabbed haulor; some of our p.iople may still do 
such a thing hut only from compulsion.:' , 
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The kind of food given to Mahars in rerum for their 
labour as village servants is often mentioned in the poetry 
which refers to their calling. They received scraps and 
leavings; and there is a note of humiliation in their own 
mention of such food. But when they earn a money wage in 
any of the callings open to them, as house servants to Christ
ians or Moslems, as sais or horsemen, as masons, as labourers 
on roads and public works, they eat the kind of food they can 
best afford; and their cooking is carried out with due 
attention to cleanliness and thoroughness . 
. Marriage customs vary in minor details from district to 

district; and some of the subcastes perform the actual 
wedding ceremony in ways peculiar to themselves. This is 
inevitable when customs have never been written down, and 
when ceremonies are carried out by half educated people. 

Child marriage prevailed before the passing of the Sarda 
Act, as in all other castes, but it was not regsrded as neces
sal'ily binding. The Snrda Act is more or less of a dead letter 
in rural places. Many 1\iahara who could not afford the 
expense of a wedding put off the ceremony until the age 
of .J:uberry was well past. -
, l'h~ asking of the bride (royra, maJ:!!i) has to be done" 

with ceremony and \he initiative rests with the futher or 
guardian of the boy. Tlie bride has to be chosen from with· 
out the kuh1 or cllln iil1d within the subcaate~ ~_The kula is 
mnrked by the surname. So it us!)ajly happens that parties 
of the same surname cannot marry: but the final basis of 
judgment as to who may marry is the kula-deooka or the 
clan tutem. That is to say, no two persons who have the • 
same dcvaka may marry. Some ,families bearing different 
sur!lllmes h~,.., the same devaka. 'The kinship of the kula is 
n·c.krmed along the lines of male descent only) the children 
of male cl:lnsmen may not marry. But the 'union of the 
children of sis~n is also forbidden. 

The custom of not marrying outside the subcaste is not 
rigiuly enfurred e\'<rywhere. lnd«!d Brahmanical law even 
dV<"& not forbid the marria~ of parties belonging to different 
:astes. Pro\·iJt-J a man chOO<!d his first bride from among 

· "''""~n of his own caste, he may select subsequent ones from 
a lower caste. Such marrU.ges art known as .,..w- or along · 
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the pile. 'If a sudra man marries a woman of higher caste 
the marriage is pratilmna or against the pile .. : Pratilom.a 
marriages are regarded as incestuous. There is a story 
current of a Brahman saint, Malopant, who married a Mahar 

• girl unwittingly. When the husband found out her caste he 
did not put her away. When she died he performed the 
usual funeral rites, and a miracle took place which proved 
that the Brahman and his Mahar wife were both pure.' 

At the asking ceremony the girl is seated on a low stool, 
and the boy's father pre11ents to her cocoanut kernel (copra) 
and a new robe (lugade) of as good a quality as he can afford. 
The girl goes into her mother's house and puts on the new 
lugade. Then the parents of the boy make around her head 
a wave offering (fJWaiaiUI) of as much c:Oin as they can afford .. · 
Her own relatives 'perform a similar ceremony. The money 
thus offered is divided between the barber, the Mang and 
the hired singing woman, the first receiving a half, and the 
others a quarter share. The boy's father makes a money 
payment of a sum varying from ten to twenty-five rupees to 
the father of the bride. · 

'..'):'he auspicious day for the actual wedding ceremony is 
• foretold either by the village Zoshi or by a Mahar Mahoturya.' 

At the time of the' fo'retelling of the auspicious uay the 
priest hands to the parents a few grains of rice which he has 
blessed in the name of Ganapati (The Lord of Hosts) anu he 
names the woman of good fortune who has to bathe the groom 
in turmeric water. This woman takes along with her four 
others of good omen, that is to say they are married and 
between the ages of fourteen and twenty. Women who have 
children are not chosen for this duty on the ground that such 
are not free to leave their households for the period of 
marriage ceremonies. The possession of children really 
increases a woman's auspicious influence; but if she be poor 
she cannot easily leave her children in the care of another. 
The five women of good l'Ortune take tormeric roots (hulada), 
some yellow millet grains and the leaves used for pansupari. 
These are mixed together, and the mixture is divided into 
two portions. Each portion is bound into a piece of new 

1 Ranade, Rise of 1M Maratha PIYIJ>It'f, p. 151. 
~ 
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cloth, and the bundles are tied one to the pot for storing 
water for household purposes (ranjana) and one to the mill
stone (~aten). 'Turmeric is pounded and mixed with water 
and rubbed into the skin of the bridegroom. A portion of 
the turmeric paste is sent to the bride for her anointing. If 
the bride be quite a young child she does not wear a bodice 
at this washing ceremony; if she be of age she wears a white 
bod ice and a white lugaden. 

rne manner of the washing is as follows: Five brass' , 
wa'ter vessels are filled with warm water, and are arranged in 
a circle. White cotton yarn is wound five timea round these 
severally and all together. The bride in her home-and 
the bridegroom in his-is set in the centre of the circle of · 
pots. All the pots are raised at the same time by the , 
ministering women of good au gory, and the wa~r in them is 
poured over the bride and the bridegroom) Relatives ' 
consider it an honour to arrange for the balallll ceremony. 
Therefore various houses are visited for the repetition of 
this ceremony. Each time either of the happy ones goes 
fol"\h for this washing, smears of soot are rubbed into his or 
her brow and cheeks and on the feet outlining the edge of 
the upper of a shoe. It is said that the yellow colour 
imparted by the lu.rmeri<: adds h<-a•aty to the .. l?".t:SOn. The 
b!Jlck marks on the other hand are said to mar their beauty 
in order to defend them from the assaults of CO\-etous and.· 
lustful demons, 

On the auspicious day fixed for the wedding the relatives 
of both parties assemble a.t the house of the bride near the 
hour of evening twilight in the ease of the Somawanshi, the 
Barake and the Lada\'llnss; and just before dawn in the 
ease of a Bawane marriage. ''Twixt the glosmin' and the 
mirk when the kye com.-s barue,' and the dust raised by 
home returning cattle is floating in the air, a special good 
fottune &e<"ms to atten,J those about to wed. In Berar the 1 

tying of the knot must take plAce just as the sun is dipping 
over the western horizon in the ease of a Somawanshi cere
mony. In the Deccan this caste must ha\'e the marriage 
knot tied in the dark. The bride ruust be clad in a .,.;. 
MfNiil (a c""rse robe) howeV'Ier well-to-do her parents may 
be. ,Th.e groom must wear a ~>!!rca. which is a head-dress 
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the pile . ., If a sudra man marries a woman of higher caste 
the marriage is pratilcma or against the pile. · Pratiloma 
marriages are regarded as incestuous. There 'is a story 
current of a Brahman saint, Malopant, who married a Mahar 

· girl unwittingly. When the husband found out her caste he 
did not put her away. When she died he performed the 
usual funeral rites, and a miracle took place which proved 
that the Brahman and his Mahar wife were both pure.' . 

At the asking ceremony the girl is seated on a low stool, ; 
and the boy's father presents to her cocoanut kernel (copra) 
and a new robe (lugade) of as good a qualiry as he can afford. 
The girl goes into her mother's house and puts on the new 
lugade. Then the parents of the boy tpake around her bead , 
a wave offering (owalone) of as much coin as they call afford.· 
Her own relative$ 'perform a similar ceremony. The money 
thus offered is divided between the barber, the 1\·lang and 
the hired singing Womall, tl1e first receiving a half, and the 
others a quarter share. The boy's father makes a money ' 
payment of a sum varying from ten to twenty-five rupees to 
the father of the bride. · 

'._J'be auspicious day for the actual wedding ceremony is 
· foretold either by the. village Zoshi or by al\lahar Mahoturya.: 

At the time of the foretelling of the auspicious day the 
priest hands to the parents a few grains of rice which he has 
blessed in the name of Ganapati (The Lord of Hosts) and he 
names the woman of good fortune who has to bathe the groom 
in turmeric water. This woman takes along with her four 
others of good omen, that is to say they are married and 
between the ages of fonrteen and twenty. Women who have 
children are not chosen for this duty on the ground that such 
are not free to leave their households for tl1e period of 
marriage ceremonies. The possession of children really 
increases a woman's auspicious influence; but if she be poor 
she cannot easily leave her children in the care of another. 
The five women of good l'Ortune take turmeric roots (hulada), 
some yellow millet grains and the leaves used for pansupari. 
These are mixed together, and the mixture is divided into 
two portions. Each portion is bound into a piece of new 

' Ranade, Rise of the Marotha Potocr, p. lSI. 
~ 
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cloth, and the bundles are tied one to the pot for storing 
water for household purposes (ranjana) and one to the mill· 
stone (~aten). \Turmeric is pounded and mixed with water 
and rubbed into the skin of tbe bridegroom. A portion of 
the turmeric paste is sent to the bride for her anointing. If 
the bride be quite a young child she does not wear a bodice 
at this washing ceremony; if she be of age she weant a white 
bodice and a white lugaden. 

rrlie manner of the washing is as follows: Five brass' 
wa'nir vessels are filled with wann water, and are arranged in 
a circle. White cotton yarn is wound five times round these 
severally and all together. The bride in her home-and . 
the bndegroom in his-is set in the centre of the circle of • 
pots. All the pots are raised at the same time by the , 
ministering women of good augury, and the water in them is , 
poured over the bride and the bridegroom! Relatives 1 

consider it an honour to arrange for the halamf ceremony. 
Therefore various houses are visited for the repetition of 
this ceremony. Each time either of the happy ones goes 
forth for this washing, smears of aoot are rubbed into his or 
h"r brow and cheeks and on the feet outlining the edge of 
the upper of a shoe. It is said that the yellow colour 
imparted by the ~rU:. adds ht-$•1(! to the .l?••rson. The 
bl•ck marks on the other hand are aaid to mar their beauty 
in c>rder to defend them from the assaults of co,·etous and. 
lustful demons. 

On the auspicious day fixed for t,he wedding the relatives 
of both parties assemble at the house of the bride near the 
hour of evening twiligl!t in the case of the Somawanshi, the 
llarake and the LadB\'ansa; and just before dawn in the 
case of a llawane marriage. "1\vixt the gloamin' and the 
mirk when the kye comes haroe,' and the dust raised bv 
home returning cattle is Boating in the air, 1 special good 
for!Une e<:eo1s to attend those about to wed. In Berar the 
tyi.ng of the knot must take place just as the sun is dipping 
over the western horizon in the case of a Somawanshi cere
mony. In the D«:can thia caste must have the marriage 
knot tied in the dark. The bride must be clad in a sad4 
khmdol (~ coarse robe) hom:\'er well-to-do ber parents may 
be. ,The groom must w-ear a ~.,irrg<a. which is a head-dr:..ss 
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' oi paper with drooping curls which hang in front of the face. 
• A long white cloth is hung on edge as it were running east 
and west. This serves as a screen on either side of which 
stand the contracting parties, ,'the boy facing west and the 
girl facing easf.1 They put their feet into a bamboo basket, 
the boy's toe!f'testing on those of the girl. In some places 
they stand with clasped hands in which a pansupari roll is 
held. In other part& ·each holds over the head of the other 
the hands joined and cirpped _as for holding rice. The verses 
of blessing or the l(lungai<Uutr.<i are then· pronounced; and at 
the coqcluding wi:lrd, 'w..'ll!atillana~ !he bystanders clap their 
hands and throw rice on the couple .. \ The screen is removed 
from between them and the boy crooks the little finger of his 
left hand into the little finger of the girl's right hand. The 
cloth is now stretched as a canopy over their heads. When 
the marriage is thus complete a resting place (janusa). is 
appointed at the house of a man of unblemished character 
who is known as laga11ya and whose wife is s;J;as1na. The 
kahana, a yellow band of cloth about eighteen inch~ long, 
which had been bound on the groom's forearm at the magani, 
is now removed. · 

The verses of bl~ing should number five. References 
are made ;,.n th~se to the m.a•ria;:es of Janaki, of Sita, of 
Vishwamitra, of l{nl}a and of Arjuna. They all end with the 
advice, 'alert.' The reason g.iven for the use of this word, 
• swadhana' is the story of a saintly man who was once going 
through the marriage ceremony in an absent-minded mood, 

. and who had his bride stolen from his side by a rakshasa. 
A marriage and its attendant functions should last for five 

days. The actual wedding takes place on the first day. The 
bridegroom spends three dsys at the bride's home and starts 
on the fourth day for his own home. When the couple arrive 
at the bridegroom's borne they are received by his mother who 
makes a wave offering of burnt bread round their heads and 
a libation of water at their feet. On entering the house their 
paper coronets are removed and again put on. A distribution 
of leaves and betel nuts among the guests finishes the 
ceremony. The wedding journeys are carried out to the 
accompaniment of loud music ~hich serves the double 
purpose of display and of proclamation of the banns. 
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The Ma bar man may have more than one wife, but the 
. wife may :1ot have more than one legal husband. Quite a 
• number p1-.ctise polygamy for various reasons. The chief 

excuse given for taking a second wife is that the first is 
childlcss. ,!3ut there ill much pith in the Marathi idiom which 
describes a roan's marriage in the phrase, 'his two hands 
have become four.' A farmer or a weaver finds a plurality of 
wives productive of wealth, if not of peace. 

Widows are permitted to remarry in !Mahar cuatomary law, 
but such marria3es are not held in high esteem, especially by 
the women. The rules governing widow remarriage vary 
from district to district. Such marriages are everywhere ' 
celebrated in the dark, but not on a new moon night, and 
the ceremony is sint')ie, unattended with music. In Khandesh . 
a widow is permittc•d to marry a younger brother of her 
deceased husband, but nowhere does this custom seem to be 
enjointd. Usually a widow is not allowed to marry any man 
of her deceased husband's kula; and in some districts she is 
forbidden to marry one who is a cousin through her father's 
sister, her mother s sioter or her mother's brother. In most 
widow marriages the departed husband's intluence must be 
exorcised by the destruction of the clothing which the woman 
wore du•ing her first marriage, pr by the sacrifice of a cock 
whose flesh may oot be eaten by the married pair. Q\'hen a 
bachelor murrics o widow he must first go through a ceremony · 
with a rui plant or with a rinT,) This mock marriage is 
c.vritd through with full cere~nies. The plant is hewn 
down and buried in a graveyard. The msn thus lx-comes a , 
widower qnd ..is of equal status \\ith the woman whose hand · 
he seeks. This fonn of marriage is also incumbent 011 a man 
who hss lust two wives ang who is about to marry a thiid. 
It is named arka vit>aha. [lf a girl of the Bawane is remamed 
she is subj<'Cted to degrniling ceremonies. A lock of ber 

. hair is shorn; she is clad in tattered garments; she is taken 
to the village boundaries where hor bangles are broken; the 
ce!'<'nlony is [>"rfonned in the dark,' and the whole proc:eed-
inl( oc-.:upics only one dny. · ·• 

!llaniages are dissoh·ed very simply. The common village 
word fur diSS<•lution of marrillge is k<~,# 111odarur, to break a 
twig. The phrase is derived from the custom whereby the 
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patila or the caste panchayata in the presence ofi the public 
breaks a small twig and declares the marriage nu I and void. 
Divorce proceedings may be instituted by either husband or 
wife. It is very common among the Dhedas of Gujerat. 
Divorce is granted if the husband ill-treats the wife or if the 
wife is guilty of adultery, or if either party sulfers from an 
incurable disease. A divorced woman may remarry in the caste 
according to the rites of widow remarriage; but if she be 
divorced because of adultery with a roan of a lower caste she 
is driven out of caste and may not marry a ·.VIahar. 

The ceremonies connected with the bir Jt of a child in a 
Mahar's house in olden time are indicated in a poem which 
bears the name of Namadeva and w~,ich describes the 
happenings at the birt,h of Karrname<a, Chokhoba's son. 
Knowing that the day of her visitation was come the mother 
asked her husband to bring to the house all the things 
needed; but he, after the· manner of ·.ain:s and poets, went 
off to his sister's house, forgetting what his business was. 
The god, Pandurang, however, is never unmindful of his 
saints; so he assumed the foft:n of C:1okha's sister and came 
to attend to the mother of Chokhoba's son. As the go<;! 
entered the house in the form of the sister-in-law, the 
expectant mother greet~d him lnvingly. The sister-in-Jaw 
professed to have been sent by her brother Chokha. Then 
Chokha's wife was delivered'of a son, and the nurse rejoiced. 
• Sugar was distributed to ev•ry class, and Vithai (the nurse) 
said," My Chokha has a son." Having applied unguents she 
massaged and bathed the mother. The langonr of the time 
of parturition departed. With rejoicing she observed the 
fifth day worship, and gave a dinner to the caste. With great 
joy the naming day was celebrated, and a feast was made for 
the caste. And on the thirteenth day the nurse laid the babe 
in the cradle. A sari and a choli were put upon the 
mother; a little robe and a little cap did Rakhmai bring. A 
woman whose husband is living was called and the child was 
laid in the cradle and was named Karmamela. The time 
came for the nurse to depart, and the mother poured out her 
thanks:-"How indeed can I keep count of your kindnesses, 
I shall not forget them for age on age." "Take good care now 
of my Karmamela: his father will soon come home." When 
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the father arrived his wife honoured h.is feet, and lifting the 
babe presented it to him.' This is a beautiful picture of 
domestic felicity; and the poet who drew the picture must 
have copied actual life. 

We note the attentions paid to the mother and the child 
during the first four days. A bathing place is prepared in a 
corner of the room. The mother and child are bathed and 
laid on a cot underneath which a fire of charcoal is kept 
burning. A handful of water is sprinkled on the child when 
it is hom. :rhe umbilical cord is cut: it is passed through 
the child's mo•.th and put into an earthen pot and buried 
outside the house. A lamp is lit and kept burning in the 
room day a•Jd nighi:'j The mother is given to swallow a 
mixture of~ atbol and neem leaves, and the child is encouraged 
to suck a 1 ''!! whose end dips into a saucer of honey or of 
molnsses. The mother is on light diet for three days. On 
the fifth day she takes ordinary food. On the evening of that 
day the !l"'ldess)Satvai is worshipred',! Her inlage, an arm

. less bust, is set 't>n a stone slab i an image is available; a 
cruisie lamp is fashioned out of wheat dough and set beside 
the bat'.>ing place where the child may not see the light; 
ftnwer11 and fruit are laid on the slab. Five married women 
are im ited to dine at the hou8e.: For eleven days the mother 
is unciClln. On the twelfth day the mother and child receive 
a bath, of purification, the mother's clothes are washed and 
the house is cleansed by the smearing of cowdung on the 
floor lind walls. Satvai in the form of five round l)<bbles is 
worsl:tipped; and the mother prnye to the goddess to protect 
''•• ''"'"'· The naming of the child takes place on the 
rn·o!lth or the thirteenth Jay, and the child is laid in a cradle 
whkb is suspt>nJed from a rafter. In Berar the child's name 
is gi •en by a 1\lohoturya. The friends who gather for the 
nam •D!! ceremony receive patrsupari. 

s .. me of the names given to children are words for 'lrorth
IC>S :hin~>s. the purpose being to protect the chtld's soul from 
the • twy of demons. Examples of soch names are Dagadu 
(;~,me), Ohikaria (beg:gar), Kacharu (refuse), Langada (lame). 
The ; usual namMI are those rommon anwng other Hindus, 
l'<.'i ,;~ the names of gods or of heroes in the c:ase of boys and 
of .. hl<sses, of virtuous wom~n and of rivel'll in the case of 
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patila or the caste panchayata in the presence of' the public 
breaks a small twig and declares the marriage nu 1 and void. 
Divorce proceedings may be instituted by either husband or 
wife. It is very common among the Dhedas ,of Gujerat. 
Divorce is granted if the husband ill-treats the wife or if the 
wife is guilty of adultery, or if either party sutfers from an 
incurable disease. A divorced woman may remarry in the caste 
according to the rites of widow remarriage; but if she be 
divorced because of adultery with a man of a lower caste she 
is driven out of caste and may not marry a ·.lllahar. 

The ceremonies connected with the 'bir .h of a child in a 
M:ahar's house in olden time are indicated in a poem which 
bears the name of Namadeva and wHch describes the 
happenings at the birt,h of Karmam• ~•. Chokhoba's son. 
Knowing that the day of her visitation was come the mother 
asked her husband to bring to the house all the "things 
needed; but he, after the maimer of '.:tin:s and poets, went 
off to his sister's house, forgetting what his business was. 
The god, Pandurang1 however, is never unmindful of his 
saints; so he assumed the form of c:lokha's sister and came 
to attend to the mother of· Chokhoba 's son. As the god 
entered the house in the form of the sister-in-law, the 
expectant mother greeted him lovingly. The sister-in-law 
professed to have been sent by her brother Chokha. Then 
Chokha's wife was delivered of a son, and the nurse rejoiced. 
'Sugar was distributed to every class, and Vi thai (the nurse) 
said," My Chokha has a son." Having applied 4Jlguents she 
massaged and bathed the mother. The langour of the time 
of patturition departed. With rejoicing she observed the 
fifth day worship, and gave a dinner to the caste. With great 
joy the naming day was celebrnted, and a feast waa made for 
the caste. And on the thirteenth day the nurse laid the babe 
in the cradle. A sari and a choli were put upon the 
mother; a little robe and a little cap did Rakhmai bring. A 
woman whose husband is living was called and the child was 
laid in the cradle and was named Karmamela. The time 
came for the nurse to depart, and the mother poured out her 
thanks:-" How indeed can 1 keep count of your kindnesses, 
I shall not forget them for age on age." "Take good care now 
of my Karmamela: his father will soon come home." When 
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the father arrived his wife honoured his feet, and lifting the 
babe presented it to him.' This is a beautiful picture of 
domestic felicity; and the poet who drew the picture must 
have copied actual life. 

We note the attentions paid to the mother and the child 
during the fiBt four days. A bathing place is prepared in a 
comer of the room. The mother and child are bathed and 
laid on a cot underneath which a fire of charcoal is kept 
burning. A handful of water is sprinkled on the child when 
it is born. :rhe umbilical cord is cut: it is passed through 
the child's mo•,th and put into an earthen pot and buried 
outside the house. A lamp is lit and kept burning in the 
room day a•ad night:'j The mother is given to swallow a 
mixture of k atboland neem leaves, and the child is encouraged 
to suck a r 'il whose end dips into a saucer of honey or of 
nlolas.<es. The mother is on light diet for three days. On 
th~ lifth day she takes ordinary food. On the evening of that 
day the goddess:satvai is worshipred,f Her image, an arm
l<·ss bust, is set't>n a stone slab i an image is available; a 
cruisie lamp is fashioned out of wheat dough and set beside 
the bat',ling place where the child may not aee the light; 
fluweB and fruit are laid on the slab. Five married women 
are in\ ited to dine at the hol!Se.: For eleven days the mother 
is uudean. On the twelfth dav the mother and child receive 
a batt, of purification, the mother's clothes are w':IShed and 
the house is cleansed by the smearing of cowdWlg on the 
floor t~nd walls. Sat\"ai in the form of five round rebbles is 
worsllipped; and the mother prnys to the goddess to protect 
tl1e child. The nanling of the cl\ild takes place on the 
twdtth or the thirteenth Jay, and the chiiJ is laid in a cradle 
whkh is suspended from 1 rnfte.r. In Berar the child's name 
is gi,.,n ~y a llluhoturya. The friends who gather for the 
nsrn .ng ceremony rettive pansupari. 

8< •me of the names givrn to children are words for worth
less :hings, the purp""" being to protect the child's soul from 
the • nvy of demons. Examples of sncb names are Dagadu 
(>tone), Ilhikaria (beggar), Kllcharu (refuse), Langada (lame). 
Th~ :usual names are those c-ommon among other Hindus, 
l~i .t the names of goJs or of heme$ in the case of boys and 
of · !Jesses, of ''irtuous women and of rivers in the case of 
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girls. Examples of such names are Mahadu, Gopala, Rama, 
Laxmana in the case of boys, and in the case of girls Laxmi, 
Sit!6:::9anga, Yam una. 

!During their fttst year both boys and girls are initiated by 
a l'l!l!gi17Us teacher.YThe child's father presents to the teacher 
a dlwtara (loin t:loth), a cocoanut, a few grains of rice, a small 
sum of money from two annas to one rupee in value, some 
flowers and frankincense. He smears sandal-wood paste on 
the teacher's brow and does obeisance to him. :The teacher 
takes the child upon his knee and breathes into both its ears; 
and covering the child and his head with a C:'Jth he whispers 
a sacred verse into the right ear of the child. This ceremony 
of initiation is called Kanaphukane or 'blowing into the ear.: 

When a girl reaches the age of puberty she is kept apart for 
three days. On the fourth day she is bathed anc\ a cocoanut 
and rice are placed in her lap, ••. 

'The Mahars dispose of their dead by burial as a rule,, but 
itrsome districts they burn them. In the Poona di> trict when 
a man is known to be dying 'a few drops of water in which 
a Brahman's feet have been 1.vashed are put into his mouth.'' 

':t'lie dead body is laid on the threshold of the house, and 
\Varm water is poured over it. The body is then ens\rouded 
in a new white cloth into whose hem a handful of rice is 
tied. The corpse is borne by four relatives on a simf le bier 
of bamboos lashed together, or on a sling. It is carried feet 
foremost to the burying place. The chief mourner w.llks in 
front barefo<;>t and bareheaded carrying an earthen pot of 
burning fuelJ The other mourners come after the corpse. 
The bearenr' rest their burden on the ground on the V>~y: :::: 
the grave, and the rice from the hem of the shroud is laid on· 
the ground and covered with pebbles. The grave is du1~ to a 
depth of about five feet. Its orientation is north a"nd south .. 
The body is laid naked into the grave, the head towards the 
north:) 1. At Saswad in the Poona district the corpse is buried 
sitting and facing east. The body of a married woman i; clad 
in a green sari.\ In most places the body is laid in the grave 
prone on its back. The head is covered with leaves of the Bel 
tree. The chief mourner throws some earth on the bod /> and 

•• 
• Bombay Ga~etteer, Vol. :li."Vlll, Part i, p. 442. 
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the others follow suit. The grave is then filled in with earth. 
tThe chief mourner fills the firepot with water, chips a small 

hole in its bottom with a stone, and wailing loudly and beat
ing his mouth with the back of his hand the while, he carries 
the streaming pot three times round the grave and then 
dashes it to pieces. ) The mourners bathe in running water if 
it is available and return to the house. On entering each 
onc.,:;prinkles himself with cow's urine by means <?f a,leafy 
branch of a neem tree, and he returns to his OVI'Il home. On 
the third day after the burial a few relatives return to'"the 
grave, the chief mourner bearing on a winnowing fan two 
pieces of the kernel of a cocoanut on which molasses is poured. 
At the resting place on the way to the burying ground, where 
the rice and pebbles had been heaped, one piece of cocoanut 
is placed on the earth under the pebbles deposited there on 
the day of the burial. The other piece of cocoanut is placed 
on the grave. The mound of the grave is beaten down to the 
level of the rest of the ground. This done they return to the 

"1wfflt of mourning. They sit there, each holding a neem 
--· bnnch under his arm. The chief mourner drops molasses 
... into his mouth, and the visitors go home. On the seventh 
.-~ a feast of bread and vegetable is given to the caste folk 

of the. village. . : 
"' rne !\lahars commemOI"dte their dead in the dark half of . 
, the month of Dhadmpada following the c:eremony of mahalaya 
. when they feed crows and castemen! 

The gr.-eting which the Mahar uses to men of a higher 
caste is 'jobar may':lbapa.' This has been in use by them as 
for back as Mamthi 'literature carries us. The meaning of 
the word, 'Johar; is not undemtood, and therefore there are 
legends whi<'h st'<:k to explain its origin aa a divine experi· 
ence. The word ia not conn ned to 1\lahan and Mahanstra: 
it is also Ul'<:d by the Gonda and by the Santals. 

ln the Dea:an when a 1\tahar takes a solemn oath he uses 
the name of a godd<"llS named Bhadavi. This name does not 
S«m to he kt~<>wn in lknu and in the Central Provincc:s 
though it 0>.1.-uts in the Sllnad granted at 1\lungi Paithan in 
the twelfth century. Sometimes the Mahar swears by a dog's 
tail, as the Kunbi d- by the cow's tail. 



CHAPTER I~ 

THE MAHAR IN MAHARASTRA 

'WHEREV£R there is a town there is a Mahar quarter.' A 
proverb of this form would have no idiomatic force in a 
metaphorical sense unless it had a semblance of truth in 
actllality. It is literally true that there is a Mahar quarter in 
every village within the bounds of that territory where the 
Marathi language is spoken; and the Mahar is thus located 
not because there are menial duties to he performed in· every 
village, but because !the very organization of the village 
cmrununity would be"'tneffective unless the duties of the 
Mahars were performed, and unless the privileges of the 
Mahars were conservelt..l The Maratha village community 
would have had a different history as well as a different form 
if the rights and functions of the Mahars were eliminated. 
Besides, the name 'Mahar' is not synonymous with menial 
servant; and there are far more Mahars in Maharastra than 
are needed for menial service. The proverb which causes the 
sensitive Mahar to wince as if he were in truth a 'black 
sheep,' may indeed reflect to the enlightened mind the past 
glory of this folk: it may he taken literally to mean that the 
·Mahars were so great a nation that their remnants are found 
in every town from Bhandara to the Arabian sea and from 
the Narbada river to the middle of the Hyderabad State. 
They may he fragments of a folk that once owned these 
broad landS.' 

If the number of the Mahar people be considered in 
relation to the total population it appears that this 'caste' is 
most dense in the districts of Bhandara, Nagpur, Amraoti, 
Basim, Chanda, Akola, Ellichpur, Buldana, their numbers 
being from eighteen per cent to twelve per ~ent of the total 
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inhabitants of those districts. Reference to a map shows that 
these districts form one continuous tract of country south of 
the Satpura Hills, the greater part of it being the province of 
Berar. In that province taken as a whole the ratio of the 
Mahars to the total population is twelve per cent. They 
number ten per cent of the population of Betul which is 
north of Nagpur. They are thinner, but of fairly uniform 
density in a broad stretch of country e>;tending from the 
south of Berar and the Central Provinces across the State of 
Hydcrabad westwards to the Arabian Sea, and including the 
districts of l?~rbhani, Aurangabad, Khandesh, Nasik, Ahmed
nagar, Sholapur, Satara, Poona, 'Thana, Kolaba, Ratnagiri, 
Kolhapur. In this tract they form from nine per cent to five 
per cent of the population. They thin out to one per cent of 
the population in Dharwar. 

The number of the 1\Iahar folk taken absolutely is greatest 
in Nagpur where there are 1,25,000 in an area of 3,840 squa.pe 
miles or thirty-three to the sqWlre mile. In Bhandara they 
number 1,18,000 in an area of 3,965 square miles or about 
thirty to the square mile. Though the number is smaller in 
Bhand•ra than in Nagpur they are there much the largest 
!tfOUP in the population. In Nagpur, Amraoti, Akola, Basim, 
Ellkhpur, Gulburga, Buluana, Parbhani they are, next to the 
Kunbis, markedly the largest class in the population. The 
Kunbis yield prec<ldcnce in numbers to l\Iarathas in districts 
such as Auran!tabad, Ahmcdna~ar, Satara,J'thona, Ratnagiri; 
but in these districts, if the Kunbis and e l\larathas be 
classed as one-<~s they \"ell may be so fu as occupation and 
e<."'nomic •tanding go-the 1\fahara in these distrk1s also 
n>.1y be count~!\~ seo:onu in point of number. The Gonds as 
well as the Kunbis outnumber the !\lahars in the districts of 
Betul and Chanda; and in K.hanJesh the Bhils are more 
numerous thnn the 1\hhars. Similar variations occur in 
other districts. On the whole it may be said that in those 
ports wherein l\Iarllthi is the chief language the l\bhars are 
next in point of numbers to the main agricultural class, 
whetl>tr it be called Kunbi or 1\laratha Kunbi. This relati\-e 
prominence <>f the lllahars in point of numbers surely indi
c~tes that tb< y are not simply a clas1! determint!\1 by occupa
tion. This infercn~c is strengthened by other consideraUoM 
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such as the variety of their subdivisions and the variety of 
their occupations in the districts where they are densest. 

The most easterly point in the territory inhabited by the 
Mahars is the eastern limit of the Bhandara district 89°, 40' 
east, though there are groups of them to be found in the 
Raipur district. The most northerly point of the territory is 

, in Betul 22°, 23' north; The northern boundary is an 
irregular line running from this limit of Betul through 
Khandesh 22", north to Arabian Sea. This line corresponds 
roughly with the line of the Satpura range of hills. The 
most southerly part of the Ratnagiri district !5°,«' north 
may be taken as the southern limit of the land of the Mahars. 
On the southern boundary and on the .eastern there are no 
very prominent physical features to determine the bounds of 
their habitation as there are on the north and the west. 
But on all sides it is notable that the\ boundaries of the 
Mahars correspond very closely with the "Doundaries of the 
Marathi language.'' The groups of Mahars found in the 
Raipur district speak Marath1. in their homes, the prevailing 
language of the district being a form of Hindi. A fevr 
Mahars, it is true, speak Telangi and Tamil and others speak 
Hindi. The Dhedas. iq the west and north talk Gujarati. 
But on the whole the Mahars are a Marathi speaking 
people, and the name, 'Mahar', seems· to be of Marathi 
origin. As one passes forth. of the bounds of Maharastra 
one finds the names, Obeda, Mehra, and Holiya, applied to 
those who perform the menial offices which are required of 
Mahars. In cases such as the districts of Bctul and Seoni 
where Hindi is the pre\'1llent language, there may appear 
to research a historical reason for the presence of !\lahars in 
those parts. 

There can be little doubt that from the points of view of 
the density of the Mahar folk and of the complexity of their 
caste divisions and of the basic economic nature of their 

, occupation, the centre of the Mahar people is Nagpur. Round 
this centre as the home of the people we have to group 
Bhandara to the east, Chanda to the south and Amraoti to 
the west. This fact throws light on the name, Nagpur. Some 
facetious person has given currency to the absurdity that the 
city of Nagpur owes its name to a small serpentine stream 
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that serves as an open sewer. Some person whose memory of 
Sanskrit lapsed for a moment has given the Nagpur University 
a cobra as its totem, as if the name of the city t.neans the place 
of snakes. There are reasons philological as well as ethno
graphical to suppose that Nagpur is the city of the Naka 
people. Naka is one of the honorific affixes applied to the. 
namce of Mahars in olden times, as for example Vitthunak,. 
Dhondunak. The Panwars in the Central Provinces reckon 
the Mahars as earlier inhabitants of these provinces than they 
are themselves. 

When the Census Officer adds together the returns of aU 
the'.Mahar folk; they appear a people of size and significance. 
In the Census Report of 1891 and of 1901 they numbered 
'just under three million souls. Their total number increased 
by over four hundred thousand in the year 1911. But in 
1921 their number sank to just over three millio11, In 1931 
they numbered just under three and a half millio,n.! They are 
more numerous than tribes like the Santals, the Goods and 
the llhils. Their number is just under half thst of the 
1\larntllas. The Muhars are five times as numerous as the 
1\langs, the class which is counted their rivals in village· 
righte and in untoucbability. . 

The civil condition of the Mnhars marka them as almost 
unique in India. The proportion of females to males is much 
larger dum that in the country as a whole. In most of tbe 
C".lstes and tribes of India there are more males than there are 
ft,males, but amon~ the Mahars there are more females thm • 
there are males .. While this is true in the country a.s a whole 
and specially in Bombay and in the Central Provinces, it is • 
not true in the Hydcrabad Stste where the 1\lahar people are 
like the !'<'St of the population deficient in femalce. 

U the predominan<"e of males over females in the country 
ns a whole !!'ives tl1e Census otlieers Oj;C8Sion for speculation, 
tlll're is smdy more n>Om for wonder regarding the es
<'<Ttional case of the Mahars. But speculation is vain and 
fruit less in this e<1nne.~ion unless we have true birth statistics 
and unk'l\11 we understand what factors determine sex. It is 
hardly pure •pe~u.!tion, howe>'er, to note that while males do 
not bpse from caste status by transgression, it is not unknown 
lor women to t,.'tllvitste into the 1\!aharwada because of se:runl 
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aberrations. One has seen even a Brahman woman living in 
a Maharwada. But it can hardly be that the number of 
women who l.•pse from other castes through social sin is 
sufficient to affect the proportion of women to men in the 
Mahar caste. 

Because of the predominance of the number of females it 
is not surprising that in Bombay and in the Central Provinces 
and Berar there are more married women than there are 
married men, a fact which proves that lowliness of social\ 
status and poverty are no bar to polygamy. The disposi
tion to indulge in polygamy is proved by the fact that in 
Hyderabad where the women are not in excess over men 
in numbers, there are yet more married women than there 
are married men. In spite of the fact that women are in 
the majority there are thirty-six thousand men between the 
ages of twenty and forty who are unmarried. Perhaps 
connected with that fact is the fact that there are half the 
number of women unmarried between the lges of twent)' 
and forty. The number .of unmarried Mahar women is · 
least in the Central Provinces and Berar where the population 
is greatest and where the occupations of the people encour
age polygamy as economically profitable. The number of 
unmamed women 'is ·greatest in Hyderabad, but the pro-· 
portion of unmarried women to the total number of women 
is greatest in the Bombay Presidency. If the Maharo be 
compared with the Kunbis 'and the Marathas in this matter : 
one cannot avoid the inference that there is something very 
abnormal in the sexual life of the Mahar people. 

Whether that abnormality is to be explained by the sur
plus number of females combined with poverty, one C~nnot 
say. But the matter is one that calls for further investigation 
on the part of the leadero of the Mahar folk and of those who 
are concerned with their moral and social uplift. Similar 
reflections are stirred by the thought that one out of every 
four girls under the age of fifteen years is married; but in 
this respect the Mahar is no worse than his neighbours. From 
the point of view of social morality this early marriage is an 
evil, one happily no longer permissible by law, even if that 
law be a dead letter. But it must be admitted by aU who 
know village life .that the social evil of early marriage was 
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often a reflection of individual morality on the part of anxious 
parents, however little credit it did to males as a whole. 

Mahars speak of themselves as divided into a number of 
11ata or castes. These number twelve and a half according to. 
a Marathi idiom, which is used also of the sects or pitm in 
which men seek access to the god of Pandhari. One can see 
why the number twelve should stand for a whole round 
number. There are twelve months in the year; day and 
night are divided into twelve hours; there were twelve tribes 
in Israel; there were twelve Apostles in the early Christian 
Church; Dut the half-? Whence does it come as it so often 
does in Mamthi idioms 1 The Brahmanas are sub-divided by 
fives-five Dravida and the five Cauda-and there is no 
suggestion of a half caste among them. Five was seen to be 
a sacred number in Mahar and Kunbi birth and other 
ceremonies. The truth is that the addition of the half in 
those idioms of the Marathi language stands for a note of 
contempt. There were three and a half wise men, for 
ex.1mple; and a man may be too wise by half when he is a 
fool. One is not aware of the use of the term twelve and a 
half in any connexion but the Mahars and the Pandhar
pur sects. 

It is very significant that the Mahar castes and the 
P,mJharpur sects should share in idiom that breathes con· 
tempt. But what is the half caste over and above the round 
number? The question is sometimes put to a foreigner to 
It'S! his knowledb><: of the folk mind and of the social order. 
The answer is the obvious one that the half caste is just 
maJe up of half castes, the offspring of inter-marriages which 
are ug:~inst the tribal marri:lge law. In Nagpur, where this 
h•lf caste occurs in appreciable numbers, it bears the name, 
Dharmika, that is moral or religious, a fact which betrays a 
fine sense of irony if not of humour, in the folk mind. In 
Khandish the (A,ptals are counted half caste. In Nasik the 
distin,,.ion belongs to the Rati. The half sect among the 
wors.hippern of Yithoba of Pandharpur is the Manbhava 

· who are spitefully named 1\l~ngbhava on the supposition that 
their f,JUnder was a child of a forbidden marriage. The 
Drnlmums have a traJitional feat' of the l\Ianbha\11 sect. 

\\ l1en one seeka from Mahars themseh~ for an enumera-
4 
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, tion of their twelv~ classes one finds that while everybody 
knows the number, no one can name them all because so 
many as twelve are seldom found in any one district, But 
most intelligent men can name half a dozen of the larger 
sections. On the other hand when, one correlates all the 
names found in all the districts from Thana right across to 
Nagpur one discovers more than twelve and a half distinct 
classes, Indeed one finds mQre than fifty names of fragments 

1 of this people as distinct from na111es of families or kula. 
The names of the chief classes are:-Somasi or Somawanshi, 
Daule, Pans, Silvan, Surti, Anantakulya, Bavise, Bel, Sirsal
kar, Bawane, Barake Andhavansa, Ladavansa, Kosare, Pazini, 
Dharmika, Mhali, Tilwans. Some of these names are 
manifestly designations of occupation: for example, the 
Kosare are spinners of kosa silk, the Pazini are those who 
sized the yam and prepared it for the weaver's beam, There 
is, however, a tradition that the Pazini were so named because 
they were water carriers in the army of Rawana. Some of the
names in use are clearly geographical indicating sections of 
the people who derive from ·certain parts of the country, for 
exan1ple there are Gondwana Mahars and in the Khandesh 
district there are Konkanya. Others of the names such as 
Lad wan, And wan, Surtl, may be territorial tl10ugh there are. 
legends which trace for e)lample the Ladwans to a breach 
of the marriage law. One gets the impression that tl1e 
Somawanshi are the most" numerous class, and in ancient 
poems and sanadas the name, eighteen lakhs of Somawanshi, 
seems to mean the whole Mahar .population, The Somawanshi 
are found in Kolaba, Thana, Nasik, Poona, Ahmednagar, 
Sholapur, Khandesh, Amraoti. The Ladawanss are found in 
Nasik, Aurangabad, Jalna, Khande;~h, Nagpur. The Bawane 
form a large proportion of the folk in Nagpur and Bhandara; 
and a similar remark may be made of the Barake and the 
Kosare. A village in Ahmednagar produces Mahars of the 
surname Suryawanshi hut there is no evidence that this 
is any more than a family or kula name. In Satara there are 
Murali, Gawai and Jogti Mahars, classes said to have arisen 
in fornication. But in the opinion of some 1\Iahars these are 
just names of Kula. An interesting class name found in 
Khandesh is the Holar or Huvale, interesting because of its 
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likeness to the holeya, an untouchable class of the Karnatic. 
In the Indore State those who perform the village duties and 
enjoy the rights which 1\Iahars have in other parts, are named 
Bullaee. ! , 

When' the Mahars 'were soldiers in the British regiments 
their names ended in the affix nak. I This is often taken from 

, the Sanskrit root, ninaya, 'to lead;'' and as being the same as 
naik, a name of subordinate rank still used in the Anny. · But 
that derivation, though supported by Molesworth's great 
Dictionary, cannot be accepted without question. All the 
Mahara who fell at Koregaon were not · leaders, yet the 
termination 'nak • occurs in many of the names inscribed on 
the monument which commemorates the battle. These affixes 
are intermixed with the terminations 'mhetara • and 'pauta •, 

, the latter two indicating men of the Chamar and of the 
Mang castes respectively. 

May not the term oak be a remnant of an ancient tribal 
name I The Marathi language has the word, nagawa1111, 
meaning 'to rob.' For example, Nagy4 U4gat>il4 t1tli Tukya 
wrat>ala, which may be ~ndered freely, 'Peter was robbed to 
pay Paul.' The name as tribal may be totemistic, the naga 
(cobra or perhaps the elephant) being the totemistic animal. 
It should be noted however that neither the elephant nor the 
cobra could have been known to the earliest speakers of 
Sanskrit if the Aryan culture carne from the North, and it is 
likely enough that the names came into Sanskrit when the 
animals became known to tbe Aryans; and it was only an 
accident in sound that the root meaning to 'lead • corresponded 
with those forest names for the chief serpent and the chief 
mammal. The l\lahars themseh·es have a tradition that their 
tint king was named Naga. This may be a folk memory of 
the N-'!;& dynasty which once held sway over what is now 
known as 1\laharastra. ' 

The appellative !\lahar has itself gh•en rise to much 
philological speculation. The folk tradition has many crude 
l•geno.ls to explain the name. The only scientific derivation 
which demands attention is that offered by a great and noble 
scholar, the late Sir Ramakrishna Bhandarkar. Speaking to 
1 tonferen<'le of the D.-pressed Classes l\lission in Pooll.l in 
the y•v 1912, that broadminded mao quoted among a nun1ber 
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•. of Sanskrit texts a passage from the Markandeya Purana 
where the word, :Mttahara, occurs as the name of a caste. 

, Mrtahara means the dragger away of the dead. Mrtahara 
gives us Mahar. To this fhe answer may be returned, if the 
name ill of Sanskrit origin how did it come to be adopted 
universally by a people of many divisions and many occupa
tions, a people to whom Sanskrit was unknown more or less? 
Further if the name is Sanskrit why is it not found with this 
meaning in other parts of India besides Maharastra where 
the village economy required the removal of dead animals by· 
a special class of people? Sanskrit is behind the Hindi 
language as it is behind the Marathi, but there are no 
Mahars as an untouchable class in other parts of India. The 
name, Mahar, does indeed occur in the Panjab and in 

· Rajaputana, but it bears the meaning ·of' honourable.' 'Both 
in the Panjab and in Rajaputana the title of respect to a 
Gujar ill Mahar, Mihir or Mir.' 1 ; 

May not the name, l\1ahar, be an ancient folk one as the 
people themselves think? May not the !\lahars be in name 
as in physiological characters a part of the ancient people 
which gives its name to the country 1\Iaharastra I If the 
name, Maharastra, is to mean the great nation or the great 
charioteer, what an empty boast it makes! Surely there were 
great charioteers in· other parts of India and other peoples. 
who thought themselves grt:at though they were too ashamed 
to vaunt themselves as such. As Dr. John Wilson pointed 
out in his essay prefixed to 'Molesworth's Dictionary, it is not 
at all inconceivable that the names l\!ahar and Rastra com· 
bined into Maharastra just as Gujar and Rastra make 
Gujarat. This derivation of the name, Maharastra, has been 
discU/ised and indignantly refuted by a learned contribution 
to the Transactions of the Bombay Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society.& 

The hypothesis that the name, Maharastra, is derived 
from Mahar tallies with another appellative used of the Mahar. 

_The name, Clwkha, is synonymous with Mahar, and it means 
• excellent.' ', The Mang caste preserves for its own use a 

.~ 

' Bombay Gazetreer, Vol. IX, Part i, p. 493. 
1 Vide Journal No. LX..'I:, pp. 621 ff. 
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vocabulary in which the name for Mahar is Bhukari. The 
word is used in tones of merry contempt. The original 
meaning of this word is also obscure. It may mean 'tiller of 
the land,' or 'dweller on the land,' being parallel to the term 
/Jmdeva which is commonly used of Brahmans. This Mang 
word may belong to the same class in meaning as the term 

j dhaYimidw pula, 'sons of ~he soil,' another synonym for 
'·Mahar commonly used in the Abmednagar district. Another 
of this class of names is the word parwari:1 It was used 

..commonly and politely to describe the Mahar folk in the 
early days of British rule in Bombay and the Deccan; but 
some modern !\lahars say that it is an objectionable word. 
If it means the person who has a right to the grain left about 
the threshing f"oor, and if it is also the word, ..... pou .lpov, used 
hy the Greek1 who traded with the Bombay coast at the 
beginning of the Christian era, we may infer that the Mahars 
are revealed by it also as an ancient people whose modern 
perquisites ar~ derived from ancient natural rights. Some 
would derive the word parwari from pottawari. 

The conclusion on the matter in so far as names ar~ con
cerned may well be stated in the words of Viscount Bryce: 

·• No branches of historical enquiry have suffered more from 
fanciful specollltion than those which relate to the origin and 
the attributes of the races of mankind. The differentiation 
of these races begnn in prehistoric darkness, and the 
more obscure a subject is 60 much the more fascinating .. 
Hypotheses are tempting because though it may be impossi• ' 
ble to verify them, it is in the paucity of data equally 
impossible to refute them. ' 1 · · 

However we may regard the meaning and the history of 
the "trio us caste and sub-caste names, there cari be no doubt · 
that the l\lohar folk has been shaped into that fonn of sociery 
which is char~cteristic of Brahmanism. :The Somawanahi ,1 

are nut only the mo..'<! numerous, but thet-wunt themselves: 
the chief class 1 thev dine with the Ladawansa. The Bawane · 
do not dine with the Ladaw11nsa. The Somawanshi do not 
dine with the Bawane, because the latter eat the llesh of the 
pig. The B•"ane eat with the Kosare. The Barake are not 
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allowed to eat with any other Mahars or to draw water from 
their wells. No Mahar will take food from the Mhali, but 
the Mhali takes food from all other Mahars. 

The various sub--castes seem to be strictly endogamous, 
· except in the Sbolapur district, that is a member of one 

sub-caste does not marry into another subcaste. 
Besides these larger groups which may be called castes or 

' sub-castes there are sub-divisions into kula or gotra each of 
which has a clan name, and there is evidence that each kula 
has a devaka or godling which is reprc!sented by a small 
metal taka or plate bearing the likeness of the clan totem. 
Devakas as a rule are animals such as the buffalo, the 
tortoise, the mouse-deer, the crab, the cobra, the peacock and 
trees such as the umbar, the palm, the nandrj;k, the mango, 
the champa. The Suryawanshi curiously enough have the 

. sunflower as de'IJake. These taka are now becoming obsolete 
and their place is taken at wedding seasons, >rhen their use 
was judged most urgent, by the panchpawali or.bunch of five 
leaves. Marriage is forbidden between parties who have the 
same kuladevaka. In the jar:gon of science the castes pr zata 
are endogamous, while the kula or clans are exogamous. 

The kula or clans are very numerous. There are fifty
seven named in the Central Provitices and double that 
number in the Bombay Presidency. Some groups which have 
different surnames have tl\e same devaka. Many of the 
Mahar surnames belong to Kunbis and some are the names 
of Brahman families. Surnames shared with the Marathas 
and the Kunbis are. such as Bhonsle, Jadhava, Gaikwadj 
Pawar, Shelke, Shinde, Thorat .. Surnames borne hy Mahars 
and Brahmans are such as Chitsle, Gadre, Joshi, Lokhande, 

• Tam be. A few Mahar surnames are found among Katkaris, 
a primitive jungle tribe who live along the Western Ghats. 
Such names are Bhoi, Chavan, Dive, Waghmare, Waghchowre. 
In connel<ion with Mahar names there is a popular theory 
that in olden timea the Mahars attached to certain families 
as hereditary servants assumed the nameli of their patrons. 
In Gujarat certain Dheda families seem to belong as 
property to rich landholder families; for on the death of 
the landholder they are distributed according to his will 
along with his fields. And there is a tradition that the 
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. .Dhedas and the Kunhis are descended from two brothers, 
Leva and Deva.C, 

It is difficult to determine the principle on which this 
sub-division of the Mahar folk has taken place; and until the 
true meanings of their names are discovered all hope of 
finding the fundamentum diviswnis is vague and remote, 
except in a few cases. But the complexity of the sub-division, 
carrying u.s far back into antiquity, seems to warrant the 
inference already drawn that we have in the Mahars the 
remnant of an ancient people widely spread and divided into 
clans or tribes on whose social structure there supefvened 
the organisation of Brahmanical society and culture. 

The head measurements of the Mahar population have 
caused some perplexity in the minds of anthropologists. A 
trained observer measured one hundred members of each 
important caste throughout India. This work was carried 
out under the guid!lnce ofSir Herbert Risley in whose book, 
TIUI People uf India, the results of observation are tabulated. 
The ttble which contains measurements of the Mahars 
(Appendix III, p. 397, 2nd edition,1915), mises doubts in the 
mine.! of Mr. Enthoven who has studied the Bombay popula
tion as part of his work as Census Officer, and who has 
publisbec.l a work on TluJ Castes and Tribes of Bombay. 
lo that book Mr. Enthoven observes, • Risley was at one time 
inclined to the view that measurements recorded among the 
1\famthas afforded evidence of their Scythic origin, He based 
this condu&on on the discovery of broad beaded people io 
the Do:ccao. But measurements which bring together the 
llrahman and the 1\labar require a great deal of collateral 
eviden,.., from reliable sources before they can safely be 
used as the basis of 1 theory of mcial ori11in.' Following this 
pas...,.ge are two lists, bssec.l on Sir Herbert Risley's tables, 
of castes arranged according to their C'-'phalic index and 
their nssnl index; and Mr. Enthoven continu.s, • It will be 
seen that in the first of these groups a low cephalic index is 
shared by the Mahar, one of the lowest castes of the 
Pre$ic.lency, with the Deshastha anc.l Chitp .. •·.ma Brnhmana. 
This is at least disconcerting. The !\lahar would not be 

I &IIIN}• Gun~. \'ol. IX. Port i. 
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expected in such strange company ...• Mahars and Kalis 
must be as typical representatives of the early types in the 
Presidency as can well be found.~ Yet these measurements 
give them a place close to the Brahmans and even above the 
Desbastha. . • . U any theory at all is to be placed on the 
Risley tables it would seem to be that the tribes and castes 

j of the Bombay Presidency are much more closely connected, 
racially, from the highest to the lowest, than history, tradition, 
customs and appearance have hitherto led us to suppose.;' 

Mr. Enthoven is hardly fair to the spirit of science. ' Sir 
• Herbert Risley's figures show that the Mahar stands higher 
amid the Desbastha and the Konkanastha Brahmans in so 
far as the proporti~ns of the head and of the nose are 
indications of affinity.! The suggestion when firat published 
drew as much scom" from the Brahmans in Poona as it 
elicits from Mr. Enthoven. But an impartial study of the 
Mahar in the Deccan village economy, in the political history 
of the Deccan, and in the history of Marathi religious 
literature, shows that the Mahar when be gets a fair chance 
is not unworthy to stand where Sir Herbert Risley's figures 
have placed him. If judgment is to be placed on appearance, 
surely our mental picture must be corrected, as a picture 
with crayons on canvas would be corrected by careful 
measurements of the face and cranium. And if tradition is 
to be a factor in tht formation of judgment, then it must 
be regarded in its wholcnCS~J and in its many-sidedness. It 
is fairly well known that even literary tradition, of which the 
Brahmans are usually countea the guardians, reveals that the 
untouchable Chandala caste is sprung from a Brahman 
mother as the Matanga caste clainls a Brahman father; and 
there are texts which assign privileges to the itinerant priest, 
as they enjoin duties on the devout householder, which 
permit the inference that transmission of family physiognomy 
must bave been not unmixed. 

The presence of Europeans in India has occasioned the 
formation of a large class of Anglo-Indians who under 
Brahmanism would have been relegated to the 1\taharwada, 

l Cattel and Tribes of Bombay, Vol. I, pp. xiv-xvj, First Edition 
1920. 
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but who •mder a more compassionate and just regime have 
enjoyed tl e rights of their fathers. It is not improbable that 
similar ra"e modifications occurred in the past and that then 
as now there remained with their mother's folk outside the 
vilL!ge gate the sons and daughters of rulers. · 

The late Rev. Narayan Vaman Tilak, himself a Konkan· 
astha Brahman by birth, used to propound the hypothesis 
that the name Atisudra is synonymous with the name Mahar 
beeause this class is derived from the intercourse of high 
caste people and sudra: they were flung outside the village in 
the fear lest their very kinsh·ip should prove a social danger, 
just as half-caste families are feared and shunned by many 
European• in India. In proof of his hypothesis Mr. Tilak 
appealed to the evidence of feature and form in girls of 
Mahar origin who have been protected from the coarsening 
influco~e of servile labour and utter poverty by their 
upbringing in Christian schools. But this kind of hypothesis 
is like a two-edged sword. The Mahar and the Brahman 
may have heads and noses of similar proportions because the 
Brohman is Aryan more by superimposed culture than by 
persistence of race. The similarity .may be due not to sexual 
promiscuity on the part of Brahmans and other higher castes, 
but to the fact that the Mahar and the Deshastha Brahman 
belong to the same ancient stock in greater or less degrees of 
purity. That is the legitimate inference from Sir Herbert 
Risl<y's tables, an inference which is indeed contemplated by 
l\lr. Enthoven. 

lf we pass from the cronial and facial meas11rements of the 
typir:.1l !\lahnr to evidence of his mental capacity as revealed 
in b1s attitude to education, we are instantly face t<> face with 
statistics which show him to be very backward, if backward· 
ness •·an be tabulated. In the Bombay Presidency 9,256 
maks and 589 females are literate. Of these 354 men and > W<•men are literate in English. In the Central 

l'rovincts and Bt•rar 15,M7 males and 555 females are 
htt•rato: vf th"'e 370 mal<'$ and 3 females profess English. 
In Hvdernba..J 2.9~1 males and 252 females are literate, of 
wholll 69 males and 7 females profess English. This means 
that nineteen males in every thousanJ and one female are 
ht~rate in l\larathi, while six males and one female in every 
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teo thousand can read and write English. That, indicates 
great backwardness even as compared with the Marathas and 
Kunbis, much more as compared with the Brahmans. But 
the figures have to be correlated in the light of social rules 
and economic opportunity. It is the religious duty of the 
Brahman to be literate; and the caste as a whole is able to 
afford school fees or to beg them; education under such 
circumstances is self-propagating. If the Mahar capacity is 
to be compared with that of the Brahman in this matter it 
would be necessary to estimate the literacy of Christians of, 

f.'!•har extraction, and to compare them with the Brahma!l8. 
In that case it would appear beyond doubt that the literacy 
backwardness of this people is due not to lack of capacity but 
to lack of opportunity and to the enervating influence of 
social customs; and the general impression received of classes 
in a village market place would be confirmed. 

The mental capacity of an individual' is not to be judged 
only by what is koown as literacy. There is many a learned 
pandit who has little of that mental power which guides deft 
hands or which controls printitive impulses in situations of 
danger. Though the Mahars as a class have been condemned 
to supply the menial service in village life yet many of-them 

'Who are not condemned to se"'ile taska are masters of useful 
crafts. In the Central Provinces they are spinners and weavers 
of cotton, producing fine fabrics not only in their homes after 
the manner of their faihtrs, hut also in the mills of Nagpur 
and other industrial centres. , In the Deccan many of them 
are skilled masons and some of them become masters of 
labour, showing the kind of ability which commands respect 
in the world. We have already seen that in the village 
community in ancient times as in modem days the Mahar 
fulfils functions which demand mental power of a high order. 
If function has much to do with the production of form it is 
no wonder that the Mahar has a cranial capacity similar w 
that of the Brahman. The Mahars have ancestral skill in the 
handling of horses too. In old days as in the present they 
have been useful sais. And so the Marathi tongue has one 
more proverb about the Mahar :-• The Patil's horse, and the 
Mahar's ornament.' 



CHAPTER V 

THE MILITARY RECORD OF THE MAifARS 

MAHAR spokesmen are not more proud of their service in the 
·village communities than they are of the' record of military 
service maintained by members of their caste in the regiments 
of the British East India Company. A conference of the 
Deccan Mahars held at Poona in November, 1910, addressed 
to the Secretary of State for India &•petition that they might 
be employed 'in the lowest grades of the Public Services, in 
the ranks of police sepoys and of soldiers in the Indian Army.' 
They maintain, 'We are making no new demands; we do not 
claim employment in services in which we have not been 
engaged before. Indeed some few of our people do still hold 
positions in the polic-e force and have acquitted themseiV<'S 
most honoumbly. So also have our people been employed in 
the' Indian Army from the very conunencement of the 
British Raj in our country, and tlrey have risen to the highest 
position by their valour and good conduct.' In proof of their 
capacity for military service they name men of their caste 
who had risen to the rank of officers and non-commis:;ioned 
otlicem in the old Bombay regiments. In twenty infantry 
t<'giments and one marine corps there were eight Subhedar-
1\l•jors, sixty-two Subhedars and thirty four Jarnadars. That 
is a remar~11ble record when account is taken of the social 
disad,'Untagcs which the Mahar sepoy had to conteod with, 
and when due allowance is made for the quality of the 
Mohammedan soldiel'll and of the men of higher caste from 
North Indio who served in those regiments. 

An impression penusts in the minds of many that only the 
dregs of Indian sudety would take &ef\·ice as soldiers in the 
Bombay regiments of the East India Company. And there 
lllliY be a prima firil ground for sucb an opinion; for in the 
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! armies of the Maratha chiefs all the infantry. were men of 
1<lwer castes and were treated with disdalJ,l,: The pure 
Maratha warrior rode on horseback; and for each horseman 
there were two foot soldiers, one who attended to the animal 

1 
and another whq cut grass or other fodder for it, These foot 
soldiers or paik must have been of the Mahar and Mang 

f1T~~ Mahar (ootman 'was known as Nak, and the !\fang 
footman as Raut,) The Maratha artillery was dragged along 
by large teams of bullocks, and there may have been room 
for outcastes by the yokes of those teams. A field officer of 
the British Army describes thefl\"faratha soldiers of the armies 
which joined the Bombay ':Army under Major-General 
Abercromby in the campaign against Seringapatam in 1791. 
They 'were remarkably plain but neat in their appearance: 
Mild in their aspect, humane in their disposition, polite and 
unaffected in their address, they are distinguished by obedi
ence to their chiefs and att'\chment to their country, . . ·• 
The Maratba infantry • • , ilL composed of black Christians, 
and despicable poor wretches of the lowest caste, uniform in 
nothing but the bad state of their musquets, none of which 
are either clean or ct>mplete; and few are provided with 
either ammunition or accoutrements.) They are commanded 
by half-caste people of Portuguese and French e:ttraction, who 

· draw off the attention of spectators from the bad clothing of 
their men by the profusion of antiquated lace on their own. 
• . , The Mahrattas do not appear to treat their infantry 
with more respect than they deserve, as they ride through 
them without any ceremony on the march, and on all 
occasions evidently consider them as foreigners, and a very 
inferior class of people and troops.' 1 . 

When the East India Company began to enlist sepoys it 
did so through Indian officers of good caste. ' Sir John 
Malcolm writing in the year 1816 to the Secretary of the 
India Board ssys that the Bombay Army 'has from its origin 
to the present day been indiscriminatingly composed of all 
classes, Mohammedans, Hindoos, Jews and some few Chris· 

• A Narf'ativ• of tlUI Campaign in India, by Major Dirom of Hie 
M.njesey's Forcea in India, 1793. 
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tians. :Among the Hindoos those of the lowest tribes of 
Mahrattas and the Purwaree, Surtee, and Frost sects are 
much more numerous than the Rajpoots and higher castes.' 1 

Manifestly the c;oostituents of the\ Company's Bombay 
Infantry Regiments must have been drawn from classes such 
as filied the infantry ranks of the armies of Purseram Bhaw 
;md Hurry Pant before Seringapatam, except that the Pur· 

, warree or Maluus mentioned by General Malcolm came 
'from the coost· south or Bombay while the Maratha Paik 
must have been recruited above the Westem Ghatsr 'The 
first sepoys of the Company were raised and commanded by 
natil•e officers acting under the authority and direction of a 
European officer: but still exercising great influence and 
power over their men whom they brought to the service. 
Those officers !on!: continued to be the medium on which 
we relied for the fidelity and attachment of the sepoys, who 
saw in them men of high caste and superior character, of 
their own country, at whose call they had embraced the 
service of strangers.' • 

There seems to be a marked contrast between the conduct 
of good caste officers in tbe Company's service and those in 
the purdy Hindu services in so far as the treatment of out• 
caste sepo)'1l goes. It is remarkable in the first place that 
men of good caste accepted service under foreign officers. 
The fact is a te;;tim.ony to their good sense and to the good 
manners of the European oi!icers. i1t is stiU more remarkable 
that men of nn untou<·hable caste $hould have attained the 
nmk of subh<dar-major in those re!(irnents. Such subhedar-i 
mnjors must have been of superior military rank to many 
,Jtlkers "ho belonged to higher social classes than they. Is 
it not very probable that this subordination of caste prejudice 
to re~imental discipline is largely responsible for the fact 
that tl>e infantry of the Company's Bomhay regiments 
becnme superior in prowess and steadiness to the mounted 
troopa of the Prshwa? There was not much required of 
th<-st early sepoys in the matter of military training. 'A 
Jacket of Engli•h broad cluth made up in the shape of his 

1 Tlu! G<X·<r-Rt q( llldi(J, 1833, Appendix E, rP· 208, 2W. 
1 Str john M•kultn, Poi>tical Hisi<H)• qf lod;~, !Sll, p. SIU. 
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own dress, the knowledge of his manual exercises and a few 
military evolutions, constituted the original sepoy; and with 
this art, and his English firearms, he was found to possess 
an incalculable superiority over the other natives of India 
who ignorant of the first principles of discipline (which 
enable men to act in a body) were easily defeated, however 
great their numbers, by a small corps of their brothers, 
armed, disciplined and directed by the art, intelligence and 
spirit of their Europesn leaders.' 1 Great is the power of 
morale; and morale is hardly compatible with caste prejudice. 

The Mahar sepoys of the Bombay Army deserve to share 
in a general way the high praise bestowed on that army by 
men who spent their lives on the field in the days of India's 
travail. Whether they bad to endure the rigours of difficult 
marches when rations were low and disease was rampant 
among men and transport ai:tirnals; whether trial came upon 
them when besieged or when prisoners of war and they went 
without food in order to supplement the rations of their 
European officers and comrad~ in arms; whether they "faced 
the chance of open battle on their own plains and in the 
storming of fortresses, they were worthy of their officers and' 
of their European comr~des. But in particular the }'!~bar 
folk cherish the memory of the fight at Koregaon on the 1st 
January, 1818, when the flower of Maratba chivalry, in retreat 
it is 11 ue, but by no means broken, swooped in many thous· 
ands upon a force of 600 rank and file, which was on the 
march from Sirur to Kirkee. There were just about two 
dozen European gunners and a few European otlicers in that 
small body of 600 outcastes which entrenched itself in the 
village of Koregaon when the Peshwa's · army fell upon it. 
For twelve weary hours a band to hand confli~"t was main· 
tained until many were slain and wounded on both sides. 
The victory lay with the small British force. The heroism 
of that day is commemorated on the monument which stands 
on the bank of the sacred Bhima where the Poona-Ahmed· 
nagar Road crosses the river. The l\Iahar names on the 
monument may he .recognised by the termination-oak; and 
they are not a few. -· 

• Malcolm, Political History of India, p. 489. 
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The EuropeaDil ;h~pass along Waudby Road, Bombay, on 
their way to the Gymkhana or to Church seldom pause to 
read the tablet which explains the name of the street. But 
the story9n the tablet might hold entranced even a wedding 
guest. It runs as follows: 'This Road is named after Major 
Sidney 'james Waudby "'ho with Private Elahi Bux and 
Private Sonnak Tannak, all of the 19th Bombay Infantry, fell 
on the 16th April, 1880, in defence of the Dubrai post in 
Afghanistan which, when warned that an attack in force was 
imminent, they refused to abandon and most gallantly held 
for three hours against three hundred of the enemy, many of 
whom were slain. Eventually when all their llmmunition was 
expended they dashed into the midst of their foes and died 
lighting. In honour of their heroism this tablet is placed by 
the Regiment.'. The odds were greater than at Koregaon; 
and the heroes were of the same classes as made up . 
the early Bombay regiments, a European, a Moslem and a 
Mahar., 

There are no Mahars in the Indian Army now, unless they 
be employed as sais in the field artillery or as motor mecha
nics In the armoured car unita. · But ao attempt was made 
during the great world war to embody a battalion of such 
m<'n. The response to the recruiting officer was slow, and it 
was mo.•tly Konkani 1\X.hars in the present as in the past 
"'ho enlisted. Two companies of them were trained alongside 
of two compll!lies of Panjab Christians. They formed the 
7lst-lllth r<:giment; but they were not required on any 
battlrficld though they attained a high standard of discipline 
and of athletic etliciency. In education and in physique the 
two wings of the regiment were unequal. It is significant 
that the Army could find comrad<-Ship for the 1\Iaha!'ll only 
among Christians. The regiment was disbanded at the end 
of the Wllr. 

\\'ell may a disinterested student of Indian history ask, 
Why did the n.,mbuy regiments cease to recruit l\Iahars? 
The answt•r whkh com"l! most reaJily to mind is that caste • 
r"'judi<-e on the part of lltatl\tha soldiel'll made it difficult to • 
maintain discipline and esprit dt <•"1'• and commissariat 
dlidcnt'Y in a complex modem ami\·, if untouchables be in 
the ranks. But the easy and ob,;ous' answer is not the whole 
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own dress, the knowledge of bis manual exercises and a few 
military evolutions, constituted the original sepoy; and with 
this art, and his English firearms, he was found to possess 
an incalculable superiority over the other natives of India 
who ignorant of the first principles of discipline (which 
enable men to act in a body) were easily defeated, however 
great their numbers, by a small corps of their brothers, 
anned, disciplined and directed by the art, intelligence and 
spirit of their European leaders.' 1 Great is the power of 
morale; and morale is hardly compatible with caste prejudice. 

The Mahar sepoys of the Bombay Army deserve to share 
in a general way the high prnise bestowed on that army by 
men who spent their lives on the field in the days of India's 
travail. Whether they had to endure the rigours of difficult 
marches when rations wer.: low and disease was rampant 
among men and transport animals; whether trial came upon 
them when besieged or when prisoners of war and they went 
without food in order to supplement the rations of. their 
European officers and comrades in arms; whether they faced 
the chance of open battle on their own plains and in the 
storming of fortresses, they were worthy of their officers and 
of their European comrades. But in particular the ,1\iabar 
folk cherish the memory of tl:)e fight at Koregaon on the 1st 
January, 1818, when the flower of Maratba chivalry, in retreat 
it is hue, but by no means broken, swooped in many thous· 
ands upon a force of 600 rank and file, which was on tbe 
march from Sirur to Kirkee. There were just about two 
dozen European gunners and a few European officers in that 
small body of 600 outcastes which entrenched itself in the 
village of Koregaon when the Peshwa's· anny fell upon it. 
For twelve weary hours a hand to hand conflict was main· 
tained until many were slain and wounded on both sides. 
The victory lay with the small British force. The heroism 
of that day is commemorated on the monument which stands 
on the bank of the sacred Bhima where the Poona·Ahmed
nagar Road crosses the river. The 1\Iahar names on the 
monument may be ..recognised by the termination-oak; and 
they are not a fe\v. 

' Malcolm, Political History of India, p. 489. 
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The Europeans who pass along Waudby Road, Bombay, on 
their way to the Gymkhana or to Church seldom pause to 
read the tablet which explains the name of the street. But 
the story_qn the tablet might hold entranced even a wedding 
guest. It runs as follows: 'This Road is named after Major 
Sidney "James Waudby who with Private Elabi Bux and 
Private Sonnak Tannak, all of the 19th Bombay Infantry, fell 
on the 16th April, 1880, in defence of the Dubrai post in 
Afghanistan which, when warned that an attack in force was 
imminent, they refused to abandon and most gallantly held 
for tltree hours against three hundred of the enemy, many of 
whom were slain. Eventually when all their ammunition was 
expended they dashed into the midst of their foes and died 
fighting. In honour of their heroism this tablet is placed by 
the Regiment.' The odds were greater than at Koregaon; 
and the heroes were of the same classes as made up 
the early Bombay regiments, a European, a Moslem and a 
Mahar .. 

· :I'here are no Mahara in the Indian Army now, unless they 
be employed as sais in the field artillery or as motor mecba· 
niell in tlte armoured car units. · But an attempt was made 
during the great world war to embody a battalion of such 
men. The response to the recruiting officer was slow, and it 
was mostly Konkani l\Iahara in the present as in the past 
who enlisted. Two companies of them were trained alongside 
of two companies of Panjab Christians. They formed the 
71st-lllth regiment; but they were not required on any 
battlefield though they attained a high standard of discipline 
and of athletic etlicicncy. In education and in physique the 
two wings of the f<'!!iment were unequal. It is significant 
that the Army could find comradeship for the l\1ahars only 
amon!! Christians. The regiment was disbanded at the end 
of the war. 

Well may a disinterested srudent of Indian history ask, 
\\'hy did the Dombay regiments cease to recruit l\lahars? 
The answt'r which comes most readily to mind is that caste 
rrt":ju.tiee on the (lllrt of 1\L.lratha soldiers made it difficult to 
mnintsin disripline and rspril dr carp. and commissariat 
<tlicicncy in a complex modern anm·, if untouchables be in 
the ranks. But the easy and ob\ious' answer is not the w·hole 
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truth; and the spirit of history demands that the truth be 
faced. 

The facing of the truth demands a retrospect of the history 
of the Bombay regiments. There were in the first sepoy 
battalions but few European officers. A captain, an adjutant, 
witb a sergeant to each company was the original establish
ment. Commands frequently fell to soubahdars and jema
darn.'l The European officers were selected for command in 
Indian units because of meritorious service in the European 
regiments of the East India Company. The qualities which 
commended them for promotion of this kind were their 
command of the vernacular of the Indian troops, their 
acquaintance with the customs and manners of the people of 
the land, and their military skill. Sir']ohn Malcolm remarks, 
'I never knew an instance of unkind and gross behaviour to 
the natives of India in a person acquainted with their 
language and manners.' Those European officers became 
'father and mother' to their men, and to the Indian officerS.' 
'It was remarked under this system that though many of the, 
corps were brought to a ·great perfection of dress and 
discipline, there was hardly an instance in which this was 
done at the expense of the temper of the men.'• There 
was a great change·efiected in the year 1796 when a large 
complement of Europeafl officers was posted to each 
regiment now formed of two battalions. This was pro
bably designed for greater' efficiency, but it resulted in the 
holding back of deserving Indian officers from positions 
of responsible corrunand. Alongside of the Company's 
regiments recruited from Britain there was also a certain 
proportion of King's troops. Gradually this proportion 
increased. After the final overthrow of Napoleon many of 
the officers who had attained field rank in Europe had little 
hope of further promotion and of active service; and 
they transferred their service to the King's regiments in 
India. They were senior in rank to officers in the Company's 
units, and they gradually superseded in command of units 
and especially in the control of policy, the otficers who had 

' Malcolm, Governmmt qf I11dia, p. 490. 
' l\lalcolm, ibid, p. 493. 
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come to India at an early age and had grown up in the land. 
What European officers in the Company's service in 1796 
did to Indian officers of that time, King's Army officers at a 
later period did to the Company's officers. That is to say, the 
amount of military service may have inCI"eased in India, but 
the amount of understanding of the Sepoy mind did not 
increase; and there was a dwindling number of Indian 
officers who had reason to be proud of their British connex· 
ion. Wise soldier-statesmen like the friends, Sir Thomaa 
Munro and Sir John Malcolm, both of whom began their 
Indian career before they were twenty years of age, and 
advanced through labour and fighting from rank to rank 
until they were Govemors of Madras and Bombay respec
tively, foresaw this trend of military affairs and jrotested 
vigorously against the superseding of responsible an honour
able Indian officers. There seems to be little doubt that if 
the temper of such statesmen, their manners and their 
sympathetic understanding of the mind of the Indian 
people, had been copied the Sepoy revolt of 1857 might 
never have happened. 

While changes were taking place in the commissioned 
ranks of the Indian regiments there was going on a change 
in the nprit rh corps of those regiments. It had always been 
the policy of officers of the Bombay regiments to have men 
of a number of castes in their ranks. During the war with 
the Pt>~hwu there waa a marked increase in the proportion of 
Rajput and Hindustani sepoys in the Bombay regiments, and 
after the defeat of the Peshwa the Bombay Army came more 
and more into touch with the northern regiments.' In the 
Hindustani regiments the men put caste before the regiment. 
In the old Bombay units soldiers belonged to a regiment 
rather than to a~ste. As the change in the charncter and the 
expericnee of the officers waa taking place there was working 
in the Bombay nogiments a change of devotion from the 
corps to the caste. This was almost inevitable since the 
n11rlike classes who used to form both an army and a caste 
must ne<:ds find employment in Bombay units. 

Along this line of study will be found the main reason for 
the exclusion of !llahal'$ from the ranks of Bombay regiments 
when llftcr 1857 the Imperial Government found it desirable 

s 
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for reasons of economy and of military policy to reduce the 
number of Indian regiments. .' 

Furthermore there happened in the Civil Government a 
process parallel to that which occurred in the Bombay Anny. 
The district officer who does the real work of administration 
and who kno\'l·s the people because he moves among them 
and listens to their petitions, has occasion to appreciate the 
local knowledge possessed by the Mahar and his mental 
quickness. But there has been a tendency to honour the 
Secretariate staff more than the man in the district. The 
officer who spends his days sitting at a bureau cannot be 
expected to see any political power in a caste of field labour· 
ers and weavers and village messengers and masons and 
roadmenders, even though they have a fine military record. 
One has heard over and over again the remark that the 
Mahar bas no political significance. The remark just proves 
that the maker of it has little memory and little understanding 
of such events as the battle of Koregaon. The mind which 
suffers from such frailties is hardly fitted to retain the empire 
given to it. . . 

But circumstances are changing rapidly in the political 
world, and rival communities, Moslems,' Hindus, Sikhs see 
in the Mahar vote something of potential value when the 
form of Government ie democratic. . 

Mahar sepoys bad not a .little to do with the establishment 
of British dominion in India, as Mahar servants had not a 
little to do with the possibility of European domestic life in 
India. The British failure to remember this may not be a 
cause or even an occasion, but it is manifestly a Concomitant 
of the decline of that dominion. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE MAHAR MIND IN CULT AND IN 
LEGEND 

• IN almost every village of the Deccan, and in many villages 
of the Central Provinces on the Eastern fringe of the 
dwellings and alongside the .Maharwada is a shrine of the 

, goddess Mariai who is sometimes named Laxml. She is 
'represented. by a row of small amorphous stones smeared 
with red lead. It is hard to Sjjy whether this godling perfonns 
any public service except in. days when cholera or bubonic 
plague or smallpox r&\'llges the populace, But her shrine 
always bears evidence of constant attention. And it is not 
tire outcastes alone who go in fear of her wrath. She must 
be propitiated publicly at a time of pestilence. It is a sign 
of the prevalence of some dread disease when one meeta her 
devotees parading the streeta. They present a weird appear. 
ance. The dominating figure is that of a man who has long 
hair falling on his shoulders and very ample skirts as of a 
woman flouncing about ankles on which are many tinkling 
ornaments. His face is smeared red in spots with vermilion; 
round his neck hang chain upon chain of cowrie shells; and 
on his shoulder is an enormous plaited whip of hempen 
cords. ; Attending on this fierce figure may be one or more 
women, wild-eyed and with dishevelled hair .and chewing 
nerm leaves as they dance. Now and again a woman falls 
prostnue in a swoon, perhaps intoxicated by the neem lea-: 
and the bystnndcrs wuit with bated breath for any words she 
may utter. It is l\lariai who is in possession of the prostrate 
f()tm and t~·h<> speaks through the half conscious liPs..! 
Som<·tim<'S at fairs, for nample in the courts of the temple 
of Khandoba at Jcjuri in the Poona district, tlie roan of the 
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whip is seen whirling himself into a frenzy which is consi
dered divine; and the loud cracks of his heavy whip sound 
to the simple villager remarkable if not miraculous. The 
goddess resides in the whip. The whip bearer is named 
Potraja in the Deccan, but that name is not known in the 
Nagpur and the Bhandara districts. 

One often finds potraja boys in schools where outcaste 
children are received. One recognises them by their long hair 
which has never been shorn. The usual explanation given 
of the long hair is that it is a token of a vow made by the 
boy's parents. 1Their children may have been dying in 
infancy and they lnade a solemn vow to Mariai that if they 
received a boy who survived they would dedicate him to the 
service of the goddess.'· Such boys are seen in schools in the 
Central Provinces, but there it is to Mahadeva that they are 
dedicated; and it is said that they are expected one day to 
devote themselves to the god by hurling their bodies over 
the precipices in the Mahadeva hills. These devotees seem 
to be mostly of the Mahar caste. 

The name, potraja, is explained as follows in the Dharwar' 
volume of the B<»nhay Gazetteer:-' Potrajas or buffalo kings 
are a class of Holayas. The story of the origin of their 
name is that their ancestor in the disguise of a Brahml!n 
became the husband of Dayamava, an incarnation of the 
goddess Laxami. They lived together for several years and 
had children. At Dayamava's request the Holaya brought his 
mother to the home. As they were eating some of Daya
rnava's sweetmeats the mother said to her son, "How like 
this is to a roasted buffalo tongue." Dayamava, finding how 
she had been deceived and degraded, burnt her house, slew 
her children, and pursuing her husband who had become a 
buffallo, killed him. The descendants of the husband are 
called potrajas, that is, buffalo kings. They are a small body 
and are found in only a few villages. On Dayamava'a fairs 
'Which last for eight days, the potrajas are sent for. On one of 
the eight days several male buffaloes representing the Holaya 
who married Dayamava and a number of sheep representing 
his children, are slaughtered before the deity. The officiating 
potraja tears open the throat of a lamb with his teeth and 
drinks its blood. On the last day of the fair, in a state of 
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smrk nakedness, he carries cooked rice on his head all round 
the village throwing away a little and slaughtering a sheep at 
each of its comers. On his return he receives a large share 
of the slaughtered buffaloes and sheep. In other respects tbe 
potrajas do not differ from Holayae.' 1 

Manifestly this Karoatic ceremony and the connected 
legend belong to the same religious tradition as the worship of 
Mariai as that is practised by villages in the Sholapur district, 
and also in parts of Poona; and the name potraja as applied 
to the devotee of Mariai is shown to he of southern origin. 

The following description of a buffalo sacrifice is found in 
the Sholapur volume of the Bamhay GaJtettew.* 'When cholera 
rages in a village the people raise a subscription and hand 
the money to the headman. The headman brings a robe 
and a bodice, some rice and flour, a be-buffalo or a sheep 
and flowers, camphor, frankincense, red powder, betel-nut 
and leaves. He takes three carte through the village accom• 
panied by music and a band of the villagers. The carte 
then go to the Mahars' quarters outside the village where 
is the shrine of Mariai, the cholera goddess. The headman 
and the other villagers stand at a distance while the l\1ahar 
bathes the goddess, dresses her in the robe and bodice, fills 
ber lap with rice, betel-nuts, dry dates and a cocoanut, waves 
burning frankincense and camphor before her and with 
joined hands bePS her to be kind. All the villagers lift their 
joint:<! hands to their heads and ask the goddess to be kind 
and retire leaving the Mahars and the 1\langs. The buffalo 
is le<l in front of the godde8!1 and 1 Mahar chops off its head 
with a sword or a hatchet and touches the goddess' lap with 
a linger dipped in its blood. The cartloads of food and 
meat are shown to the goddess and are distributed among 
such of the villagers as do not object to eat them. This 
concludes the sacrifice.' , 

In Berar a buffalo is sacrificed at the Dasera festival. The 
patil wounds the animal on the nose with a sword and the 
chief !\lahar kills it.' In certain districts it is the Mang who 
slays the butfulo. But the !11ahars claim to have the right to 
perfonn all ceremonies connected with l\lariai or Laxmi. 

' Vol. XXII, p. 217. 1 B.,.boy G.••m..,., \"ul. XX, p. ti7. 
' Bmu c.,.,... R.port, l&il, p. 143. 
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whip is seen whirling himself into a frenzy which is consi
dered divine: and the loud cracks of his heavy whip sound 
to the simple villager remarkable if not miraculous. The 
goddess resides in the whip. The whip bearer is named 
Potraja in the Deccan, but that name is not known in the 
Nagpur and the Bhandara districts.· 

One often finds potraja boys in schools where outcaste 
children are received. One recognises them by their long hair 
which has never been shorn. The usual explanation given 
of the long hair is that it is a token of a vow made by the 
boy's parents. 1Their children may have been dying in 
infancy and they made a solemn vow to Mariai that if they 
received a boy who s_urvived they would dedicate him to the 
service of the goddess.'· Such boys are seen in schools in the 
Central Provinces, but there it is to Mahadeva that they are 
dedicated: and it is said that they are expected one day to 
devote themselves to the god by hurling their bodies over• 
the precipices in the Mahadeva hills. These devotees seem 
to be mostly of the Mahar caste. 

The name, potraja, is explained as follows in the Dharwar 
volume of the Bombay Gazetteer:-' Potrajas or buffalo kings 
are a clsss of Holsyas: The story of the origin of their . 
name is that their ancestor in the disguise of a Brahman 
became the husband of Dayamava, an incarnation of the 
goddess Laxami. They lived together for several years and 
had children. At Dayamava's request the Holaya brought his 
mother to the home. As they were eating some of Daya• 
mava's sweetmeats the mother said to her son, "How like 
this is to a roasted buffalo tongue." Dayamava, finding how 
she had been deceived and degraded, burnt her house, slew 
her children, and pursuing her husband who bad become a 
buffallo, killed him. The descendants of the husband are 
called potrajas, that is, buffalo kings. They are a small body 
and are found in only a few villagea. On Dayamava's fairs 
•which last for eight days, the potrajas are sent for. On one of 
the eight days several male buffaloes representing the Holaya 
who married Dayamava and a number of sheep representing 
his children, are slsughtered before the deity. The officiating 
potraja tears open the throat of a lamb with his teeth and 
drinks its blood. On the last day of the fair, in a state of 
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stark nakedness, he carries cooked rice on his head all round 
the village throwing away a little and slaughtering a sheep at 
each of its comers. On his return he receives a large share 
of the slaughtered buffaloes and sheer· In other respects the 
potra jas do not differ from Holayas.' 

Manifestly this Karnatic ceremony and the connected 
legend belong to the same religious tradition as the worship of 
1\-!ariai as that is practised by villages in the Sholapur district, 
and also in parts of Poona; and the name potrnja as applied 
to the devotee of Mariai is shown to be of southern origin. 

The following description of a buffalo aacrifice is found in 
the Sholapur volume of the Bombay Gazetteer.• • When cholera 
rages in a village the people raise a subscription and hand 
the money to the headman. The headman brin&'ll a robe 
and a bodice, some rice and flour, a he-buffalo or a sheep 
and flowers, camphor, frankincense, red powder, betel-nut 
and leaves. He takes three carts through the village accom
panied by music and a band of the villagers. The carts 
wn go to the Mahars' quarters outside the village where 
is the shrine of Mu.riai, the cholera goddess. The headman 
and the other villagers stand at a distance while the Mahar 
bathes the goddess, dmsea her in the robe and bodice, fills 
her lap with rice, betel-nuts, dry dates and a cocoanut, waves 
buming frankincense and camphor before her and with 
joined hands bePs her to be kind. All the villagers lift their 
joined hands to their heads and ask the goddess to be kind 
anJ retire leaving the Mahars and the Maogs. The buffalo 
is lod in front of the godJess ami a Mahar chops off its head 
with a sword or a hatchet and touches the goddess' lap with 
a finger dipped in its blood. Tbe cartloads of food and 
meat are shown to the goddess and are distributed among 
such of the villag<-rs aa do not object to eat them. This 
concludes the sacrilke.' 

In Bemr a butTalo is sacrificed at the Das.en festival. The 
patil wounds the animal on the nose with a sword and the 
chid l\lahiU" kills it.• In certain districts it is the 1\lang who 
&lays th~ bulfulo. Bnt the 1\Iahllfll claim to ha•--e the right to 
perfonn all ceremonies conn«:ted with 1\!ariai or Laxmi. 

1 Vol. XXII, p. 217. 1 B""'""'' Wrtll,.,., \'o.J. XX. p. 177. 
1 Bmu c...,... Rr[10rl, IS~ I, p. IH. 
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This right is named in the sanad given to them at Mungi 
Paithan and within the temple of Eknath Swami. In that 

·. sanad the Mangs are explicitly forbidden to serve these deities. 
While Mahars have this peculiar interest in the worship 

of Mariai they have also a genem! interest in most of the 
members of the Hindu pantheon and especially such as have 
been adopted into Brahmanism from the aboriginal cults. 
,Many of the Murali and the Waghya devotees of Khandoba of 
Jejuri are ·drawn from the Mahar caste, but it is Ramoshi 

· who are most devoted to Khandoba, though he is the family 
deity qf some noble Brahman houses such as the Purandhare 
family. • 

In the Poona and the Ahmednagar districts a goddess 
named Bhadavi is held i!l great awe by the Mahars whose 
most solemn oath is in her name. I have not found any 
knowledge of this deity or any use of her name in solemn 
objurgation anywhere in the Centtal Provinces. ~ut in 
Poona and in Ahmednagar ·a Mahar would die rather than 
give a false promise knowingly in the name of Bhadaxi. 
They are very reticent regarding this goddess and the manner 
of her worship. Rowing learned of the power of her name 
I failed tnany times to find. out about her worship until 
I probed by guile into the subconscious mind of an old 
Mahar near Ahmednagar. ·In his wide awake mood this 
man flatly denied all knowledge of the worship of Bhadavi, 
but when he was weary beyond self-control, at the' end of 
a long day of shikar, he told me the following: A stone or 
brass image of this goddess is never seen; but in the month 
of Bhadrapada the people fashion dough images of her. 
These images have the human form. They are fashioned at 
night; and they are eaten at night and at dawn. The wor· 
shippers enquire of the image regarding the coming of rain. 

' A lamp of flour is made and is filled with melted butter in 
which a simple wick float!l. The wheaten image of the 
goddess is placed before this lamp. The enquiry regarding 
rain is understood to be answered in this way :-havin~ 
worshipped the image the ministrant asks, 'Will rain full/ 
He then allows water to drip on the burning wick. If the 
flame is quenched the answer is 'No': if it goes on burning 
the answer is 'Yes'. 
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. The Mahars alone worship this goddess; but the Marathas 1 
are very liberal in their gifts of flour and melted butter for 
,the making of the images and of the lamp. This deity comes 
into being in the month of Bhadrapada. It is said that in 
old days when performing this ceremony they used to sacrifice 
a cow, and the oil which fed the lamp before the image was 
made of the fat of the cow. · 

This secret ceremony and the folk memory connected with 
it would indicate that the use of the cow's flesh as food is 
more than a matter of custom and name among the Mahars. 
It is significant that the Marathas contribute to. the ceremony 
though they do not take part in it. There V.'liS a time when 
the ancient Aryans sacrificed cattle and ate their flesh. And 
in an Upanishada there lives the story of the transition from 
the animal to the plant-sacrifice. May it not be that in hie 
cveryuny life the Mahar is continuing the ancient Vedic cow
sacritice, and that in the worship of Bhadavi he is observing 
the more modern sacrifice which was devised by the Aryan 
p\lilosophic mind, perhaps inspired by Buddhism which 
taught at tl1e same time the doctrine of ahimsa which persists 
in the Warkari aect1 The compoWld word Mahura-Bitadatii 
is used to name the gifte made to the Mahars to meet their 
expenses in worshipping the goddess in the month of 
Bhadrapada. · 

Demons and evil spirits plague the minds of many Kunbis 
and loWer caste people. A 1\farathi proverb saya that 'the 
Kunbi died of a ghost, the Brahman of flatulence and the 
goldsmith of bile.' The king of aU the ghosts and demons is 
Vetnla. His form is that of a man rather fierce of aspect. 
His hands and feet are turned backwards. In his right hand 
be Cllrrie.~ a cane (eeta) and in his left a conch shell. The 
nam~, Vetala, is said to be derived from the word for a cane. 
But the srccial nsme fO£ the cane which can be used for 
tl1e exorcism of ghosts is polldhari. Vetala is attended by a 
number of serving spirits. They are visible at midnil(ht on 
no-moon and on full-moon nights, and esJ"'Cially on lllaha· 
siv•mtri, Holi anu Dasera when they are worshipped. The 
temples of Vetala are circles of unhewn stones which are 
whitewashed and tipped with rt:d lead. There are many of 
tl1ese throughout the Dt<.-can still in use; and the ministrallt 
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at them is usually a Mahar. The stones of the circles are the 
seats on which Vetala and his attendants sit. This may be 
the explanation of a belief of the Goods that whoso sits on a 
stone may be a devil. Brahmanism seems to be thoroughly 
afraid of Vetala and his attendants, as is clear to anvone who 
reads discriminatingly such a work as the Katha Sarit Sagara. 

The Vetala temples are probably part of that culture which 
built the stone circles and their attached barrows which are 
found in many parts of the Deccan and of the Central 
Pro'iinces and on the N ilgheny hills. These remains are 
undoubtedly of the same class as those spread over lands to 
the west, Arabia, North Africa, France, England, Ireland, 
Scotland. Is it possible that the white colour daubed on 
those stones where worship persists is a kind of memory of 
the people who brought this megalithic culture to India 1 

Belief in possel!Sion by demons and the spirits of the dead 
encourage<s an order of sorcerers and exorcists. These are 
known as hllogata, tkoarishi, panchakshari and belong to all 
classes. They are specially the devotees of Vetala, for they 
need his help many a time to exorcise an evil spirit. 

The whitewash applied to the Vetala stones has more 
significance than jus! It folk memory of the origin of thU! 
culture. The cane which drives out a spirit is pandhari, the 
name for the village community is Ai pandhatJ. May not 
these again be related to the n.ame, Pandurang, one of the 
names of Vithoba of Pandhari? But setting such hypotheses 
aside there still remains the inference that the l\lahar's 
special function in the worship of V etaJa marks him as of 
ancient and of authoritative lineage. 

The mind of the Mahar regarding himself is expressed in 
the legends which he cherishes. Some of those folk-storit'll 
are connected with the rights of d1e Mahar in the village 
~onomy. It is believed thst these rights were bestowed for 
faithfulness shown in the following circumstances. A certain 
Moslem king went forth to hunt, leaving his wife behind in 
their tent. There was a watchman on guard over the tent. 
This man fearing lest be might be accused of sexual int~igues 
with the woman, made himself an eunuch and locked m the 
treasure chest the proof of his chastity. The king on his 
return hsd a fit of jealousy, and doubted the faithfulness of 
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his wife. His suspicion extended to the watchman. But the 
accused was able to establish his innocence and that of the 
queen by handing the keys of the treasure chest to his 
master. The king was convinced of the man's faithfulness 
and as a reward granted him the fifty-two rights adding the 
title, mahaovira, which in time became Mahar. 

A similar legend gleaned from the Jl>lahars of Poona 
explains the fall of the people from the esteem of the mighty. 
They aay that it was during the Peshwa rule that they were 
subjected to the degrading necessity of wearing a black cord 
round their neck with a spittoon slung in front and a wild 
plum bush trailing on the ground behind them. The 
occasion for this oppressive enactment by ~e Peshwa was as 
follows: A Mahar youth namod Ganapat1 who used to be 
one of the guards over the Shaniwar Palace in Poona, was 
fair and elegant to look on. One of the ladies of the palace 
carried on intrigues with him. The misconduct was dis· 
covered, and the Peshwa put the guard to death. The ghost 
of the dead man kept appearing to the prince in his dreams, 
and would give him no peace until he made an effigy of the 
M•har in the form of the god, Ganapati, and set it up at the 
Eastern entrance to the palace where aU would do obeisance 
to tlte Mahar's name. The ghost wu laid by this meallll; 
but the Pcshwa extendod his wrath to the whole Mahar caste, 
and he forbade them entrance to his capital city at)lours 
when their shadows mi~ht fall on men of high degree; and 
,when they did appear they were required to have the signs 
of th~ir degradation clinging to them. 

A number of the f,>lk legends are connected with the 
m<-anil'lg of the name l\lahar. The follo,ving legend I got 
from a man of lk.'venty-two, the last but one of a family of 
twenty whose mother diod at the a~oe of one hundred and ten 
yoars, Par\'ati, the !(Ol!Jess of the hills, was bathing one day, 
and «<t her jewds on a ledge or on a peg in the wall of the 
bathl'(•om. A crow, UDS<."en by the lady, carried them away 
to a hi~h tr"" ne>~rby. Th• je,vels were missed when the 
bather began to dreM. The watchnllln of the palace wos 
charged with the th.ft. !llahade\'a, Pan11ti 's husband, 
ordt'feJ the accuS<'d to be cut in pi<><:~. Tbe poor man, loud 
in his protestltions of innocence, charged the lling wtth lack 
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of justice. He offered to prove his innocence by finding the 
jewels and. pointing out the thief. The king relented and 
gave him the chance he sought. The watchman had seen a 
crow fly to his nest in a tree with the necklace. '.\'hen one 
climbed into the tree the nC(;kJace was found. The queen 
giving way to contrition instead of anger asked the watchman 
to take the name of the great necklace, the Maba Har. His 
descendants were honoured watchmen ever after and kept 
the name, Mahar, in remembrance of their honest ancestor. 

A less complimentary story is to the effect that the Mahars 
are descended from one of the four sons of the cow. The 
mother asked her sons bow they proposed to honour her after 
her death. Three of them said that they would give her 
divine honours. The fourth answered her that as she had 
borne him in her body, so. would he carry her in his. The 
other sons were astounded at his impiety, and they exclaimed 
maha ahar, that is, great appetite. The name, Mahar, thus 
clung to him and his descendants; for he and they have kept 
the vow until this day in their -eating of beef. 

The folk imagination stimulated by the feeling of inferior" 
ity turns unashamed to idealisation wherever there is 
undoubted ground for self-praise. That ground is afforded 
by a group of Mahar poets who flourished in the fourteenth 
century. One of the most elaborate of the folk legends is 
attributed to the poet, Namadeva, who was himself of the 
Tailor caste. It gives an account of the birth of Chokhamela, 
the chief of the saintly Mahar group. It runs as follows: 
In Koregaon there lived a patil, a good man who was whole· 
hearted in his devotion to Vithoba. He used to make an 
offering of his first fruits to the God of Gods before he laid 
by a store for himself. From his mangoes just grown ripe be 
selected the sweetest to the number of one hundred and 
twenty-five; and, making them into two loads be engaged a 
Mahar as porter, for there was no other to carry tl1em. The 
Mahar took with him his wife, a virtuous woman; and they 
carried the burdens on their heads to Pandhari which was 
four miles distant. As they were making the outskirts of 
Pandhari there met them an aged man a with shaky chin. He 
leaned upon a staff as he walked unsteadily. Being hungry 
he besought the Mahar earnestly to put a mango into his 
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hand. The Mahar answered,' Sir, the mangoes belong to the 
patil, and they are addressed to the chief priest of the temple. 
I am only a porter who have no right to take or give.' So 
saying the Mahar passed on, and his wife came behind him. 
Of her the hungry man besou&ht a mango. Hearing his 
pL1int she decided to give htm one, thinking the act 
no evil since the giving was to a hungry man. Selecting 
a good one she handed it to him and he received it. 
Putting it to his mouth and sucking it he found it bitter 
and returned it to her. She, honeat woman, would not 
replace it in the baaket, so she tucked it away in the lap 
of her dress. The Mahar and his wife reached Pandhari, and 
they gave the loads to the person to whom they were 
addressed, 'One hunt.lred and twenty-four. One is missing,' 
said the man to the priest. He began to enquire of his wife 
how the mango had been taken away. She said, 'Sir, I gave 
it to the Brahman. Having tasted it he was not satisfied with 
it, so I tucked it away in the folds of my dress.' Then the 
pr,iests of Pandhari, shepherds of the people,looked; and lo, 
the n11mgo bad become a child. ''Twas God who sucked the 
fruit. How can we speak of the trick he played 1' And so 
they named the child Chokhamcla (the sucked one). Nama 
says, 'The trick is blessed and beyond compare: God takes 
pity on his faithful.' 

Ther~ is a \'ariation of this birth-story. The parents were 
muned Sudama and l\luktabai; and they lived at Anugad. 
They werr childless, though Sudama n111de many pilgrimages 
to Pandhari to procure the gift of a son. In his absence 
1\luktabai bad to carry two hundred mangoes to the Musul· 
man go,·ernnr of Bedllt'. A Brahman asked her for some of 
the fruit.' She gne him 6ve mangoes which he ae<:epted. In 
return he impsrted his blessing saying that she wuuld hsve 
lin' children. The eldest one was to be called Chokhamela. 
When she reached Bedar it was found tbst there were two 
hundred and fi"e mangoes. Thus Willi it proved that the 
person who nwt her in the guise of a Brnhman 'W1Ill no other 
thnn \' ithol•a, the god who giv..s double. 

Among the poems attributed to Wanka, a brother-in-law 
of Chokhoba anJ also his disciple, there ocrurs a group of 
poelllli wherein a miraculous binh-story is related tegarding 
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Soyrabai, the wife of Chokhoba. She was meditating always 
upon the Name. She bad been married for a long time, but she 
had no child. Sitting in loneliness she was remembering the 
Lord of Pandhari, and she said;' Why, 0 Narayana, hast thou 
forgotten me 1 My heaxt is pained because there is no heir 
in my family.' The Lord of Pandhari laughed in his mind 
as he listened; and he told Soyrabai's story to his wife, Rukh
mini. Saith Wanka, What will Vitthal do? Narayana came 
to the house of Chokha in guise as a Brahman advanced in 
years. Standing near the tulasi plant in front of the hut, he 
enquired whose home it was and bow the children were. 
Thereat the eyes of Soyrabai filled with loving tears. She 
answered that the master of the house was entranced by 
Vithoba and that he found not one particle of delight in 
worldly pleasure. • I have hever conceived a child,' she said ; 
'and my life is empty.' The Lord of Pandhari begged for 
food to assuage the pangs of hunger, contracted on a long 
journey. The lady answered ·that they were Mahan, low of 
caste, and how could she think of such a thing. The other 
said, • See, my life is going; caste is naught to me; give me 
a crumb of some food.' Soyra considered in her mind, 'This 
old Brahman may be ilea£, and he does not understand 
what I am saying. If I feed· him in these circumstances the 
folk will beat me.' Once mofe she told him that they were 
1\ilahars, and that folk would blame her for feeding a great 
man of high degree. The other answered that caste mattered 
naught to him. 'Give me food,' be said, 'and save my life. 
Look not ahead to what lnliY happen.' Thereupon Soyrabai 
brought forth a dish full of curds and rice, and gsve it into 
his hand. Wanka says that the Saviour ate and was satisfied 
and said to Soyrabai. • Ask of me and I will give thee.' She 
answered, • Lord, what can'st thou give to mel My lot is to 
partake of leavings. Let the gift of thy mercy be upon us. 
'Tis that is dea.r to WI, 0 God.' The other said, • Take a 
mouthful from my hand, 'twill become a child within thee.' 
When she heard this she prostrated herself and worshipped 
his feet in faith. At that moment Cbokhoba returned home, 
and Soyrabai told him the story laying her head at his feet. 
The days passed and Soyrabai conceived and bare a son 
to whom they gave the name, Karmamela. 
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A variation of the birth-story of Karmamela has been given 
already to illustrate the birth ceremonies in the home of a 
Mahar.1 

Over the name of Namadeva there is preserved a legend 
which illustrates God's care for his faithful when they are 
persecuted. Chokhamela Wl1ll accused by a Brahman of 
blaspheming the Holy Name by taking it presumptuously on 
his polluted lips, and of feeding the God with curds. The 
Mahar was hailed before the magistrate. • He has defiled 
Vithoba,' said the accusers. • Yoke the bullocks that he may 
be put to death by being torn asunder,' ordered the guardian 
of JUStice. Having bound Chokhoba by the feet they urged 
the bullocks on. The whip feU on the backs of the animals. 
They struggled to advance; but their distorted mouths 
showed that they were being held in check by some unseen 
hand, Chokha'a wife was standing by, and she cried, '0 
Dil·ine king, stay their hand. Thou hast eaten with this 
man; and is this thy return to him? They are trying to kill 
the husbnnd of the WC"ak. Thou hast betrayed Chokha. Take 
otf their hands and repay the loans made.' Chokha said to 
her, • 0 shameless one, the Upholder of the world, my Vithu 
is nllmifcat to his saints.' At this her eyes were opened, and 
she saw ns her husband did that the wearer of the robe of 
yellow silk, the form of the (olour of a dark cloud, was 
holding the bullocks by the nose in order to save his saint. 

Ekanoth, a Brohman poet saint of the middle of the 
sixteenth century, preserves in connexion with the name of 
Chokhamela 1 le~nd which seems to illustrate a feud between 
Drnhmanism and the religion of Grace centred in Pandharpur. 
Eksnath himself was 1 friend of the outcastes, and he enter· 
tained a party of l\lahsra to dinner in his holllle, The story 
which illustrates tl>e rdigious feud extends over eight 
<JJ,fl,mgas, but it ia a unity. It runs as followa in literal 
translation :-• In heaven the nectar was beginning to tum 
suur, and the Lord of the immortals was distressed. The 
Lord of the immortals addressed a question to !\arada
"Where can this nectar be purified?" The sa~ answered, 
.. Shall I tell th<-e of I De'W thing on the earth r AI. the door of 

• Chap. iii. 
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Pundalik stands on a brick the god who is Lord of the 
helpless. To me, Ekajanardhana, he is a store of beauty."· 

'Narada the sage tells the stozy of Pandhari. "G:>d is 
dancing as the saints are performing a kirtana (a song sermon 
in praise of the Name). To the sounding of the Name the 
saints are dancing. What are the heavenly ones compared with 
these 1 There is nothing like this to he seen in the three worlds. 
Behold Pandhari is the market where salvation may be had." 
The Lord of the immortals was pleased in his mind as he 
listened. Narada told this, says Ekajanardhana. "If you go 
there the nectar will become pure." So said Narada. At 
that time the eleventh day of the moon fell on a Monday, 
and the sky-car of lndra descended. lndra came bearing a 
platter of nectar. The heavenly ones thundered in acclama• 
tion. As the heavenly gods came to Pandhari, Nama was 
leading the kirtana. The heavenly gods sat listening as Nama 
dancec;l in the kirtana. Ekajanardhaoa says, Lord Indra and · · 
the gods forsaking heaven caroe to the kirtana. 

'Chokha was in his house when this crowd gathered on the 
sands of Chandrabhaga. The two (he and his wife) wet:e 
preparing the vows of the eleventh day, fasting and keeping 
awake at night. For·tbree watches the wake of fasting was 
going on. Then Chokham~la said to his wife, "God has 
intimated to me that he will come to dine with us in the 
morning." Ekajanardhana says, Chokha prayed for mercy and 
God was moved to pity. Listening to Chokha's prayer for 
mercy God came to breakfast. Along with Narnadeva came 
all the hosts of Gandharvas, lndra and all the Gods. Narada 
went to Cbokha and said to him, "God is coming to thy 
house." Abundance and plenty came to the bouse of Chokba. 
The preparations for dinner were made. The dweller at 
Pandhari hastened to the house of Cbokba along with Rukh· 
mini. Chokhamela went and fell prostrate at his feet, and 
God raised him and embraced h1m. Ekajanardhana says, 
God seeing the faith of Chokbamela came to dine with him. 
They sat in rows in the court of Chokba's home and Chokha's 
wife served the dinner. Indra brought the plate of nectar 
before Narayana and urged him to purify it. Then the 
Lord God asked Chokboba to haste and purify the nectar. 
What is nectar compared with the name 1 Indra has brought 
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a plate of nectar with the purpose of having it quickly 
purified. Chokha's wife and Chokha, these two, behold they 
made the nectar pure: in Chokha's house nectar became 
pure. How can I, Ekajanardhana, tell the story 1 

'Rows of diners sat in Chokha's yard, and the wielder of 
the bow dined happily. With Namadeva were all the Ganas 
and Gandharvas, lndra and the other Gods, and the sage, 
Narada. Chokhajoining both his hands said, "Ye have made 
the Jowly one holy. I am a 1\Iahar, low of birth and unclean. 
Ye have shown me mercy. Some Brahmans of Pandhari will. 
see this, they do not show me any favour." Hearing this they 
all laughed and Gopala smiled with joy. Having distributed 
pnnsupari the God (Vithoba) bade them farewell. So lndra 
and the others went to their own place. The Bmhrnans of 
Pandhari persecuted Chokha, but Narayana delivered him. 
Ekajanardhana says, such is the story of Chokhamela when 
the Lord of Pandhari ~:ave a dinner at his house.' 

Buddhism made the birth story or Jataka a popular form of 
literature and the Chokhamcla birth-stories may owe eome
tlling to Buddhist influences; but the doctrine of grace, if 
indebted to Buddhism, can only derive from the Hinayana 
s~hnnl. But this doctrine of grnce may be explained as a 
natuml devrlopment of the ancient Bhagavata Dharma to 
whi<'h Hioayana Buddhism may be itself a debtor. It is no 
wonder that 1\!ahipati, a poet biographer of the saints, writing 
in the eighteenth century, mentions the fact that in the 
ancient abhan~s it is said that caste distinction was not 
ohservN at l'andharpur.1 Not only is it maintained in 
the folk memory that God and his true saints are not 
r••r<•ctors of persons, but the chief God of the Yedic 
rdigion has something to receive from the Sa'~our of 
men whose shrine is at Pan,!harpur. And the most astound
in~ reach of the folk ima~ination is the belief that the king 
of g.xla and men needs a :Mahar st~int for the fulfilment of 
his ru'l""•· Indeed thronghout the poetry of the Stlints who 
won<hiJ> l'anduran~. tl1<re r«urs 81t3in and again the notu:m 
that the way of 83lvatinn which they follow is unknown to 
Brahm• ond the Vedi< gods. 

• Bltaltm-¥$4) .. 1 xl, b6, 



CHAPTER VII 

THE MAHAR PART IN MARATHI POETRY 

IN the thirteenth and the fourteenth centuries there was 
• a group of poets of saintly memory. clustered round the feet 

of Vithoba of Pandharpur. Janabai, one of the sweetest of 
the Marathi singers, who herself might well. be .counted one 
of the brightesr gems in that cluster, describes the group as 
a family of which Vithoba is the head: , , 

Lo, Vithu &Wse<l as householder 
With a crowd of children round him. 
Nivritti upon his shoulder, 
Sopan holds a hand beside him. 
Ri~ht in front proceeds Dnyaneshwar, 
1\luktlli, the fair doth follow. 
Chokhoba aod Gora Potter 
On his eidier side are carried. 
Wanko straddles on hi& back, 
In his bosom Nama nestles. 
Gopala holds a festive season 
For his saints, saith Nama's Jani. 

From the point of view of modern orthodox Brahmanism 
it is a very remarkable group; and the wonder of it increases 
as the generations pass adding such names as Bbanudas, 
Ekanath, Tukarom, Mahipati. How is it that the untouch
able Mahars Chokhoba and Wanka are there at alii 

It is a matter of even greater wonder that a people out• 
caste, despised and neglected, as the Mahars have been for 
centuries, should have produced poetry such as bears the 
names of Chokhoba and his wife Soyrabai, of Nirmala the 

. sister of Chokha, of Wanka, his brother-in-Jaw and of 
Karrnamela, his son. But some of God's fairest f¥>wers 
bloom on the rubbish heaps cast forth by men: 11 has 
happened again and again that the stone rejected of the 
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build en is that which is needed as the keystone of the arch. 
The fact which arouses wonder is not so much the gathering 
of the Mahanl at the feet of the Lord of the lowly, and not 
even the blossoming of the Mahar mind into poetry, but the 
degree to which the chief of these Mahar poets is praised 
by his successors in the Vaishnava School of Pandharpur. 
The name of Chokhoba is more frequently found and more 
exalted than e\'en that of Dnyanoba so far as the literature is 
concerned, though in the mouths of modem pilgrims to 
Pandhari the chief names are Dnyanoba and Tukaram. 

The wonder needs explanation. Whatever the full explana· 
tion may be, and there are, doubtless, many elements in it, 
there can be no doubt that significance has to be given to at 
least three or four considerations. The chief of these is the 
very remarkable religious movement which centres at 
Pandharpur, the worship of the god, Pandurang. But for 
the character of that god, however he be named, it would be 
impossible for a Mahar to attain that freedom of utterance 
an.! that place in the heart of the great 1\lamtha people 
which Chokhsmcla occupies. There remains, of course, the 
explanation of this explanation itself, the tracing of the roots 
of this fnitb. 

As the character of the Lord of Pandhari is the chief factor 
in the solution of this problem, so the considemtion ne.'Ct in 
importance must be the character and the religious experience 
of the saint himsell. If his fame rested only on the quality 
of his poetry, his name should have been mentioned less 
ff<'<JUently than that of Dnyanoba who is first of Maratbi poets 
in literary skill and achievement, as he is in time.: It must 
have been the saintliness of Chokhoba's personality that 
imrressc.! the religious society in which be moved, and his 
mum! achiev-tment surmounting the disadvantages of his 
birth and social sbinJing, redounded to the praise of Pandu
rang. Chokha is an en>inent example of the power of G:J.!'s 
gl"•c-e. That gmce had been magnified in AzameLi and other 
sutners of out..:aste origin. But those did not ~ the 
ad,Jed gift of son!\'. It &haul.! be added further that Chokha's 
intluence on the \"aishna'-a mind is due to a fact which is 
true of Tukaram in a later genention, their speech being 
tl1at of the comnton fulk probabl)' exercised a mo.re potent 

6 
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influence on a popular religious movement than the more 
learned and polished language of the Brahman culture in Dnya
noba and his brethren. 1\loreover the thought of Cbokhoba 
is more intensely devotional than that of his contemporaries. 
Just as she who was forgiven much loved much, so Chokboba 
and Soyrabai, having felt most intensely the weight of the 
chains which bound them in the Brahmanical order of caste, 
rejoiced most fully in the freedom which the Saviour gave 
them by his grace. It is on this account that they deserve a 
foremost place as prophets of the doctrine that salvation is 
by faith, a fuith. generated by God's free grace. It is this 
which is recognised chiefly in the writings of their successors .. 
Janabai expresses aptly what the general 1\!arathi mind feels: 

Low of birth WOB Cbokbamela, 
Yet the God who sheweth mercy 
On all sain1Jj became his he I per, 
Dwelling as a guest and friendly 
In the cottage gf the lowly. 

~ . . ~ . . . . . . . 
Famous as a aaint was Chokha. 
God was much enamoured of him. 
VVhosO slioweth great devotion 
Him doth God assist in danger. 
ChokhameJa gained such power 
Th&t e'en God.be(:ame his debtor
Lay firm hold, saith Nama's ]ani, 
On thelot\U feet of Vitthal. 

~ . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Chokha though a nameless outcaste 
Stood a king among the saintly. 

Take the name of Vitthu with you 
l\B ye go upon a journey. 
:tYlighty is the name to save you: 
1\ila.ny have been rescued by it. 
Azamela was uplifted, 
Chokhamela gained his freedom. 
Nama's Jani saith, when grinding 
And when husking it hath helped me. 

In all the praises of Chokboba there are inwoven strands of 
legend. But attributed to the name of Namade\'a there is a 
lament over Chokba's death which for poignancy compares 
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with that of David over Jonathan. This verse must have 
been composed by one who knew and loved the subject of it 
in real life. He describes how Mahars were summoned to 
build a wall round the town of Mangalvedha. Chokhoba was 
one of the labourers. The work went on for four months 
when the wall gave way suddenly crushing many Mahars 
under it. Chokha was one of those who died thus. The 
calamity happened in the Shalivahana year 1260, that is in 
the year 1338 of the Christian era. Namadevt( gathered the 
remains of Chokha and buried them over against the great 
door of the teml'le in Pandharpur amid the praises of the 
Name. In the mtdst of this narrative he bursts out in praise 
ol his friend. 

My very life io Chokho!>a. 
!VIy ~ing's root ia he. 

• My Stock and moral code and God 
Is Chokhoba to me. 

What tongue can tell hi• loving faith? 
\Vhat lips his might declare? 
'Twu for hia take that I have come 
The life of man to share. 

The poet's conceit is that the God of Pandhari is speaking of 
Chokha in the person of the poet. 

There are three hundred and fifty poems and more 
attribut•d to Chokhamela. His wife baa credit for about 
sixty. Wankll baa about forty. Nirmala has twenty-four. 
Kllrnmmela has not more than thirty. All of these cannot be 
authentic; for here and there one finds clear evidence that 
tl•e author 'I'I'US later in date and less skilful in composition 
than Chokha himself. The usual Marathi abhanga formula 
by wJiich the author inserts his own name in the penultimate 
line can be no test of authorship: it is easy enough for any 
writer to pass off his composition under some· well known 
name. It is unfortunate that this should be so. But the 
pity of it applies to the work of all the great Marathi poets. 
'1'\ama Mys' or Tukll or 'Chokba says'-iiny village bard 
om weave those great names into his compositions, and so 
not really dishont'Stly and perhaps unwiuingly, be lends 
hituseu· to the t'Unfusion of the scholar and the n1isleading of 
the sin1ple. So while endeavouring to get as near as possible 
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to Chokhamela, we recognise that we are really dealing with 
the works of a school of poets who belonged to the great 
Mabar folk. The inspiration of the school is the chief member 
of it, ·The head and body together give us a revelation of the 
soul ef this nameless people rising above an unkind fate 
through the grace of God. 

Only the hypothesis that under the name of Chokhoba there 
is a school of poets writing from generation to generation 
can explain partly the curious appearance that the Mahar 
mind seems to have burst into memorable verse only at the 
beginning of the fourteenth century. That was certainly a 
remarkable century in Maharastra as in Europe. But there 
were great spiritual awakenings in other ages also; and in 
those later years there must have been promptings of the 
spirit that urged intelligent Mahara to sing. The composi
tions of later poets who assume the name of Chokhoba are 

.revealed by references to poets who lived much later thoo 
Chokhoba and by words that can have entered the ·Marathi 
language only well after the Moghal rulers had brought 
Persian and Arabic words into the language of everyday life. 
In regard to this last matter, however, it has to be borne in 
mind that the oral transmission or the manuscript copying o£ 
the old poems encouraged the modification of old words into 
newer forms, and at tim~s. the substitution of a modem 
expression for one that had grown obsolete. 

The praise of God's Name and Attributes is the chief 
theme of all these saintly poets. It is no wonder that an 
outcaste thinks of God thusr 

The orphan's advocate, the poor man's friend, 
The burden bearer of aU helpless folk, 
He, the Great King, on Chandrabhaga's sands 
Abides to J:ender service to his saina,:. 
In very truth he ne'er forgets the man 
Who takes him at his word. 'Tis Chokho saith 
My loving 1\lother stands upon the brick.' 

There is often a play upon the name, Vithoba. The 
Marathi word for a bnck is vita: and there is a legend to the 
effect that God once paid a visit to a saint named P110dalik. 
at a moment when tl1e saint was busy in· pious duty to his 
father. Thinking the visitor to be an ordinary man, Pundalik 
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without looking passed to him a brick on which be might sit. 
The Divine being rejoiced in mercy rather than in sacrifice 
and appropriated Pundalik's brick as his normal place of 
rest. This reference recurs again ·and again: 

The Lord of whom !he Vedic ooriptur .. tell, 
Huoband of Rruna, li.,. at Pandbarpur. 
He erst beside the sea of milk did dwell, 
Now etanding on a brick at Pandharpur 
He lifts his hand to give 1 atoro of joy 
And bl ... ed freedom to !he men of faith. 
With equal eve he looks oo high and low; 

· Outcastee and women gather at hie feet. 
'Tia Chokha snilh, hio love of faith in men 

. Hath brought birn to abide on Bhima's shore. 

All the Mamthi poets, however spiritual they may be, show 
a conatant tendency to regard God as revealed or rather as 

. presented to sense by an image. Idolatry seems inseparable 
from their mind. So Chokha eays : . 

Of his own will and sweet aocotd 
H• came and stood upon !he brick, 
His image there in hands divine 
U pholda the eonch, the diac, the mace, 
And lotua. 
A diadem and eu-rinij'l twain, 
A 6ve gemmed neckla .. and a string 
Of pruyt.•t beads, a golden doth 
All etriped and bright, irradiate 
The ~loom oround. S.ilh Chokhohs 
Abode of bli.., compelling, fair. 

There are poems, however, in which the note is through· 
out spiritual. No thinking Indian ever conceives the idol as 
aD)"thing but a crude means of concentrating the mind upon 
the pure Spirit. And thus in Chokha we find poems of 
this type: 

Of p lent«>us """""' ond mercy moniiold 
Thou undentandettt, Lo'-er of thy saints.. 
N!..'\f binh, D<U' wealth, nor lineage to Thee 
Ar~ eu~ht. \'iherdore my one care ia thls., 
!\imply to lay my h.:od upon Thy feet. 
'Tla ooc bf.c.dut1! men pray. but of fTeC will 
Thou art the-It burdt-n bcar-tr and doat give 
So.h"8.til\tl f~ to all ¥o ho live bv f11ith. 
Thus, Chol<ho .. ith, Hm io wOnderful, 
ll10 vi•ioto hsni•belh all •<•>rldly fear. 
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At times the reference to the image is so slight that one 
may overlook it in attention to the spiritual meaning: 

Forsaking heaven tlu-ough love for saints 
At Pandhori Thou hast thy dwelling made, 
0 Lord Hari most kind and great of heart. 
Thy Name unique doth save the sona of men. 

·Upon Thine arm Thou bindst the badge of rank, 
And on thy feet an anklet. All three worlds 
Are Thine by right; and yet at Pandhari 
Thou dost abide. Qur Advocate art Thou. 
Saith Chokha, When Thy Name upon our lips 
Doth dwell, we reck not aught of day or hour. 

As in the preceding poem revelation seems impossible to 
the Indian unless it have an. element that presents the 
attributes of God to the senses, so in this last one the notion 
of a descent of God into human life seems inconceivable 
apart from a dwelling in a particular place. 

In quite a number of Chokhoba's poems, as in those of 
Ekanath, one is aware that he is following a religion which 
is not ordinary Brahmanism. • And by ordinary Brahmanism 
one means that religion which derives from the Vedic· 
Scriptures and is taught and preserved by the Brahmanical 
priesthood. · · . 

Though full of koowledge He became a boor, 
And all his joy he sought amid the saints. 
Behold, bow great a wonder is this truth 
Hidden from Brahman and the other gods~ 
Hari the mighty stands at Pandharpur, 
Though all the glory of the worlds be his. 
A mother's house to all the humble folk 
Is Pandhari upon the Bhim•'• shore. 

The same thought is repeated thus : 
Lord Hari~ He of Vaikuntha~ benign, 
His wonders hath performed most manifold. 
A mighty king is be, Lord Vithoba, 
Who stnnds by Cbandrabhaga on a brick. 
He yearns for love and pines for faith of men, 
A kind of sport unknown to gods like Brahmn. 
Lo, thia is he who dwells at Pandharpur, 
Whose vision gracious savee -the sons of men. 

This faith is also different from that of the Yogis who seek 
salvation through the practice of self-mastery: 
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The Yogis labour all in vain 
To ~ain the joy of Pundahk, 
A bliss through love an\1 faitb attained 
J\.fost eaalJv at Pandhari. \ 
With hands upon his hipS he stood 
Behind his faithful worshipper. 
The agee come, the ages go 
Yet change comes not to Vithoba. 
Thus Chokha saith, The Lord is kind, 
Hia pra.ise ia eounded everywhere. 

The vanity of works is emphasised over and over again: no 
man can save himself by his own efforts. 

All striving ill unblest 
JUst let me tnke thy name. 
1 t8 joy l\"ithin my breast 
Ia all the good I claim. 
This be my simple tuk, 
f.. tv heart's des~, to lie 
Ai Keshu,·a'a feet and ask 
That hnving come to die 
It may be my good lot 
To 1tnrt my life anew 
Aa child in saintly cot 

I to whom naught ia due 
But leavings of man•s food, 
Count this my highest good, 
A b~ggar at thy door. 

I lie and make my plaint. 
Thou giver to the poor • 
Dri\·e not away thy s:aiht. 
!\Jy wntchedne~tli remove 
Thou Lord of Rakhma'o love. 

The snint is Mrried by roo"' than social inequality and 
weakness. His sofJ geu weary undet' a load of sin, and he 
finds relief in God alone. 

I ran • fugiti'"• ro God 
Dr1\ing all doubt from out my breast. 
J\lv d...-da 1 load upon my back., 
I nowhere aot me any ~t. 
To nooe can I app;mion bl•rne. 
1\ ly f\lcnt. h"ve c:au~:ht m~ i.n thtir net. 
In miry chay, ao Chukhl uith. 
A II un•"'tfn m}' t'crt I •e'(. 
o Thoo "ho ct.<.u ·" 11 Paodhari 
"Tis oniy Thou un'st act me tree. 
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God is worthy of trust: the saints in all ages have found 
him a sure refuge: 

Full many a ao.int in daY$ gone by 
In supplication came to Thee. 
Thou did1St their sinful burden bear. 
And now Thy mercy shoW; to me. 
No tight have I, an outcaste poor, 

·· Save to the leavings on Thy board. 
'Tis Cbokha all perplexed who:pleada, 
Grant me Thy Nar.ne's. protection, Lord. 

The poet cannot cease wondering at the plenitude of God's 
grace which is manifested in his humiliation and in his 
service of the saints. 

What kind of joy w .. that which moved 
The mind of Parabrahman hiR"h 
That he, unmindful of his nuik, 
Should come to mortal men anigh? 
\\'~itb them be did a cov'nant me.ke. 
Wonder of wonders, Chokha saith, 
The fomlless One a form did take. 
The God of gods • madness bath. 

The gracious Gqd . finds delight in the trust which 
men put in him. This need on Gnd's part of human 
love and trust explains his coming down to enter into 
human life. . . 

Replete is he with great desire 
And longing for the faith of men. 
He stands and waits at Pandbari 
In love surpassing human ken. 
Immersed 1n faith my heart is glad. 
ll.ile I stand, my will distraught. 
'Tis faith that gives him sweetest joyj 
Yea, pride and colour please him naught. 

'Ti& Chokhoba who sees in him 
A mother moat compa.asionote, 
Making B shelter kind and cool 
To cover all the desolate. .. 

This state of fixed faith in God has been reached after an 
experience of wandering from shrine to shrine in search of 
peace, a wandering which many have endured in all genera
tions in India. 
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I roamed afar obroad 
Yet hath my soul not found 
A place of fixed abode 
The .. creel streams around. 
To all the forma divine 
Of which I heard I aougbt, 
Yet dim diatreol and dwino 
Waa all my W111tderinga brought. 
I Cbokha turned mine eyoa 
To Pandhar:i at lut. 
There earth bath reached the akiea, 
There all diapeace ia past. 

The gloomy shadow of the Law of Karma often lies thick 
upon the poet's soul. This is the law which enjoins on every 
being to dree his weird. In this gloom Chokha is perplexed: 

Not for me is honour or dishonour. 
To pain or pleasure etored up in my deeds 
I lay no claim. But somehow from desire 
Hath been beaotten for me quite a heap. 
Both birth and death have in my lap been bound, 
And hence of fruitleaa ardour am I full, 
That ao in me the Law may be fulfilled, 
And Cbokha paaa hia daya m grief and woo. 

Coming after the joy and brightness of his trust in God 
this seems verr like the dark night of the soul, an experience 
which most samts have bad. Apart from the darkness which 
falls naturally upon every true soul! there is a gloom which 
clings close to the social order in'Which the Mahar finds 
himself. He finds it a very hopeless thing to be a Mahar 
with no light upon his way save that which glimmers from 
the Drahmanical faith. Chokha would not be human and 
sincere:, if he did not offer some protest. 

0 God why lay on 1M thoao cbai110l 
From thia my puu:te set rue free. 
Thy Name'a ....- mi~ht I fain would know, 
Wilhin tnY heon ita slory-. 
My birth iD vvy low .... .., 
Doth I"""" me DO authority. 
)ly nC".ighbo~ put me fu apart; 
I 1m east in gl'e1lt perpl~ity. 
~titb Cho.kh1, In thka hunum. form 
\\"bot can I do I what em I be I 

The woman's h01rt of Soynbai is perhap$ more sensitil'e 
to the ills and IITOwt of stern fste than that of her husband. 
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She feels the bitterness of her lot, and finds her consolation 
in resignation to the will of the good Lord. 

Haste thee. 0 VitthaJa, haste thee to succour me. 
Corne, I beseech thee, abide st rny side. 
What is the thought of my heart 0 my Keshava? 
Father lllld Mother God Thou wilt provide. 
Now at whose house shall I look for a dwelling place 1 
All things seem utterly desert and bare. 
Soyan saith, Behold Pandhari'a Maje.sty, 
Let me depend on Thy mercy and care. 

In another abhanga her plaint is in the same strain: 
When our e:tate is hopeless, utterly confounded, 
Who within his bosom folds us kindly? 
Thou alone dost shelter, there is none be5ide Thee 
Who can truly be our sure protection. 
Whate' er to Thee may seem the best, that good perform. 
This prayer do I always lift to Thee. 
Soyarobai is aaying, My life and breath art Thou. 
Then whither can I wen~ except to Tb .. ? 

While these saints are complaining of the bitterness of 
their lot they realise that they are their own worst enemies, 
and they confess the lust and wrath and enmity which cling 
to them. Their hope- is that God, the gentle Mother, wi!l 
overlook their faults, and they accept 'in resignation whatever 
the good will enjoins. 

Whate'er to th~ may seem aright 
Of good or ill to me is sweet. 
The Obligation which I owe 
I lay as offering at thy feet. 
The story of my life in full 
Before thy presence I confess. 
Soyara declares, Of all my kio 
'Tis Thou alone bast wiU to bless. 

And in another abhanga she continues: 
Thou only art my God and King. 
I\.ly mind is fixed upon thy feet. 
No other work than this 1 know, 
To sit a beggar aJI unmeet, 
And sing Thy Name, Thy Mercy laud. 
Yea, at Thy door J sit and call 
On Thee, says Chokha's Mahari. 

The figure of the outeaste sitting on the door step and 
begging for the leavinga of food that sometimes are thrown 
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out for the crows and the dogs, could only be used of himself 
by a Mahar or a sweeper. Soyrabai uses the figure with 
fulness of meaning. 

What other can avert my lot of ~ood and ill 
But Thou alone Hari, Mother-Father l 
Clinging to the hope of sharing in thy leavings 
I sit both day and ni~ht and ply the beggar's trade; 
In thy heart only wells for us the fount of love. 
Lust, envy, wrath and spite, an9er and enmity 
That make our burden hard, do thou from ue avert. 
1'hia be mv p1ea, Father and Mother God, 
Tbeoe be the words of Soyara, Chokha'~ bride •. , 

These words are more than the utterance of any individual. 
It is the spirit of the people crying out for salvation. And 
surely the spirit of a people that can produce minds like 
those of the poets whom we have studied in part, is worthy 
of salvation, that salvation which consists in an abiding place 
in the Father's home. · 



CHAPTER VIII 

EPILOGUE 

'WHo hath believed our report 1 and to whom is the arm 
of the Lord revealed? . . . He ·is despised and rejected of 
men.; a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief: and we hid 
as it were our faces from him; he was despised, and we esteem
ed him not.' These words were applied by a Hebrew poet to 
the spirit of his own people when it was in exile. And a later 
prophet of the same race contemplating his people scattered 
in a foreign land in virtual slavery conceives the following 
allegory:-'The hand of the Lord was upon me, and carried 
me out in the spirit of the Lord, and set me down in tht: 
midst of the valley which Wl!S full of bones, and caused me 
to pass by them round 'a'bout: and, behold, there were very 
many in the open valley; and, lo, they were very dry •... 
And he said unto me, Son of !l13n, can these bones live? And 
I answered, 0 Lord God, Thou knowest.' The allegory goes 
on to say how God commanded him to prophesy unto those 
dry bones. And when he did so they came together bone to 
his bone and sinews and flesh grew upon them and skin 
covered their forms; 'but there v.11s no life in them. Then 
said be unto me, Prophesy unto the wind, prophesy, Son of 
man and say to the wind, Thus saith the Lord God; Come 
from the four winds, 0 breath, and breathe upon these slain, 
that they may live. So I prophesied as he commanded me, 
and the breath carne into them; and they lived, and stood up 
upon their feet, an exceeding great army.' 

That Hebrew prophecy is nat yet fully complete, for the 
ways of men in history are slow. They are slow because men 
are hard of heart and slow to believe what God bath prepared 
for their salvation. . 

The student of Marathi devotional verse does not read far 
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in it without receiving the impression that the doctrine of 
the Name is of supreme ilpportance in the minds of the 
writers. There is also the impression that there is a Name 
above every other Name. A considerable amount of con· 
fusion regarding this Name of names may be attributed to the 
multiplicity of sects that remember only imperfectly an ancient 
tradition. In their memories they are as men that sleep. 

The names of God which occur in the Mahar poets breathe 
an intensity of need and lowliness which is less .marked ill 
the other poets of the Pandharpur schools. In it he poema 
attributed to Dnyanoba, Nivritti, Sopandeva and" Muktabai 
the atmosphere· is more · intellectual, more doctrinal than 
emotional and practical. In the Mahar poets the atmosphere, 
tbouglt similar doctrinally, is yet charged with a special 
wam1th. :The names of God which recur most frequently are 
these-the Giver, or Lord, He who gives double, the 1\Iost 
Merciful, the Most Gracious, the Lover, He who has many 
aspects, the Generous, the Advocate, the Compassionate Little 
Mother, the Gracious Shadow, the Orphan's Helper, the 
:Soarer of the Orphan's burden, the Lord of the lowly, the 
Burden-hearer, the Father and Mother, the Receiver of the 
sinful. Th08e are epithets added to other ancient and common 
names which were themselves at the beginning of their use 
just epithets or descriptive terms. The commonest of these 
are Hari, Narayana, V1ttbala. Pandurang is so distinctive of 
the god of Pandhari that it may be regarded as a pen10nal 
name, though originally it .Uso must have been just a 
dl.'llcriptive term. 

The essence of the doctrine of the Name is that God in 
his ...,ry person is present in the Name. The Name is not 
simply a sound; it is a power. Whoso uses the Name in 
truth is not simply repeating a formula,he is appropriating and 
identifying with hin>St·lf' divine power. As l\aJIU~dcva says 
in one pta,~, 'The Name is the Form, the Form is the 
Name: the Name is in no way separate from the form. God 
11.10k shape and b=me incarnate as the Name. Therefore 
the altllr .,f the Name was s.:t up.' 

It is only a small remnant of the !\lahar people who have 
adnpt<'d this high r<!hgioa of Pandharpur. Therdore a 
study of that religion in its multiple aspects is hardly 
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pertinent to a study of the Mahars. But there is a question 
connected with the origin and the early development of the 
worship of Pandurang or. of Vitthala which is not unrelated 
to the early history of the Mahar folk. The question con
cerns the meaning of the names Vitthala and Pandurang. 
Molesworth preserves a popular hypothesis relating to the 
·meaning of the name, Vitthala. According to this interpre
tation he is 'the receiver of the ignorant and the destitute of 
understanding.' . 

There can be no doubt that the god Vitthala has this 
character not only in the psalms of praise which the saints 
have composed at his feet but also in the ceremonies which 
continue to the present day at Gopalpur which is connected 
with the present temple in a distant way. There is evidence 
to show that the present temple in Pandharpur which houses 
tl:\e rude image named Vithoba is not the original temple of 
that religious centre. The temple of the present day is 
probably a Brahmanical imposition upon an earlier wotship 
in which there was no respecting of persons according to 
their colour. · There is evidence of a parallel change of' 
religion in the temples of the god Khandoba at Jejuri and at 
other spots in the Poorla distrkt. It was manifestly the 
policy of the Brahmans to incorporate the earlier gods and 
cults. They did this to Buddl}ism as everyone knows. 

The process of incorporation was not simply a carrying 
over of ideas of shrines and of divine names. That was done 
in plenty; but it seems that in some cases they reformed the 
ancient religion by building a new temple where the elements 
of the old religion which conflicted with Brahman social 
notions were kept outside to be practised as a permitted rite 
in the old places of worship. . 
, May there not be, as some indeed have suggested, a 
Buddhist element in the religion of Pandhari? This would 
help to explain the tradition of the ancient psalms and the 
present practice at Gopalpur which indicated that there was 
no distinction of birth or colour at that shrine? It would also 
explain the prominence given to the fellowship of the saints 
in this religion. It would be consonant with the name, 
Vitthala, as the receiver of the ignorant. It would finally 
explain the tendency of the Warkari sect to abjure tl1e use of' 
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fl~sh as food. Buddhism exercised a great influence in that 
"part of the land where Pandharpur is a centre; and it would 
be strange indeed if the common people had not felt its 
uplifting power. The religion of the original people of the 
land must have been influenced by Buddhism: l 
1 In one of the poems of Janabai the Lord of Pandhari is 

aadressed as • the glory of the Somawanshi.' The Mabars, as 
we have seen, are described in ancient charters as the eight 
million Somawanshi. Do these facts together indicate that 
Pandharpur V.'US a special religious centre for the early tribes 
which made up the Mahar folk 1 And if this be so how did 
the religion of Pandharpur rise above the worship of Mariai 
and of Vetala to a plane above even early Buddhism, ao that 
a reader of the pealma of the saints cannot . help wondering 
whether there is much difference between the religion of 
Pandhari at its best and certain elements of Christianity 1· · 

All that the faith of Pandharpur at ita best has in common 
with Buddhism it has in common with Christianity; and 
there are important doctrines which it has in common with 
Christianity which are not in Buddhism. Christianity holds 
as an essential doctrine that God is manifest as the Word. 
Of course the doctrine of the Eternal Word is also a tenet 
of the best Brahmanism. The Word became incarnate and 
dwelt amon~ men emptying himself of his glory and becoming 
a slave. Through faith in his Name, a faith which is 
engendered by God's free grace, the most sinful men and 
women are saved. The joy of the Holy Ghost is experienoed 
in the fellowship of the saints. So far the religion of 
Pandharpur proceeds in the company of Christianity; and it 
$hould be added in the company of that line of Indian 
Theistn which culminates in the Church of Ramanujacharya. 

But Christianity g<X'S fur beyond this. God proves his love 
to us in that while we were yet sinners Christ died for us. 
And God proves that it v.u be himself who aa Christ died 
ft\f us, in that having died he rose again and ascended up into 
heawn, The fellowship of the saints in the Holy Ghost has 
thus become a richer and a more potent experience than 
anything known at Pandbarpur. The Risen Christ in the 
Holy G h011t is in tht midst of the Church-' Lo, I am with 
you to the end of the world.' 
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It is this experience of the Resurrection power that the 
prophet, Ezekiel, needed to make his allegory of the dry bones 
an actual thing and not jmt a dream. 

·, ·: 1\nother question remains-'Nhy is it that only a remnant 
, or the Mahar folk have given up their sorcery and magic and 

the worship that is fear while for centuries they have had an 
offer of full and free salvation in the faith of the saints of 
Pandharpuil \ There seems no answer aave that implied in 
the stern woid of the Great Master: 'Straight is the gate and 
narrow is the way that leadeth into life ; and few there be 
that find it.' 

His other word abideth alan: 'Whosoever cometh unto me 
I will in no wise cast out.' . 

Salvation cannot be attsined simply by the formulation of 
a social programme or by. the adoption of a simple theologi
cal creed. The way of salvation and the end thereof is one: 
it is a fellowship in Holy Spirit, the fellowship which is the 
very Godhead. · 
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